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Roses

ROSE CRYSTAL FAIRY Crisp clear white flowers with dark green foliage .PVR. Weeping

Patio

ROSE JUDY FISHER
ROSE MINI SI (Smallest Rose in th World!!!) Produces tiny pale pink flowers over long 

period.Do not allow to dry out and feed often during growing season. 
Suitable for smal poot or rockery in full sun.

ROSE PATIO 1L 
EVANDALE
ROSE SIMPLICITY PINK 
BABY

(PVR) NZ bred shrub rose which is disease resistant and very hardy. 
Soft pink single flowers over long period from early summer. Prefers full 
sun to light shade. Trim after flowering.

Deciduous Ht 
70cm X 70cm

climbing

ROSA MULTIFLORA 
PLATYPHYLLA

'Seven sisters Rose'. Trusses of sceented flowers in shades varying 
from lilac pink to white.

Hybrid Climber Ht. 
6.5m

ROSE BANKSIA THE 
PEARL

A vigorous semi-evergreen climbing rose with double white flowers in 
summer. Needs no special pruning but can be trimmed to shape if 
required.

Semi-Evergreen

ROSE CLIMBER 
VEILCHENBLAU

(Rambler) Clusters of violet blue, small, semi-double flowers white at the 
centre fading to lilac-blue. Very fragrant and vigorous. Almost thornless.

Climbing Ht 4.5m

ROSE CLIMBING 
ALBERIC BARBIER

Yellow buds open to creamy white double flowers. One of the best 
ramblers. Healthy green foliage. Slightly fragrant.

Rambler Ht 5m

ROSE CLIMBING 
ALBERTINE

Shapely buds open to double blooms of coppery pink. Richly scented. 
Glossy leaves.

Rambler Ht 4 - 6m

ROSE CLIMBING 
BIRTHDAY PRESENT

Very fragrant, double, shapely flowers of dark red on a vigorous plant, 
prolific flowering.

Climbing Ht 3m

ROSE CLIMBING 
BLACKBERRY NIP

Deep purple blooms on long stems. Great for picking. Strong fragrance. Climbing

ROSE CLIMBING CECILE 
BRUNNER

The "Sweetheart Rose" that climbs and covers anything. Beautiful clear 
light pink blooms smother the plant. Slightly fragrant.

Climber Ht 4m

ROSE CLIMBING DUBLIN 
BAY

An abundance of clusters of medium sized fully double, bright scarlet-
crimson, flowers. Blooms borne almost continuously on a strong very 
healthy plant of average height.

Climbing

ROSE CLIMBING LADY 
BARBARA

Perfectly formed flowers of tangerine orange with a deep yellow reverse. 
Free flowering.

Climbing

ROSE CLIMBING LADY 
HILLINGDON

Deep apricot- gold flowers borne throughout the summer. Very fragrant. Climbing Ht. 5m

ROSE CLIMBING 
MADAME ALFRED 
CARRIERE

Large, cupped, rather informal, creamy white blooms tinged with pink, 
witha strong, sweet fruity fragrance. The growth is strong, bushy and 
upright with plentiful foliage.

Climbing

ROSE CLIMBING NANCY 
HAYWARD

Very large single flowers of light cherry red, produced all year round. 
Ideal for pergolas.

Climbing Ht 5m

ROSE CLIMBING PAUL 
TRANSON

Very double flowers of apricot pink. Moderately fragrant , with continuous 
flowering often into autumn.Vigorous climber with shiny green foliage. 
Tolerates shade.

Climbing

ROSE CLIMBING RED 
FLAME

Large, fragrant, red climbing rose which is healthy and vigorous. Foliage 
is glossy purple/red.

Climbing

ROSE CLIMBING SIR 
EDMUND HILLARY

Highly scented flowers, pure white with golden centres. Medium green 
glossy foliage with strong growth. Vigorous repeat flowering. PVR

Climbing Ht 4m
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ROSE CLIMBING 
SYMPATHIE

Very full, shapely flowers of bright velvety red, Fragrant. Vigorous free 
flowering plant of average height. Disease resistant.

Climbing

ROSE CLIMBING 
ZEPHIRINE DROUHIN

Pointed buds opening to semi-double flowers of bright cerise with a 
sweet powerful fragrance. Thornless with soft green foliage.

Climbing Bourbon 
Ht. 2m

ROSE ETOILE DE 
HOLLANDE  (CLIMBING)

Superbly fragrant, rich velvety red shapely blooms. Summer flowering for 
a long period.

Climbing Ht. 3.5 x 
2.5m

ROSE OMEIENSIS 
PTERACANTHA

Climbing Rose noted for its huge, spectacular thorns which are a bright, 
translucent red in young growth. Small, single, white flowers are followed 
by red hips. 1890 China Rose

Climbing China

david austin

ROSE AMBRIDGE ROSE Cupped shaped flowers of deep apricot opening to a rosette formation 
and paling at the flower edges. The perfumed flowers are borne very 
freely on a neat bushy plant with dark foliage.

David Austin

ROSE BOSCOBEL Perfectly formed, rich salmon rosettes. A beautifully complex myrrh 
fragrance. Very healthy and disease resistant with vigorous, upright and 
bushy form. Good repeat flowerer with exceptional fragrance. PVR

David Austin

ROSE CHARLOTTE  (Austin Shrub)  Beautiful tea-scented fragrance from incurved ,cup-
shaped soft yellow blooms.Repeat flowering. PVR

David Austin

ROSE CROWN 
PRINCESS MARGARETA

The flowers are quite large, neatly-formed rosettes of a lovely apricot-
orange. Strongly scented and excellent repeat flowering. PVR

David Austin Ht. 
Medium

ROSE GOLDEN 
CELEBRATION

Continuous flowering, very large, deeply-cupped, rich golden yellow 
blooms borne on arching stems. Exceptionally fragrant. PVR

David Austin Ht 
1.2m

ROSE GRAHAM THOMAS Large cup-shaped blooms rich golden yellow with hint of apricot. Strong 
bushy growth with upright but arching habit. Dark healthy foliage. 
Delicious fragrance. PVR

David Austin Ht 
1.8m

ROSE LADY OF 
MEGGINCH

Very large, full, cupped rosettes, the outer petals recurving back slightly, 
crimson at first, gradually changing to an unusual shade of rich, deep 
pink with silvery reverses.

David Austin

ROSE LADY OF SHALOTT Rich orange-red buds open to chalice-shaped blooms, filled with loosely 
arranged, orange petals. Strong, vigorous grower that is disease 
resistant. A warm tea fragrance, with hints of spiced apple and cloves. 
PVR

David  Austin

ROSE MARY ROSE Large informally cupped flowers of strong rose pink with a 
damaskperfume and old rose charm.Very robust. PVR.

David Austin Ht 
1.2m

ROSE MUNSTEAD WOOD A healthy variety with sumptuous, deep velvety crimson blooms. Strong 
Old Rose fragrance with fruity notes of blackberry, blueberry and 
damson. Good repeat flowering.  PVR

David Austin

ROSE OLIVIA ROSE 
AUSTIN

Pretty buds open to beautiful, cupped rosettes of an even, mid pink 
colouring with a light to medium fruity fragrance. Flowering exceptionally 
early in the season and flowers in flushes until well into the autumn. It 
forms a very healthy form. PVR

David Austin

ROSE SKY LARK Semi-double deep pink cup like flowers with gold/white centres .Light 
fragrance.

David Austin

ROSE STRAWBERRY HILL (tall shrub or climber) Lovely soft pink fully double flowers. A strong, 
delicious myrrh and heather honey fragrance. The arching branches are 
clothed in glossy, dark foliage. PVR

David Austin

ROSE SUMMER SONG Austin-English. Fully double,deeply cupped blooms of an unusual burnt 
orange colour with a delicious fruity fragrance. Repeat flowerer on an 
upright bushy plant. PVR.

David Austin Ht 
1.3m

ROSE TAMORA Large shallow cups of delicate apricot blended with cream. Strong myrrh 
fragrance.

David Austin

ROSE TEASING GEORGIA English Rose. Double flowers of rich deep yellow, outer petals fading 
paler. Scented. Strong graceful growth with repeat flowering. PVR

David Austin Ht. 
1.5m.

ROSE THE ALEXANDRA 
ROSE

Dainty Coppery-pink single flowers with pale yellow centres. David Austin Ht. 
1.2m

ROSE THE ALNWICK 
ROSE

Pretty, many petalled, cupped blooms of soft pink. Rich old rose 
fragrance with raspberry notes. Good repeat flowering. Exceptionally 
reliable with a strong bushy growth, High Disease resistance. PVR

David Austin
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ROSE THE ENDEAVOUR An extremely floriferous variety. The rosette-shaped blooms are strongly 
colored, the upper side of each petal being a soft, slightly salmon-pink 
while the reverse is soft yellow. Free flowering PVR.

David Austin

ROSE THE POET'S WIFE Rich yellow, cupped flowers which pale over time. Strong fragrance with 
a hint of lemon on a low bush. NZPVR.

David Austin

ROSE THOMAS A 
BECKET

New 2018 Light red, informal, rosette flowers which are highly fragrant. 
Repeat flowering. Healthy and reliable. PVR

David Austin

ROSE TRANQUILLITY A very floriferous variety, bearing pure white, beautifully rounded, rosette 
blooms. Almost thornless with very healthy, vigorous growth and good 
disease resistance. Light apple fragrance and good repeat flowering. PVR

David Austin

ROSE TROILUS Large flowers of honey buff/apricot cup-shaped. Fragrance is sweet 
honey, repeats throughout season.

David Austin

ROSE YOUNG LYCIDAS An award winning rose with magnificent, purple-magenta blooms of 
classic Old Rose beauty. Lovely fragrance combining tea and old rose 
with hints of cedar wood. Healthy, bushy growth. PVR

David Austin

Floribunda

ROSE ABSOLUTELY 
FABULOUS

Exceptional rose of butter gold,appealing old fashioned form, strong 
fragrance and wonderful health. Abundant blooms on rounded bushy 
plant .(PVR)

Floribunda Ht 1m

ROSE ALI MAU Glossy green foliage and fully double, fragrant blooms of soft cream, 
peachy, pink make this rose named after UNICEF Ambassador, Ali Mau. 
Every sale of this rose means a donation to UNICEF. PVR

Floribunda.

ROSE BURGUNDY 
ICEBERG

Natural sport of its parent Iceberg and with similar habit.Produces semi-
double flowers of velvety burgundy-red over long period.Light green 
foliage and relatively thornless. Very hardy.

Floribunda Ht.1.2m.

ROSE CLIMBING 
ICEBERG

Flowers profusely with long sprays of pure white blooms flushed with 
pink. Very healthy disease resistant rose. Wonderful for cutting with light 
green foliage and few thorns.

Climbing Ht. 2m

ROSE EBB TIDE Deep dark clusters of rich royal purple blooms,fading to deep lavender 
and with nice fragrance. Compact growth and few thorns.Eye catching 
rose in the garden.

Floribunda

ROSE EYES FOR YOU Clusters of large pink/lilac flowers with a very distinctive purple centre. 
Fragrant. NZPVR applied for.

Floribunda

ROSE FOND MEMORIES Large perfectly formed flowers in softest pink with a strong fragrance. 
Good strong growth habit and very free flowering.  PVR

Floribunda

ROSE FOR YOUR EYES 
ONLY

A striking new rose in rich shades of peach, apricot and pink with a 
distinctive purple eye. Fragrant, healthy and continuous flowering. PVR

Floribunda

ROSE FRIESIA Brilliant shining yellow blooms of good form and unfading are produced 
continuously. Flowers have a strong spicy fragrance. Sturdy bush.

Floribunda

ROSE GOLDEN JUBILEE Large flowers with petals of the clearest yellow, flushed with pink. 
Sweetly scented. Good  disease resistance.

Floribunda

ROSE HANS CHRISTIAN 
ANDERSON

Dark red semi-double blooms, with a mild fragrance.  Good repeat 
flowering and a strong healthy grower.

Floribunda

ROSE HONKY TONK 
BLUES

A compact bush with amazing lavender-blue semi-double flowers which 
open and fade to icy blue. Lovely sweet perfume.(NZ PVR)

Floribunda

ROSE LEMON N LIME FL Lemon and lime blooms. Dark glossy foliage. Blooms in flushes 
thoughout season.

Floribunda

ROSE MARGARET 
MERRIL

Dainty, high-centred, white buds with a satin-pink sheen. Exceptionally 
fragrant. Good repeat flowering.

Floribunda

ROSE MOODY BLUES Large, beautifully formed blooms of lilac-blue. A strong grower flowering 
very prolifically. Healthy, light grey-green foliage. PVR

Floribunda Ht.1-
1.5m

ROSE PURPLELICIOUS Large rosette-shaped purple blooms with strong fragrance. Very 
Healthy.PVR.

Floribunda Ht 1m

ROSE RASPBERRY ICE Silvery white edged flowers with raspberry red. Very attractive large 
blooms on vigorous, upright bush with deep green, disease resistent 
foliage.

Floribunda
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ROSE RHAPSODY IN 
BLUE

Clusters of semi double plum purple flowers fading to slate blue. Very 
health plant and good repeat flowering. Sweetly scented. PVR

Floribunda

ROSE WHITE ROMANCE Masses of white double flowers, over long period Excellent cut flower. Floribunda

Hybrid Tea

ROSE AOTEAROA NEW 
ZEALAND

Beautiful creamy pink blooms on long stems. One of the most fragrant 
roses. Glossy green foliage, disease resistant. Good repeat flowering.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE AUCKLAND METRO Camellia-shaped blooms of creamy white. Very fragrant. Free flowering 
ideal for cutting. Healthy medium sized bush.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE BLACKBERRY NIP Deep purple highly fragrant blooms in old fashioned style on long stems, 
excellent for picking. Healthy disease resistant foliage. P.V.R.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE BLUE MOON Lilac blue flowers of classic form on long stems. Sweetly scented. 
Upright growth with goosd foliage.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE BLUE RIVER A fragrant lilac/lavender blooms with fuchsia magenta edges. Free 
flowering throughour the season.

Hybrid Tea Ht. 
Medium

ROSE COLUMBA'S ROSE  A beautiful very large, cup shaped flowers of deep cream, often 
quartered. Fragrant and healthy. Names in association with 'Columba's 
College' Dunedin - 100th centenary.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE DEEP SECRET Double deep, velvety red blooms with an intense fragrance.  A strong 
shrub with dark foliage. Good conitnuous flowering throughout the 
season.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE DIAMOND JUBILEE 
HT

Large exhibition blooms of buff-yellow. Scented. Strong healthy bush. Hybrid Tea

ROSE DOUBLE DELIGHT Creamy white with pink edges. Quite spectacular, medium height, very 
fragrant and a beautiful cut flower. Continuous flowering.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE ETOILE 
D'HOLLANDE

Deep crimson blooms. Strong, delicious fragrance. Flowers again in late 
summer. Vigorous growth dark green foliage.

Hybrid Tea   
Ht.1.5m

ROSE HAYLEY 
WESTENRA   HT

Delightful scented double flowers, in shades of apricot with highlights of 
cream and peach. A donation is made to UNICEF with every rose sold. 
NZ PVR

Hybrid Tea

ROSE JULIA'S ROSE HT Unusual blooms of pale coppery-tan that fade gently to cream. The 
delicately frilled petals open out to reveal golden stamens. Nicely fragrant 
and great for picking.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE JUST JOEY Large fragrant coppery-orange flowers frilled at the edges. Foliage dark 
green, bush vigorous and free flowering. A superb medium sized.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE LASTING LOVE  Nice red buds open to crimson red blooms with a lovely fragrance. 
Glossy foliage and compact growth.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE LOVE ME DO Attractive ivory flowers touched with warm pink, above healthy, dark 
green foliage. Fragrant. PVR

Hybrid Tea

ROSE LOVING MEMORY Large perfectly shaped blooms of crimson scarlet borne on strong stiff 
stems and lightly scented. Excellent cutting.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE MUM IN A MILLION  Large blooms of soft rose pink with knock out perfume, cover plant for 
long period.Has long stems which keep well in vase.Deep green foliage. 
PVR

Hybrid Tea

ROSE NOBILOS 
CHARDONNAY

Large well formed flowers of creamy gold. Very healthy foliage on a 
strong bush. Medium height.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE ORANGES & 
LEMONS

Large fully double in a sensational orange and yellow striped blend. 
Completely unique. Burgundy-red foliage.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE PADDY STEPHENS 
HT

Performed spiralled blooms of warm coral-orange and salmon borne one 
to a stem. A free flowering plant with extremely healthy glossy dark green 
foliage and strong upright growth.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE PASCALI HT Pure white flowers perfectly shaped and produced in great profusion on 
long stems. Ideal for picking with long stems.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE REMEMBER ME Rich mixture of copper and orange with red and yellow toes. Lightly 
fragrant. Tall upright habit.

Hybrid Tea

ROSE RUBY WEDDING Large dark pink or pale crimson flowers. Bushy, spreading growth. Light, 
sweet fragrance.Medium height.

Hybrid Tea
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ROSE SILVER JUBILEE Large well formed flowers in a lovely blend of soft pinks with tints of 
peach.Free flowering on a vigorous plant. Good for cutting.

Hybrid Tea Ht. 
Medium

ROSE THE WEDDING 
ROSE

Lightly scented, double white flowers, produced almost non-stop from 
spring to autumn. Long lasting in a vase.

Hybrid Tea. Ht. 
Medium

ROSE WARM WISHES Soft peach coral, fragrant blooms. Single and well spaced clusters with 
continuity. Dark green extremely healthy foliage. New rose, with 
succession of blooms unaffected by weather.

Hybrid Tea  
Medium

ROSE WHISKY Masses of gloriously scented, shapely blooms, bronze in bud opening to 
gold and amber shades.

Hybrid Tea Ht. 
Medium

old fashioned

ROSA GALLICA 
VERSICOLOUR

Rosa Mundi - A very old rose. Large semi-double flowers striped and 
splashed with pink and white on crimson.

Gallica Rose Ht. 1m

ROSE ANNE ENDT (Rugosa Hybrid) Single petalled flowers of rich magenta. Dark red hips 
and attractive foliage. Continual blooms throughout the season.

Rugosa  Ht 1m

ROSE ARCHDUKE 
JOSEPH

(Tea Rose) Doulble flowers in a mixture of pink, mauve and orange with 
paler centres.Scented and vigorous.

Tea rose Ht 1.8m

ROSE BUFF BEAUTY Deliciously scented medium apricot double flowers. Vigorous and 
floriferous shrub to 2m. Young foliage coppery red. Hybrid musk.

Hybrid Musk

ROSE CHARLES DE 
MILLS GALLICA

Once flowering, huge, crimson-purple flowers with good scent. Probably 
early 1800’s.

Gallica

ROSE COMTE DE 
CHAMBORD

A most charming rose of true Old Rose character. Its light magenta, full-
petalled flowers open flat and quartered.  It forms a strong, upright shrub 
with prickly stems and ample foliage - the leaves coming up to the flower 
in true Portland style.

Old Fashioned -
Portland

ROSE LA REINE 
VICTORIA

 Soft green leaves set off cupped flowers of a beautiful, rich lilac-pink. 
Very fragrant. A slender, erect bush. Perpetual flowering.

Bourbon Ht.Med

ROSE LADY HILLINGDON Deep apricot gold flowers borne throughout the summer. Very fragrant. Tea Rose
ROSE MME HARDY One of the classic old roses. Pretty glistening double white blooms held 

in nicely poised clusters. Fragrant with a hint of lemon. Strong, bushy 
growth.

Damask Ht. 2m

ROSE MME ISAAC 
PERIERE

Huge, rich crimson, cup-shaped flowers. Powerful and delicious 
fragrance. A large bush with heavy, rather open growth. It will also climb. 
Good repeat flowering.

Bourbon Ht 2.5m

ROSE MOYESII (Species Rose). Flat pink or red flowers with yellow stamenin Summer 
followed by large hips in Autumn. Once flowering. Good disease 
resistance.

Wild Rose

ROSE MUTABILIS Pointed flame-coloured buds, single coppery-yellow flowers changing to 
pink and finally coppery-crimson. Light fragrance. Good repeat flowering.

China rose

ROSE PARFUM DE L'HAY 
SHRUB

Double flowers of crimson red. Highly scented and vigorous. Shrub

ROSE ROSERAIE DE 
L'HAY

Very large, double flowers of rich crimson-purple with contrasting 
stamens. Very strong perfume. A vigorous, hardy and dense shrub. 
Good repeat flowering.

Rugosa Hybrid Ht 
2m

ROSE SALLY HOLMES A strong-growing shrub, with plentiful, creamy white, semi-double flowers 
held in large bunches. Nearly always in bloom. Lightly scented. Strong 
upright habit and good repeat flowering.

Modern Shrub

ROSE SHOT SILK Cherry cerise overshot with salmon and orange. Full fragrant blooms with 
lovely glossy foliage.

Old Shrub

ROSE TOPAZ JEWEL (Rugosa) A spreading rugosa hybrid with semi-double butter-yellow 
blooms fading to cream .  Strong, fruity fragrance. Flushes of flowers 
throughout the season.

Rugosa Ht. 1m

patio standard

ROSE ICEBERG Extremely healthy, strong growing rose that tolerates less sunnier spots. 
Large bush absolutely smothered with sprays of pure white flowers.

Floribunda

ROSE WEE JOCK Very free-flowering miniature rose with perfectly shaped blooms of bright 
crimson scarlet. PVR

PATIO
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Shrub Rose

ROSE FLOWER CARPET 
AMBER

Disease resistant Flower Carpet Rose with single flowers of lovely 
amber. Free flowering for up to 10 months. Very hardy.

Shrub Rose 80 x 
90cm wide

ROSE FLOWER CARPET 
APPLEBLOSSOM

Compact groundcover rose with a profusion of blooms in soft pastel pink 
all summer and autumn. Rich evergreen foliage very resistant to black 
spot and mildew.

Ht 60-80cm x 1m 
wide

ROSE FLOWER CARPET 
GOLD

Disease resistant Flower Carpet Rose with single flowers of a lovely 
gold  free flowering, from Spring through until Winter. Very hardy and 
ideal for trimming as a shrub. Disease resistant.

Shrub Rose Ht. 1m

ROSE FLOWER CARPET 
PINK

Extremely hardy, vigorous ground cover rose with attractive bright pink, 
semi-double blooms. Flowers for up to 10 months.

Shrub Rose

ROSE FLOWER CARPET 
PINK SPLASH

Double pink flowers splashed pale pink petals, free flowering from Spring 
through until Winter. Very hardy and ideal for trimming as a shrub. 
Disease resistant. Prefers full sun or part shade. PVR

Deciduous Ht 
60cm x 100cm

ROSE FLOWER CARPET 
RED

Extremely disease resistant rose with semi-double flowers of deep red 
with golden red with yellow stamens. Prune to shape. PVR

Deciduous Ht. 1m

ROSE FLOWER CARPET 
SCARLET

Double bright scarlet red flowers  from Spring through until Winter. Very 
hardy and ideal for trimming as a shrub. Disease resistant.

Shrub Rose 
Ht.1.2m

ROSE FLOWER CARPET 
WHITE

Extremely hardy, vigorous, ground cover rose with attractive white, 
almost single blooms. Flowers for up to 10 months.

Shrub Rose

ROSE 
WORCESTERSHIRE

(Procombent rose)Bright yellow semi-double flowers in profusion on a 
low growing, spreading plant.

Groundcover

standard 800mm

ROSE BURGUNDY 
ICEBERG

Natural sport of its parent Iceberg and with similar habit.Produces semi-
double flowers of velvety burgundy-red over long period.Light green 
foliage and relatively thornless. Very hardy.

Floribunda Ht.1.2m.

ROSE FRIESIA Brilliant shining yellow blooms of good form and unfading are produced 
continuously. Flowers have a strong spicy fragrance. Sturdy bush.

Floribunda

ROSE MARGARET 
MERRIL

Dainty, high-centred, white buds with a satin-pink sheen. Exceptionally 
fragrant. Good repeat flowering.

Floribunda

ROSE MOODY BLUES Large, beautifully formed blooms of lilac-blue. A strong grower flowering 
very prolifically. Healthy, light grey-green foliage. PVR

Floribunda Ht.1-
1.5m

ROSE MUM IN A MILLION  Large blooms of soft rose pink with knock out perfume, cover plant for 
long period.Has long stems which keep well in vase.Deep green foliage. 
PVR

Hybrid Tea
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Shrub

ACACIA 
MERINTHOPHORA

An unusual plant with pendulous habit. Bright yellow flowers in winter. 
Requires well drained light medium soils and full sun(will tolerate partial 
shade.

Evergreen   Ht. 3m

CALLISTEMON CITRINUS (Crimson Bottlebrush)Red bottlebrush flowers in spring and autumn. 
Dark green foliage. Prune below finished flowers to keep compact 
growth. Attracts birds.

Evergreen. Ht 3-5m

deciduous

BAMBUSA GRACILIS Syn. Drepanostachyum falcatum.  Dense clumping bamboo. Graceful 
curving stems. Ideal for poolsides, patios, feature gardens. Once 
established hardy to most conditions.

Evergreen. Ht 3m

BERBERIS "HELMOND 
PILLAR"

A vigorous, narrow and upright form of Barberry with attractive round rich 
purple foliage turning vivid crimson and scarlet shades in autumn. With 
careful pruning and training can be grown into a narrow vertical 
specimen.

Deciduous  2m

BERBERIS THUNBERGIA 
ATROSUPERBA

Bolder form of purple barberry with long arching branches and larger, 
more rounded leaves coloured blackish-red changing to orange-scarlet in 
autumn. Very hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 
1.50m

BERBERIS THUNBERGII 
KOBOLD

Dense glossy green foliage changing orange red in autumn. Golden 
flowers.

Deciduous. Ht 
50cm

BERBERIS THUNBERGII 
LITTLE FAVOURITE

Low growing form of purple berberis. Has rich deep purple foliage turning 
scarlet orange in autumn. Makes good hedge.Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 50cm

BERBERIS THUNBERGII 
ROSY GLOW

A very striking small shrub. The leaves on the new shoots are multi-
coloured, purple, bright rose and silver pink, later becoming purple.

Deciduous.Ht. 
80cm

BUDDLEIA CRISPA A large shrub with white felt covered leaves and stems. Flowers lilac with 
an orange throat and fragrance in the summer. Requires well drained 
sunny spot. Prune regularly to promote a good shape. Very attractive to 
butterflies.

Deciduous Ht 3m

BUDDLEIA FALLOWIANA 
ALBA

Fragrant white flowers in summer with woolly foliage. Prune back after 
flowering. Will tolerate dryness when established. Prefers full sun. Very 
attractive to butterflies.

Deciduous Ht 2m

CALAMAGROSTIS 
ORERDAM

Clump-forming ornamental grass with erect, rich green leaves striped 
with white. Tall flower stalksl bear narrow plumes of feathery, purplish-
green flowers which turn golden as the seeds mature in summer. Prefers 
full sun or light shade with moist but well drained soil.

Deciduous Ht. 1m

CALLICARPA BODINIERI An interesting shrubs with clusters of dark pink flowers in summer 
followed by purple berries in Autumn. Hardy. Prefers full sun or part 
shade in well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht 2m

CALYCANTHUS 
FLORIDUS

(CARORLINA ALL SPICE) Attractive hardy shrub, with fragrant, reddish 
brown flowers consisting of strap like petals.

Deciduous. Ht 2m

CALYCANTHUS 
HARTLAGE WINE

A shrub with large mid green deciduous foliage colours beautifully to 
bright golden yellow in autumn. Rich burgundy-red flowers from early 
spring, continuing sporadically. Prefers moist, acidic soil in sun to part 
shade.

Deciduous Ht. 1.8m

CARYOPTERIS 
WORCHESTER GOLD

Rich gold foliage and clusters of small violet blue flowers from summer to 
autumn. Best grown in full sun to enhance foliage colour. Prune hard for 
maximum flowers and new growth. HARDY

Ht 1m      
Deciduous.

CEANOTHUS HENRI 
DESFOSSE

Custers of bright blue flowers on red stems through summer. A compact 
shrub with fresh green foliage. Trim after flowerring. Hardy

Deciduous Ht. 1m
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CERATOSTIGMA 
GRIFFITHII

Small shrub with small, round leaves turning reddish in autumn. Deep 
blue flowers over a long period in summer. Hardy. Likes a free-draining 
soil in full sun.

semi-Evergreen.

CERATOSTIGMA 
WILLMOTTIANUM

small shrub which is smothered in beautiful bright blue flowers 
throughout summer. Leaves turn red in late autumn. Trim back after 
flowering. Suits dry, well-drained site, preferably full sun.

Deciduous. Ht 
80cm

CHAENOMELES 
JAPONICA ALARM

(Flowering Quince)  Attractive bright red flowers on bare branches in late 
winter to early spring.Prefers sunny position.Very hardy to cold.Can be 
grown as shrub or trained along fence.

Deciduous Ht 2m

CHAENOMELES 
SPECIOSA APPLE 
BLOSSOM

An upright plant that has white with pink tinged flowers in late winter/early 
spring. Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

Deciduous Ht 1.8m

CHAENOMELES 
SPECIOSA YOKUKU

Flowering Quince. Early blooming, saucer shaped pure white flowers 
with tinges of green. Fruit can be used for jelly. Very hardy tree, tolerant 
of soil and climatic extremes. Best in full sun.

Deciduous

CHAENOMELES SUNSET 
GOLD

(False Quince or Japonica) Single, rose-pink flowers completely covering 
every branch. Fruits heavily. Very hardy shrub which can be trimmed 
after flowering. Suitable for coastal conditions.

Deciduous. Ht. 2m

CHIMONANTHUS 
PRAECOX

(Winter Sweet) Sweet smelling ,waxy,golden yellow flowers appear in 
late winter while the branches are still bare. Can be picked for 
indoors.Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 2.5m

CLETHRA ALNIFOLIA 
HUMMINGBIRD

Magnificent large shrub with fragrant lily of the valley type flowers 
produced in large terminal panicles.Protect from heavy frost.

Deciduous. Ht 2m

CORNUS SANGUINEA 
MIDWINTER FIRE

Oval green leaves ,turning orange-yellow in autumn.Grown for its brilliant 
orange-yellow stems in winter.Prune to 7cm from ground in spring to 
promote coloured new growth, then fertilize. Prefers damp soil and part 
shade.Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 1.5m 
X 0.8m

COTINUS COGGYGRIA (Green Smoke Bush) Smooth rounded green leaves with brilliant autumn 
colours. Fawn coloured plumes of flowers 15 - 20cm long at Christmas.

Deciduous. Ht 3m

COTINUS COGGYGRIA 
GRACE

A lovely smoke bush with crimson-purple tips on leaves changing with 
age to green with purple tinge. Winter pruning produces a tidy bush. Very 
hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 2.5 
x2.5m

COTINUS COGGYGRIA 
PURPUREUS

 (Purple Smoke bush ) The round deep purple leaves always attract 
attention. Hazy purple smoke-like flowers. Good autumn colours.

Deciduous. Ht 3m

COTINUS COGGYGRIA 
RED SPIRIT

Syn. C. coggygria Firstpur. Round green foliage changes to mid purple 
through summer, topped with rich red smoke like plumes in late summer. 
Good autumn colour. Best grown in fertile soil and sun to part shade.

Deciduous Ht 2m x 
2m

COTINUS COGGYGRIA 
VELVET CLOAK

Smoke bush. An easily grown shrub with leaves that hold their rich red-
purple colour well into autumn. Lovely red autumn shades. Prune after 
leaf fall.

Deciduous Ht 2.5m

COTONEASTER 
ADPRESSUS

Dwarf spreading shrub with small glossy dark green leaves and bright 
red berries. Makes excellent groundcover . Very hardy.

Deciduous.

COTONEASTER 
HORIZONTALIS

A low growing shrub of prostrate habit, with branches of characteristic 
"herring-bone" pattern. Can be espaliered. Covered in red berries in 
autumn and winter. Very hardy.

Deciduous.

COTONEASTER 
HORIZONTALIS 
VARIEGATUS

Impressive bright scarlet berries and attractive variegated foliage, fan-
shaped branches. Very suitable for covering low walls and banks. Very 
hardy.

Deciduous

DAPHNE X BURKWOODII A small, partially evergreen shrub, compact and rounded in habit. Leaves 
oblong, flowers pale pink and fragrant, in clusters at the ends of the 
branches in late spring. Prefers full sun or part shade.

Deciduous. Ht 1.2m

DEUTZIA CRENATA 
NIKKO

Delightful low spreading form, producing masses of tiny snowy white 
tubular blossoms in late spring.  Very hardy.

Deciduous. Ht. 
60x90 cm

DEUTZIA PINK POM POM An attractive shrub with clusters of pink flowers fading to white in early 
summer. Very hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 1.5m

DEUTZIA SCABRA 
CANDIDISSIMA

Medium size shrub with double white fragrant flowers in summer. Prefers 
full sun or part shade. Hardy

Deciduous Ht. 1.5m

EDGEWORTHIA 
CHRYSANTHA 
GRANDIFLORA

(Yellow Daphne) An interesting shrub with stout stems in spring 
producing large silvery buds opening to heads of yellow tubular flowers.

Deciduous Ht 1.5m
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EV ALOYSIA CITRIODORA (LEMON SCENTED VERBENA ) A medium sized shrub with very 
fragrant lemon scented leaves. Spray of lilac flowers. Wonderful addition 
to pot pouri or can be used as herbal tea. Protect from heavy frost.

Ht 2m   Deciduous.

EXOCHORDA X 
MACRANTHA THE BRIDE

Dense, arching shrub forming a mound of large white flowers in spring. 
Prolific flowering, dark green foliage on pendant branches. Suits a sunny, 
well drained, acid soil. Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 1.5-
2m

FARGESIA NITIDA A beautiful, clump-forming species with narrow leaves and tall, purple-
flushed canes, arching at the top under the weight of the foliage. Prefers 
some shade. Good for large tubs.

Deciduous Ht. 3-4m

FORSYTHIA BEATRIX 
FARRAND

A hardy colourful spring shrub which flowers very early. This variety has 
yellow flowers with gold throat.

Deciduous. Ht 3m

FORSYTHIA KARL SAX Large, deep canary yellow flowers appear on the bare branches in early 
spring. Upright, strong growth habit. Hardy and easy to grow.

Deciduous Ht. 1.8 
x 1m

FORSYTHIA LYNWOOD 
GOLD

Produces masses of broad petalled rich yellow flowers in early spring. 
Prune after flowering. Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 2m

FORSYTHIA X 
INTERMEDIA 
SPECTABILIS

Early spring flowering shrub. Masses of golden yellow flowers produced 
before leaves appear.

Deciduous. Ht 2m

FUCHSIA VIONA One of the Shadow Dancer range of Fuchsia, Viona has      apricot/pink 
sepals and pale pink double petals. Tolerates full sun but prefers 
sun/part shade. Prefers good drainage and regular watering.Great in a 
container.

Semi Deciduous  
25cm x 25cm

HAMAMELIS 
INTERMEDIA ARNOLD 

Small growing, neat, upright vase-shaped witch hazel with abundant soft 
yellow, fragrant flowers in late winter.

Deciduous. Ht 1.5m

HAMAMELIS 
INTERMEDIA DIANE

Attractive red flowers produced in late winter/spring before leaves 
appear. Vigorous compact habit. Very hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 3m

HAMAMELIS 
INTERMEDIA JELENA

(Witch Hazel) Vigorous spreading growth habit and large flowers in 
dense clusters of rich burnt orange. An interesting and attractive witch 
hazel.

Deciduous. Ht 3m

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS 
BLUSHING BRIDE

Dainty soft pink to white, double blooms with red eye produced freely 
throughout summer. Plant in full sun.

Deciduous.Ht 3m

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS 
COELESTIS

A hardy hibiscus that has lavender trumpet shaped flowers with a rose 
coloured throat. Prefers full sun or part shade in well drained soil.

Deciduous 2mH

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS 
COLLIE MULLINS

Deciduous shrub, with double deep lavender pink flowers that have a 
darker eye.  Prefers sun to part shade and moist well drained soil.

Deciduous Ht. 2m

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS 
REDHEART

Very hardy and attractive shrub with compact growth habit. Single white 
hibiscus flowers with dark red centre. Flowers from summer to 
autumn.Prefers free draining soil and suinny situation . Very cold hardy

Deciduous Ht 2m

HYDRANGEA ALPEN 
GLUTEN

Large domed flowers of dark rose.Prune stems that have flowered in late 
autumn. Apply lime sulphur to maintain pink shade.

Deciduous. Ht 
Medium.

HYDRANGEA ALTONA Large frilled rosy pink flowers. Needs alkaline to keep the colour. Blues 
well when treated. Prefers peaty soils with cool roots.

Deciduous. Ht 1.5 
m

HYDRANGEA BLAUMEISE (Lacecap) Deep blue lacecap flowers produced prolifically through the 
summer. Compact growth habit. Plant in a shady spot with ample water. 
Apply acid fertilizer to keep good blue colour.

Deciduous.Ht 70cm

HYDRANGEA CHARMING (Mophead) Deep pink, mophead like flowers.To retain good colour keep 
soil alkaline. Requires moist soil conditions in summer. Hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 1m

HYDRANGEA FASAN Lacecap variety with dark red flowers during summer.Prefers rich moist 
soil ,sun or shade.Add lime to keep good red colour .Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 80cm

HYDRANGEA 
FIREWORKS

(Lacecap) Showy heads of double petalled lacecap flowers. Colour 
varies from blue to white to pink depending on soil acidity.Prefers some 
shade and good soil moisture. Hardy.

Deciduous Ht 2m

HYDRANGEA GOLDIE A mop head hydrangea noted for its stunning, bright lime green foliage 
that lights up in dappled shade. Flowers are pinkish/white. Prefers semi--
shade and moist, fertile soil.

Deciduous  Ht 1m

HYDRANGEA HOLSTEIN Deep blue flowers,early.Needs acid soil to maintain colour. Free 
flowering. Prefers peaty soil and cool root run. Some shade.

Deciduous.
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HYDRANGEA LACECAP 
BLUE WAVE

 (Lacecap) A medium-sized hydrangea with beautiful heads of blue 
flowers surrounded by numerous large ray florets. Best in semi-shade 
and moist soils.

Deciduous.

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA AGNES 
PAVELLI

(Mophead) Tall growing with large white flowers.Looks best when 
protected from midday sun.  Prefer part shade in moist soil.

Deciduous Ht. 1.2m

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA BLUE 
DECKLE

(Lacecap) Attractive deciduous bushy shrub with glossy green leaves in 
summer. Produces masses of powder blue lacecap flowers during 
summer.Apply acid fertilizer to keep good blue colour.

Deciduous.  Ht. 
60cm

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA BLUE 
PRINCE

Small rounded head arches of brilliant blue in summer. To retain strong 
blue requires an acid soil. Excellent cut flower. Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht. 1.5m

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA BRIDAL 
BOUQUET

Profuse pure white blooms over an extended flowering period during 
summer. Prune to shape after leaf fall.

Deciduous Ht. 1m 
x 1m

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA 
FLOWERMASTER BLUE

Mophead variety with masses of blue blooms all summer.Compact 
habit.Plant in deeply worked , rich soil and keep moist over summer. 
Prefers shade.Good cut flowers,fresh or dried.Add acid food or 
Aluminium sulphate to keep good blue colour.

Deciduous Ht 1m

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA 
FLOWERMASTER RED

Mophead variety wth large, full heads of dark red flowers in summer. 
Compact growth. Plant in moist soil and part shade . Keep soil alkaline 
(Add lime) to keep good red colour.

Deciduous Ht 80 X 
80cm

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA LIBELLE

Lace Cape - Large pure-white ray-florets and blue fertile flowers. Prune 
hard in late autumn and water during dry spells. Deciduous.

Ht 45cm x 60cm

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA LOVELY

Dwarf, compact free flowering variety with pale pink mophead 
flowers.Keep soil alkaline to retain good pink colour.Requires summer 
moisture and some shade preferred.Hardy.

Deciduous Ht 1m

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA 
MATHILDE GUTGES

Free flowering blue mop head. Easily grown. Prune and feed annually. 
Apply aluminium sulphate to achieve deep blue colour. Full sun or part 
shade.

Deciduous Ht 
60cm x 90cm

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA 
NIGHTINGALE

The biggest and best blue lacecap hydrangea. Masses of deep blue 
flowers in midsummer. Hardy, prune after flowering. Shade.

Deciduous. Ht 1.5m

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA NIXIE

Deep pink to red flowering mophead variety.To retain good colour keep 
soil alkaline.Requires moist soil conditions in summer.Hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 
Dwarf.

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA PIAMINA

Dwarf variety which carries a profusion of soft rose-pink flower heads in 
early summer. Ideal patio or tub plant. Hardy.

Deciduous. Ht60cm

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA PINK 
BOUQUET

Large flowerheads of full, ruffled flowers and lush green foliage. Great for 
picking. Best in a shaded, cooler area and well mulched over summer.

Deciduous Ht 
60x75cm

HYDRANGEA 
MACROPHYLLA VIKING

(Mophead) Enormous rich purple-blue flower heads. Plant in deeply 
worked, moist free draining soil. Prefers some shade. Regular liquid 
feeding helps develop larger heads.

Deciduous Ht 1m

HYDRANGEA MERVEILLE 
SANGUINE

(Raspberry Crush or Bloody Marvellous) Ox blood-red ball-shaped 
flowers on deep bronze green serrated foliage. Prefers some shade and 
well drained soil. Feed with lime to enhance red colour. Flowers can be 
used fresh or dried.

Deciduous Ht 1.2 
x1.2m

HYDRANGEA 
PANICULATA 
BOMBSHELL

Stunning compact hydrangea whih is smothered in creamy-white blooms 
throughout summer. These fade to pink in autumn. To enhance 
flowering, prune hard and feed in early spring. Prefers full sun to part 
shade.

Deciduous Ht 1m X 
1.2m

HYDRANGEA 
PANICULATA 
CANDLELIGHT

Upright habit with large flowerheads starting creamy coloured, but turning 
pink to red as they age. Prefers part shade or shade.  PVR

Deciduous Ht. 1.2m

HYDRANGEA 
PANICULATA DIAMOND 
ROUGE

Strong stems bearing large flowers which open white and then turn pink 
before becoming deep red. Flowers over long period. Bushy habit. Plant 
in full sun to part shade.

Deciduous Ht 1.5m 
X 1.2m

HYDRANGEA 
PANICULATA 
GRANDIFLORA

One of the showiest hardy shrubs.Forms a multi-stemmed shrub with 
dark green leaves, which turn bronze in autumn.Large creamy-white 
florets are produced from late spring to autumn.Good for picking.

Deciduous Ht 2.5m 
X 2.5m.
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HYDRANGEA 
PANICULATA KYUSHU

In late summer dainty long pointed panicles of creamy white flowers 
adorn this bush. Clean fresh bright green foliage.Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 1.5m

HYDRANGEA 
PANICULATA LEVANA

Produces very large, fragrant, pure white flowers(up to 50cm) in late 
summer.Attractive to insects and butterflies.Great cut flower. Requires 
sun or part shade and summer moisture.light trim in late winter. Very 
hardy.

Deciduoius Ht Up 
to3m unpruned

HYDRANGEA 
PANICULATA LIMELIGHT

Long panicles of sterile lemon coloured green to creamy white flowers in 
late summer and autumn. Golden autumn colour. Prefers full sun or part 
shade. Hardy.

Deciduous Ht 1.2m

HYDRANGEA 
PANICULATA SUNDAE 
FRAISE

A lovely paniculata type Hydrangea with flowers that start off green and 
white and mature into hues of pink. Very compact, so useful for 
containers. Prefers some shade and moisture in summer.

HYDRANGEA 
PANICULATA TARDIVA

Loosely-packed, sharply pointed white flower heads that turn purplish-
pink with age.

Deciduous. Ht. 
1.5m

HYDRANGEA PARIS 
RAPA P.V.R

Glowing reddish-pink  mop head blooms throughout the Summer months 
on a compact plant. Great in pots indoors or outdoors. Prefers good soil, 
some Summer shade and moisture.

Deciduou Ht 60cm 
x 60cm

HYDRANGEA PINK 
BOUQUET

Large ruffled pink flowers on lush green foliage.Good for picking and can 
be used fresh or for drying.Prefers shade and well drained position.Feed 
with lime in autumn to keep good colour.

Deciduous  60 x 75 
cm

HYDRANGEA 
QUERCIFOLIA

(Oak leave Hydrangea) spreading deciduous shrub with handsome, 
large, deeply lobed leaves turning red and purple in autumn. Flowers 
cream, in conical panicles with numerous large sterile floret.

Deciduous. Ht 1m

HYDRANGEA 
QUERCIFOLIA PEE WEE

Dwarf compact selection, topped with beautiful sterile pure white cone 
flower heads from early summer. Good autumn foliage colour. Hardy.

Evergreen Ht. 0.9m 
x 0.6m

HYDRANGEA 
RASPBERRY CRUSH

Compact shrub which prefers some shade. Rich purple rosy pink flowers 
through the summer.Trim late winter. Prefers moist soil and part shade. 
Hardy.

Deciduous  Ht 
1x1m

HYDRANGEA RENATE 
STEINIGER

(Mophead) Lush blue blooms throughout the Summer and into Autumn. 
Compact habit suitable for small gardens or large pots. Best with good 
soil, some shade and Summer moisture. Feed regularly.

Deciduous. Ht 
75cm

HYDRANGEA SABRINA Delicate white blooms edged rose pink. Provide adequate moisture 
during hot weather . Prune old stems that have flowered.Prefers some 
shade.

Deciduous Ht 1m

HYDRANGEA 
SCHNEEBALL

(SNOWBALL HYDRANGEA)  Clear white blooms throughout summer. 
Great in a pot in a cool spot. Best in good soil with summer shade and 
moisture. Feed regularly. Compact growth habit.

Deciduous. Ht 
60cm

HYDRANGEA SERRATA 
SUMMER GLOW

Lacecap type flowers in summer. Blue in acid soil and pink if more 
alkaline soil. Flowers on one year old branches so prune lightly in winter. 
Deep rer autumn foliage.Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 1.1m

HYDRANGEA 
STRAWBERRIES AND 
CREAM

Lacecap . Dark green foliage with rosy/red flowers with white centres 
from late spring until mid-summer. Prefers partial shade and well drained 
soil.

Deciduous 1.2 x 1.2

HYDRANGEA TOSCA Double creamy salmon flowers which can be turned blue by adding acids 
to the soil.

Deciduous. Ht 1.5m

HYDRANGEA VILLOSA Late summer flowering, lilac blue. Prefers to be in part shade to shade. Deciduous Ht 2m

HYDRANGEA WHITE 
SWAN

(Mophead) Huge round heads of pure white on compact bush. Enjoys 
deep, well-drained soil with ample water and semi shade.

Deciduous. Ht Tall.

HYDRANGEA YOU ME 
EMOTION

(You Me Series) Dwarf plant which produces masses of double baby 
pink flowers thoughout summer. Top dress in spring with lime to 
enhance pink colour. Prefers sun or part shade and moist, well drained 
soil. (PVR)

Deciduous Ht 80 x 
80cm

HYDRANGEA YOU ME 
FOREVER

(You Me Series) Dwarf hydrangea which produces masses of double 
baby pink blooms throughout summer. Top dress in spring with lime to 
enhance pink colour.Prefers sun or part shade and moist , well drained 
soil. (PVR)

Deciduous Ht 80 X 
80 cm

HYDRANGEA YOU ME 
PASSION

(You Me Series) Dwarf hydrangea which produces masses of double 
baby pink blooms thoughout summer. Top dress in spring with lime to 
enhance pink colour. Prefers sun or part shade and moist, well drained 
soil (PVR)

Deciduous Ht 80 x 
80cm
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HYDRANGEA YOU ME 
TOGETHER

A dwarf Hydrangea with Double flamigo pink blooms with a green eye. 
Prefers moist fertile well-drained soils. PVR

Deciduous   Ht. 
90cm

INDIGOFERA DECORA Attractive, deciduous shrub with dainty leaves and delicate rosy-pink 
flowers from late spring to summer. Plant in full sun or part shade. 
Drought and frost tolerant. Prune in winter.

Shrub Ht 60cm  - 
90cm

KOLKWITZIA AMABILIS 
PINK CLOUD

(eauty Bush)A lovely pink bell-shaped flowering shrub with arching 
branches. Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

Deiduous Ht 1m

LAGERSTROEMIA INDICA 
SOIR D'ETE

Attractive large shrub or small tree with soft almond-pink almond flowers 
in summer . Deep green leaves turn yelllow ,orange and red in 
autumn.Bark is brown and mottled,looking great over winter.Very hardy

Deciduous Ht 2.5 X 
2.0 m

NEILLIA THIBETICA Very hardy shrub with racemes of pink tubular flowers in Summer, which 
are attractive to bees and butterflies. Prune after flowering. Prefers full 
sun or light shade and moist rich soil.

Deciduous.  Ht. 2m

PHILADELPHUS BELLE 
ETOILE

Compact shrub with single 5cm wide white flowers ,flushed maroon in 
the centre.Delightfully fragrant.very hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 2m

PHILADELPHUS FROSTY 
MORN

Small shrub which produces fragrant, double white flowers in early 
summer. Very Hardy. Trim after flowering.

Deciduous. Ht 1.5m

PHILADELPHUS SYBILLE Arching branches. Masses of single white flowers with central lavender 
stain. Strong orange scent. Hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 2m

POTENTILLA TANGERINE Dwarf wide-spreading shrub forming a dense mound. Flowers pale 
coppery-yellow. Best colour achieved with plants in partial shade

Deciduous Ht. 1m

PUNICA GRANATUM 
FLORE PLENO

(Ornamental Pomegranate) Large shrub with bright green leaves , 
coppery-red when young, turning yellow in autumn. Produces bright 
orange double flowers in summer, followed by ornamental fruit , needing 
long hot summer to ripen. Hardy to -5deg.

Deciduous Ht 1.5m

SAMBUCUS NIGRA 
PURPUREA

Form of Elder with leaves that are green when young becoming deep 
purplish-black ,turning red in autumn.Flowers contrast well with foliage, 
being pink in bud opening white.Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 2m

SPIRAEA BUMALDA 
ANTHONY WATERER

Flowers bright crimson throughout summer. New foliage variegated 
cream and pink turning dark green. Excellent dwarf shrub for borders. 
Very hardy.

Evergreen Ht 1m.

SPIRAEA GOLD FLAME Leaves flame orange paling to gold yellow and light green as the season 
progresses.

Deciduous. Ht 1m

SPIRAEA JAPONICA 
ALPINA

Dwarf form with compact pink flowers in late spring. Bushy compact 
shrub. Prefers sunny position. Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 30cm

SPIRAEA JAPONICA 
GOLD MOUND

Mounding shrub with attractive lime-green leaves in spring and deep 
rose-pink flower heads in summer. Trim to shape in spring and after 
flowering. Plant in full sun. Hardy.

Deciduous Ht 
60cm - 1m

STACHYURUS PRAECOX Pendent racemes of 15 to 20 cup shaped pale yellow flowers appearin 
late Winter to early spring. Perfect for floral art. Foliageturns brilliant 
orange red in autumn. Hardy. Up to 1.5m wide.

Ht 2m     
Deciduous.

SYMPHORICARPUS 
DOORENBOSII MOTHER 
PEARL

(Snowberry) A compact, hardy shrub with small leaves and arching 
stems that in summer have pale pink flowers. In winter there are dense 
clusters of small pink flushed white berries. Prefers sun/part shade and 
well drained soil.

Deciduous. Ht 1m

TAMARIX JUNIPERINA (Tamarisk)  Large dense shrub or small tree with slender branches 
clothed in soft green leasflets. Masses of bright pink flowers in mid 
spring before foliage.Suitable for coastal planting and hardy to very cold 
inland conditions too!.

Ht 2-3m    
Deciduous.

VIBURNUM 
BODNANTENSE DAWN

A strong-growing large deciduous shrub of upright growth, with dark 
green, ovate leaves and clusters of scented, light pink and white flowers 
opening from autumn to spring, from red buds

Deciduous. Ht 2m

VIBURNUM ESKIMO A compact shrub with pale cream flower buds with a touch of pink on the 
edges, opening to pure white, almost perfect snowball shape flowers. 
Leaves are a lustrous dark green and semi-deciduous.

Deciduous. Ht 1m

VIBURNUM LANTANA 
MOHICAN

A dense habit with broadly ovate dark green leaves, turning dark crimson 
in the autumn. Creamy white flowers followed by orange-red fruits.

Deciduous Ht. 2.5m

VIBURNUM OPULUS 
COMPACTUM

A small shrub of dense compact habit, white flowers in summer. Bright 
red bird-proof berries in autumn and winter. Very hardy, prefers open, 
well-drained position.

Deciduous. Ht 1m
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VIBURNUM OPULUS 
STERILE

(Snowball Tree)Robust plant with maple-like deep green leaves, turning 
reddish/purple in autumn. Produces an abundance of sterile, white, 
green-tinted 7cm globular 'snowball' flower clusters. No berries.Very 
hardy.

Deciduous.  Ht 3m

VIBURNUM OPULUS 
XANTHOCARPUM

large deciduous shrub with maple-like leaves turning yellow or pinkish in 
autumn. Creamy-white flowers in flattened heads are followed by 
translucent deep yellow berries Very hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 2.5m

VIBURNUM PLICATUM (Japanese Snowball ) Very hardy spreading shrub with white snowball-
like flowers in spring. Good autumn colour.

Deciduous. Ht 3m

VIBURNUM PLICATUM 
LANARTH

A strong growing dense spreading bush with fertile creamy-white flower 
surrounded by large white florets, on top of horizontal branches. Bright 
green leaves with excellent autumn colour. . Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht  2-3m

VIBURNUM PLICATUM 
MARIESII

Creamy white flowers in early summer along upper sides of branches 
giving snow like appearance.Ideal in a mixed bed or as hedge row.Dark 
green leaves which turn reddish purple in autumn.Plant in fertile free 
draining soil and full sun.

Deciduous. Ht 2m

VIBURNUM PLICATUM 
MOLLY SCHROEDER

Lovely pink flowered ray florets adorn the arching branches in spring on 
fresh green foliage. Good autumn colour. Very hardy.

Deciduous Ht 2m x 
2m

VIBURNUM PLICATUM 
PINK BEAUTY

A profusion of pure white flowers turning pink with age. Rounded growth 
habit with branches in layers.

Deciduous. Ht 2m

VIBURNUM X 
BURKWOODII

Waxy white flushed pink flowers in early spring which are intensely 
fragrant. Twiggy bush with oval leaves of glossy green turning orange/red 
in autumn and winter.

Semi Evergreen  
Ht 1.5m

VIBURNUM X 
CARLCEPHALUM

Large, dense clusters of white fragrant flowers in spring and early 
summer. Dull grey green leaves, often richly coloured in autumn. Very 
hardy. Moist soil. Sun or shade. Semi-deciduous.

Semi-deciduous Ht 
1.5m

WEIGELA FLORIDA Attractive spring flowering shrub with rose pink flowers along the stems. 
Prefers full sun and well drained soil. Hardy.

Deciduous. Ht 1.6m

WEIGELA FLORIDA 
NEWPORT RED

Attractive late spring flowering shrub with upright growth. Clusters of bell-
like bright red flowers produced in masses. Prefers full sun or part 
shade, hardy.

 Deciduous. Ht 2m

evergreen

ABELIA EDWARD 
GOUCHER

A small shrub with bright, glossy green leaves, bronze when young. Lilac-
mauve, bell-shaped flowers with orange throat are borne profusely from 
February to May.

Evergreen.Ht 1.5,

ABELIA X GRANDIFLORA A vigorous, arching, medium sized shrub with glossy green leaves 
maturing to bronzy-red. Bell-shaped flowers of white, tinged pink in 
summer. Can be trimmed as a hedge.

Evergreen Ht. 1.5m

ABELIA X GRANDIFLORA 
SNOWTIME

Masses of pure white flowers on rich green foliage throughout summer. 
Hardy compact shrub. Prefers well-drained site.

Evergreen.  Ht 1.2m

ABUTILON ASHFORD RED Large red lantern flowers on a compact shrub. Prefers some summer 
shade. Hardy. Protect from heavy frost

Evergreen  Ht. 1.5m

ABUTILON BUTTERMILK Lantern- like butter yellow hanging flowers in Summer. A bushy shrub 
with  soft green leaves. Protect from frost. Prefers sunny well drained 
position or part shade.

Evergreen Ht. 1m

ABUTILON DARWINII 
HYBRID PEACH

(Chinese Lantern)  Masses of large peach bell like flowers in 
summer.Prune after flowering to keep plant tidy.Semi shade or full 
sun.Ideal for containers.Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht. 1.5m

ABUTILON VITIFOLIUM Attractive tall shrub with dull green palmate, 15cm, leaves. Pale lilac-blue 
saucer shaped flowers are produced in clusters.Excellent large shrub for 
sheltered position with good drainage.Prune after flowering.

Evergreen Ht 3m

ABUTILON VITIFOLIUM 
ALBA

Attractive tall shrub with dull green leaves. Wide open 7cm white flowers 
in spring smother the bush.Requires good drainage and some 
shelter.Prune after flowering.

Evergreen. Ht 4m

ADENANDRA FRAGRANS Heath-like evergreen shrub with aromatic leaves. Rose coloured buds 
open to small pink flowers. Full sun and well drained soil. Protect from 
heavy frosts.

Evergreen Ht 90cm
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AGAPANTHUS BABY 
BLUE

A true dwarf agapanthus suitable for small gardens. Blue flowers in 
summer.Very hardy.

Perennial. Ht 30cm

AGAPANTHUS 
ORIENTALIS TIMARU

Good compact form of agapanthus with green strappy leaves. Produces 
very dark blue flower heads in summer. Good coastal plant . Useful in 
borders .

Evergreen Ht 40cm

AGAPANTHUS PETER 
PAN

Outstanding free blooming dwarf variety .Produces blue flower clusters 
during summer on 30-40 cm stems.Useful in rockeries, as border or in 
pots.

Evergreen Ht 40cm

AGAPANTHUS SEA FOAM Semi dwarf variety with pure white flowers in summer.Grows in most 
soils and tolerates wind and coastal conditions.

Perennial. Ht 80 cm

AGAPANTHUS SILVER 
BABY

Dwarf compact variety with steely silver foliage and superb white flowers. 
Ideal for coastal or rockery planting. Great for floral artwork.

Evergreen Ht 30cm

AGAPANTHUS 
TINKERBELL

Dwarf form with cream and green variegated leaves.Once established it 
produces dainty clusters of violet-blue flowers. Requires free draining 
soil. Sun or part shade.

Evergreen. Ht. 
30cm

AGAVE ATTENUATA Light green to grey green leaves up to 60cm long, soft and downy in 
texture without spines. Forms a perfect rosette. Protect from Frost

Evergreen. Ht 1m

ANDROMEDA POLIFOLIA 
COMPACTA

(Dwarf Bog Rosemary) Open shrub with narrow, leathery, grey-green 
foliage. Clusters of pink flowers from early spring. Full sun to part shade 
and humus rich moist acid soil.Very cold hardy.

Evergreen Ht 30-
50cm x 60cm

ANDROMEDA POLIFOLIA 
COMPACTA ALBA

( Dwarf White Bog Rosemary)  Compact shrub with narrow , leathery, 
grey-green foliage . Clusters of pure white flowers from early spring.Full 
sun to part shade and humus rich moist soil. Very cold hardy.

Evergreen Ht 30cm 
X 60cm

ANIGOZANTHOS REGAL 
VELVET

(Kangaroo Paw)  Pale red and green flowers in spring and summer, cut 
back after flowering. Plant in full sun with good drainage.  Protect from 
heavy frosts.

Evergreen   1.5 
metres

ANOPTERUS 
GLANDULOSUS

(Tasmanian Laurel) A rare Tasmanian evergreen shrub producing 
racemes of white lily of the valley-like flowers. Half hardy. Prefers 
shaded, moist, well-drained site.

Evergreen. Ht 4m

ARCTOSTAPHYLOS 
NEVADENSIS WOODS 
RED

An evergreen mat-like shrub making ideal ground cover with attractive 
pink urn-shaped flowers. No lime.

Evergreen. 
Groundcover

ARUNDINARIA GRACILIS Graceful clump forming bamboo with glossy green canes and arching 
fronds of shining green leaves.Protect from heavy frost.Prefers moist 
position and some shade.

Evergreen.Ht 2-3m

ASCEPLIAS 
PHYSOCARPA

(Swan Plant) Attracts Monarch Butterfly caterpillar. Easily grown. 
Attractive 'swan' shaped seed pods. Prefers full sun and needs 
protection from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 1x1m

ATHEROSPERMA 
MOSCHATUM

Interesting evergreen Australian small tree with lace-like leaves with 
white down underneath. Whole plant is fragrant and yields essential oil. 
Cream coloured single flowers.

Evergreen Ht 4-5m

AUCUBA CROTONOIDES (female) Large glossy leaves with pretty panicles of flowers followed by 
bright red berries if planted with a male plant. Ideal for  for shady places. 
Excellent tub plant. Prefers rich soil.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

AUCUBA JAPONICA 
FOREST GREEN

Large-leaved pure green laurel. Tolerant of heavy shade and dry 
conditions. Bright red berries in winter. Hardy.(Female)

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

AUCUBA JAPONICA 
JUNGLE GIRL

A bushy shrub that has attractive dark green foliage with light splashes of 
gold. Female form which will produce berries if close to a male plant. 
Withstands dry conditions. Prefers shade.

Evergreen Ht 2m.

AUCUBA JAPONICA 
SALICIFOLIA

(Japanese Laurel).  Olive green flowers followed by crimson red berries 
in autumn.  Prefers part to full shade and will tolerate dry conditions.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m 
x 1.5m

AZARA INTEGRIFOLIA 
VARIEGATA

Conspicuous yellow, flower clusters in late winter and spring. Distinctive 
variegated leaves. Excellent wall shrub. Prefers full sun and well drained 
soil.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m 
x 1m

BAMBUSA MULTIPLEX 
WANG TSAI

Clump forming bamboo, native to China. Graceful curving green to 
orange brown stems and dark green tufted foliage. Hardy. Suitable for 
container growing. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 2m
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BANKSIA BAXTERII Mid-green, stiff, flat with heavily serrate margins to the leaf mid-vein 
giving the appearance of little triangles arranged along the mid-vein; 
Large creamy yellow cylindrical flower spikes from summer through 
autumn. Ideal coastal plant from Western Australia.

Evergreen Ht. 3m

BANKSIA GIANT 
CANDLES

An erect shrub bearing very large orange flower heads. Excellent shrub 
for hot dry condidions. Very hardy. Avoid fertilisers.Water well in first 
season to establish.

Evergreen. Ht 
3x1.5m.

BANKSIA INTEGRIFOLIA (Coast Banksia) Masses of 15cm honey laden pale yellow flower spikes 
produced from early autumn to winter. Attractive to Tuis and Bellbirds. 
Hardy to coastal conditions. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 2.5m

BANKSIA ORANGE 
CANDLES

Flower buds are lemon yellow opening to orange gold flowers,up to 30cm 
long in spring.Attractive to birds.Prefers well drained sunny position 
.Protect from frost.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

BANKSIA REPENS Creeping Banksia. Ornamental prostrate plant with brownish-red flowers 
borne at ground level. Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

Evergreen. 
Ht.20cm.

BANKSIA SPECIOSA 'Showy Banksia' A striking ornamental shrub with dramatic rich creamy-
yellow flowers and silvery grey-green foliage. Suits sunny, open well 
drained, coastal sites.

Evergreen. Ht 2m-
5m

BANKSIA SPINULOSA 
BIRTHDAY CANDLES

Dwarf banksia with burnt orange terminal flowers which sit prominently 
above the foliage in late summer-autumn. Prefers sunny well drained 
situation. Hardy .Suitable for container.

Evergreen. Ht 45 x 
50 cm

BARTLETTINA SORDIDA Large, velvety, dark green leaves with clusters of lavender/purple 
scented flowers in Autumn and Spring. Protect from heavy frosts. Prefers 
sun or part shade.

Evergreen Ht 1m x 
W 1m

BERGENIA CORDIFOLIA 
WHITE CLOUD

Clusters of white flowers in spring-early summer , fading to pale pink . 
Shiny green heart shaped leaves which turn bronze in winter in harsh 
conditions.Prefers moist but well drained soil and part or ful shade. Very 
hardy.

Evergreen Ht 20-
30cm

BERZELIA LANUGINOSA Impressive foliage shrub with rich green feathery leaves, topped in late 
spring with broad panicles of creamy-white, button-like flowers. Prefers 
well drained, acidic soil.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

BLECHNUM GIBBUM 
SILVER LADY

(Dwarf tree fern) Beautifully symmetric ,light green fronds which arch 
gracefully and give palm-like appearance.Grows very fast and is 
excellent in containers for tropical effects.

Evergreen Ht 1.2 X 
1.0m

BORONIA 
HETEROPHYLLA

(Red Boronia) Bright rich pink crimson flowers. Beautifully scented. Plant 
in a sheltered spot with full sun and a well-drained soil.

Evergreen Ht 1m

BORONIA 
HETEROPHYLLA 
CAROUSEL

Upright spreading shrub with delicate perfumed flowers in spring. 
Excellent cut and long lasting flowers. Well drained site with filtered sun. 
Evergreen.

Evergreen  Ht 1.5 - 
2m

BORONIA MEGASTIGMA (Brown Boronia) Very popular highly scented brown boronia. To really 
appreciate plant in a sheltered place that you can brush past. Trim when 
finished flowering. Prefers sunny position, well drained soil

Evergreen. Ht 1m

BORONIA PURPLE JARED An attractive, upright bushy shrub with aromatic fernlike foliage and large 
purple bell-shaped flowers. Best in full sun or partial shade. Keep roots 
cool and moist during dry periods.

Evergreen Ht.1m x 
75 cm

BRUGMANSIA X 
CANDIDA GOLD

(Datura) Small tree with large soft leaves. Produces large, fragrant, 
pendulous, gold flowers, about 20cm long with frilled ends.Flowers nearly 
all year in frost free site. Strong scent at night. Needs well drained soil 
and protection from frost.

Evergreen Ht 3m x 
2m

BRUNFELSIA LATIFOLIA 
TINY DANCER

(Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow) Compact cushions of green foliage, 
masses of fragrant blue flowers. Protect from heavy frost. Prefers some 
shade.

Evergreen Ht. 60cm

BRUNFELSIA UNDULATA 
WHITE CAPS

A compact shrub that flowers in Autumn with eye catching, fragrant 
clusters of white flowers. Prefers moist soil in part shade and protection 
from heavy frosts.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m 
x W 1m

BUDDLEIA GLOBOSA Striking erect, fast growing shrub. Orange-yellow ball-like flowers in early 
summer. Prefers full sun. Hardy.

Evergreen.Ht 3m

BUXUS HARLANDII 
RICHARD

A rounded leaf with an indentation at the tip to create an almost heart 
shaped leaf. Excellent compact form. Slow growing. Resistant to buxus 
blight

Evergreen Ht. 1m
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BUXUS SEMPERVIRENS (Common Box) Dense small dark green leaves. Ideal for hedges and 
topiaries.. Prefers fertile soils, full sun or part shade. Prune regularly and 
feed after pruning.

Evergreen. Ht 80cm

BUXUS SEMPERVIRENS 
GRAHAM BLANDY

Upright form of English Box with narrow habit and rich green leaves 
.Fairly fast growing .Requires minimal trimming to retain shape. Ideal for 
landscape feature.Very hardy.

Evergreen Ht 2-3m

BUXUS SEMPERVIRENS 
SUFFRUTICOSA

(Dwarf Edging Box)   Small bright shining green dense leaves. Ideal for 
hedges, edging and easily maintained as a narrow living wall as low as 
15cm. Hardy

 Evergreen. Ht 
20x10cm

BUXUS SEMPERVIRENS 
WINTER GREEN

Selected form with larger leaves which are bright green in winter. 
Compact bush suitable for hedging.

Evergreen. Ht 60cm

CALLISTEMON HOT PINK (slendens X pallidum) Australian native shrub with shiny leaves,pink 
when new.In late spring produces hot pink bottle brush like flowers ,loved 
by birds .Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht 1.2m 
X 80cm

CALLISTEMON KINGS 
PARK SPECIAL

Bunches of long red bottlebrush flowers during spring. Thrives in a open 
position. Prune after flowering.

Evergreen. Ht 3m

CALLISTEMON MR 
FOSTER

Fabulous deep red bottlebrush flowers up to 20 cm long are dusted with 
yellow pollen.Flowers over long period.Prefers full sun.Tolerates coastal 
wind and moist soil conditions.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

CALLISTEMON 
PACHYPHYLLUS

Hardy upright shrub with slender branches with a grey green foliage with 
lemon coloured brushes in Spring. Prefers moist soil but well drained in 
full sun.

Evergreen Ht. 3m

CALLISTEMON RED 
CLUSTER

A profuse flowering bottlebrush with bright red flowers covering the bush 
in spring and autumn. Will tolerate dry conditions once established. 
Atrractive to bees and birds.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

CALLISTEMON ROCKY 
RAMBLER

Dwarf semi prostrate compact shrub with red spider like flowers.Bronzy 
new growth .Prefers full sun and moist well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht 50cm

CALLISTEMON VIMINALIS 
GREEN JOHN

Green dwarf variety with red bottlebrush flowers from mid to late spring. 
Good contrast to Little John which has blue -green foliage.Grows in sun 
to part shade and is drought tolerant when established. PVR

Evergreen Ht 
80cm  X 60cm

CALLISTEMON 
WESTERN GLORY

A medium spreading shrub with bright red brushes in mid to late Spring. 
Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht. 2.5m

CALLUNA VULGARIS TIB Good flowering variety with double rosy-red flowers Jan - Feb. Very 
hardy, tolerates shade but prefers full sun.

Ht 40cm    
Evergreen.

CEANOTHUS BLUE 
CUSHION

Dwarf cpreading shrub which smothers itself in bright blue flowers in late 
spring. Hardy.

Evergreen. Spread 
1m

CEANOTHUS EMILY 
BROWN

A quickly spreading ground cover plant. Blue flowers and spiny dark 
green leaves.

Evergreen Ht.60cm 
x 1.5m

CEANOTHUS JOYCE 
COULTER

(Californian Lilac) Very vigorous, extremely wide spreading plant good for 
banks or ground cover. Masses of blue flowers in spring. Very Hardy.

Evergreen Ht 1m x 
3m

CEANOTHUS 
PAPILLOSUS ROWEANUS

(Californian Lilac) A rounded dense bush with dark blue flowers and 
glossy green leaves. Attracts bees. Hardy and fast growing.

Evergreen Ht 2m

CHOISYA AZTEC PEARL Finely cut green foliage.Large creamy white flowers in late spring and 
often again in autumn. Pink buds opening to fragrant flowers. Hardy.

Evergreen. 1.5 m

CHOISYA TERNATA (Mexican Orange Blossom) A neat compact shrub which in spring is 
covered in white orange blossom-like scented flowers. Very hardy. Trims 
well. Tolerates shade or sun.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

CHOISYA TERNATA 
SUNDANCE

Golden foliage form of "Mexican Orange Blossom". Sweetly scented 
white flowers late spring and summer. Prefers some shade.  Leaves can 
burn in hot sun.

Evergreen. Ht 1.2m

CISTUS CRETICUS 
ALBUS

White flowers with yellow centre throughout summer. Prefers full sun, 
excellent for dry banks. HARDY

vergreen Ht 1m

CISTUS FORMOSUM (Shrubby Sun Rose) Attractive shrub with grey folliage and large golden 
flowers. Perfect for full sun, and dry areas. Excellent on the coast.

 Evergreen. Ht 1m

CISTUS SALVIFOLIUS 
'SNOWMOUND'

Low, trailing free-flowering shrub, white flowers with golden yellow 
centres in Spring. Foliage is dark grey-green above and whitish below. 
Suitable Rockery, Border, Cottage Garden.

Evergreen Ht. 75 x 
1.5m

CISTUS SILVER MAGIC (Rock Rose) Clear pink flowers throughout Spring and Summer. Ideal for 
dry banks and Coastal Areas. Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht 1m
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CISTUS SKANBERGII Small pale pink flowers throughout summer. Grows well in sunny, dry 
conditions. Hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 60cm

CISTUS SKANBERGII 
PINK ICE

Grey - green leafed rock rose with medium sized silvery pink flowers in 
spring and summer. Prefers full sun.  Prune after flowering.

Evergreen.  Ht.1m

CLETHRA ARBOREA (the lily of the valley Tree) The attractive glossy, eliptical foliage that is 
coppery when young. Abundance of fragrant, bell-shaped, waxy, white 
flowers in autumn. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 3m

COLEONEMA ALBUM 'Breath of Heaven'. A compact, tidy bush with aromatic foliage. Covered 
with tiny, white flowers in spring and summer. Likes full sun and is 
tolerant of drought and cold.

Evergreen Ht 75cm

CORREA COMPACT PINK Australian native plant producing pink flowers in abundance from late 
winter to spring.Attractive to nectar feeding plants.Compact dense 
growing shrub ,tolerant of coastal conditions and drought.Sun to part 
shade.

Evergreen Ht 50cm

CORREA MANNII Small growing shrub, requires good drainage and sun. Orange tubular 
flowers throughout autumn and winter. Protect from heavy frosts.

Evergreen Ht 50cm

CORREA MARIAN'S 
MARVEL

 A lovely evergreen shrub with two tone pink/yellow tubular shaped 
flowers. Prefers full sun and well drained soil. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht 1m

COTONEASTER 
CONGESTUS

Dense rounded bush with branches curving downwards. White flowers in 
December are attractive to bees. Bright red berries in autumn.

Evergreen. Ht 1m

COTONEASTER 
CORNUBIA

A vigorous shrub with red fruits that are perhaps the largest of the 
Cotoneasters, and borne in profusion weighing down the branches.

Ht 4m     Evergreen.

COTONEASTER 
DAMNERI 'ROYAL 
BEAUTY'

Excellent ground cover with glossy leaves, open growth habit, white 
flowers, and orange berries.Very hardy.

Evergreen.

COTONEASTER 
MICROPHYLLUS

Dwarf glossy leaved evergreen with clustersof small white flowers 
followed by extra large scarlet fruits for draping walls and banks. 
Extremely tough and hardy.

CROWEA EXALATA 
RYANS STAR

Compact, bushy shrub with dark foliage. Bright pink star shaped flowers 
during the autumn-winter. Prefers full sun and well drained soil. Prune 
annually to maintain shape.

Evergreen Ht. 
50cm x 50cm

CROWEA SOUTHERN 
STARS

Attractive fine-leafed shrub with masses of mauve-pink flowers for most 
of year. Prefers well-drained soils in full sun. Tolerant of medium frosts.

Evergreen. Ht 50cm

CUPHEA HYSSOPIFOLIA 
LUCI

Compact shrub which likes a sunny well drained situation. Purple flowers 
cover the gold/green foliage throughout the summer. Great for mass 
planting. Protect from frosts.

Evergreen Ht 30cm 
x 45cm

CUPHEA HYSSOPIFOLIA 
MIGUEL

Compact shrub which likes a sunny well drained situation. White flowers 
cover the plant throughout the summer. Great for mass planting. Protect 
from frosts.

Evergreen Ht 30 x 
45cm

CUPHEA HYSSOPIFOLIA 
SOPHIA

Compact shrub which likes a sunny well drained situation. Light purple 
flowers cover the plant throughout the summer. Great for mass planting. 
Protect from frosts.

Evergreen Ht 30cm 
x 45cm

CUPHEA 
VERMILLIONAIRE

Masses of tubular bright orange flowers from late spring to winter. 
Prefers sunny well drained position. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht. 60cm

CYTISUS LORD 
LAMBOURNE

This red and cream bicoloured pea-like flowers in Spring and early 
Summer. Prefers sunny well drained position. Hardy

Evergreen Ht 1.5 - 
2m

DAPHNE BHOLUA (Himalayan Daphne) Long narrow foliage with attractive scented pink 
flowers throughout winter. Prefers semi shade of sun. Very hardy, semi 
evergreen. Height 2m - ideal for standards

Semi -Evergreen 
Ht 2m

DAPHNE ODORA  ALBA (White Daphne) Beautifully perfumed porcelain white blooms. Light 
green growth tips. Prefers semi sun position with well drained lime free 
soil.

Evergreen. Ht. 
80cm.

DAPHNE ODORA 
LEUCANTHA

Very fragrant flowering shrub with flower clusters of deep pink shaded 
white in winter and spring. Deep green foliage. Prefers semi-sunny, well-
drained, lime-free soil.

Evergreen. Ht 1m

DAPHNE PERFUME 
PRINCESS

Early flowering (mid winter) with blush pink flowers which fade to white, 
and with a sweet perfume. This upright shrub prefers well drained soil 
and full sun or partial shade.

Evergreen 1.5mH
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DIANELLA REVOLUTA 
FLORERO

Compact habit with bright lime green foliage and pretty purple blue 
flowers in Summer. Prefers full sun or part shade and tolerant of both 
clay and sandy soils. Hardy. Drought tolerant. PVR.

Evergreen Ht. 40cm

DIANELLA REVOLUTA 
LITTLE REV

This compact dianella tolerates a wide range of soils and conditions. 
Likes full sun as well as partially shaded position. Hardy with excellent 
cold, heat, frost, and drought tolerance. Plant in a well mulched garden.

Evergreen Ht 30-
40cm

DIANELLA REVOLUTA 
SEASPRAY

Attractive blue-green foliage with sky blue shaped spring flowers followed 
by glossy blue berries. Perfers sunny well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht. 1m

DIANELLA TASMANICA 
TAS RED

Ornamental flax lily with foliage that colours to red in winter. Spring 
flowers are blue, followed by purple berries. An adaptable plant for sun or 
shade. Drought and frost tolerant.

Evergreen Ht. 40 x 
40cm

DICHROA VERSICOLOR 
BLUE SAPHIRE

Low maintenance shrub with Hydrangea-like dark green foliage, rich 
demin blue flowers. Prefers semi shade and moist soil. Semi-hardy.

Evergreen Ht 1.8m 
x 80cm

ECHIUM CANDICANS Pride of Madeira. A multi branched plant with grey-green leaves and 
large spikes of purplish blue flowers in summer. Excellent for coastal 
gardens or herbaceous borders. Full sun.

Evergreen Ht. 1.5m

ELAEAGNUS X EBBINGEI Hardy fast-growing shrub with large silvery green leaves giving a very 
bright effect.Suitable for hedge .

Evergreen. Ht 2-3m

ERICA AURORA A hardy upright growing erica up to 1m tall. Has attractive bright red to 
orange tubular flowers during winter in clusters. Requires a well 
drained,sunny lime free position.

Ht 1m

ERICA DARLEYENSIS 
A.T.JOHNSON

Long racemes of pink urn-shaped flowers that darken with age, and mid-
green foliage tipped with cream in spring.  Very hardy. Trim after 
flowering.

Evergreen Ht 45cm 
x 60cm

ERICA ISABEL Compact new erica with fresh green foliage and masses of white flowers 
on upright stems. Excellent in borders or mass plantings.

Evergreen. Ht 40cm

ERICA PURPLE BEAUTY Rich purple bell like flowers in late summer - early autumn. Extremely 
hardy will grow anywhere.

Evergreen Ht 15cm

ERICA RUBY SHEPPARD Compact bright pinkish-Mauve flowers in early winter. Similar to 
Melanthera. Prefers a sunny, well drained position. Hardy

Evergreen Ht. 1m

ERICA SPRINGWOOD 
PINK

Mass of pink flowers from late winter to spring. Excellent ground cover. 
Prune dry blooms after flowering. Hardy.

Ht 25cm x 1m 
Evrgn.

ERICA SPRINGWOOD 
WHITE

Very hardy winter flowering white erica. Makes good ground cover or can 
grow down walls or banks.

Evergreen. 15 x 
60cm

ERICA WINTER FIRE Smnall neat compact shrub which bears masses of bright fire-red tubular 
flowers in winter/early spring. Flowering followed by a mass of yellow tips.

Evergreen Ht 50cm

ERICA X DARLEYENSIS Cushion like habit. Deep green foliage. Myriads of rosy mauve flowers in 
winter. Extremely hardy will grow anywhere.

Evergreen Ht.

ESCALLONIA FIELDERS 
WHITE

Hardy shrub or hedging plant. Glossy green foliage, White  flowers. 
Trims well.

Evergreen Ht. 3.5m

ESCALLONIA FIELDS 
SCARLET

Hardy shrub or hedging plant. Glossy green foliage, Red  flowers. Trims 
well.

Evergreen Ht. 4m

ESCALLONIA GOLD 
BRIAN

Compact growing escallonia with golden new growth in the Spring. Pink 
clusters of tiny bell shaped flower in late Spring and Summer. Prefers 
part shade and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht. 1.5m

EUCALYPTUS BABY BLUE Heavily scented grey green foliage. Ideal for cutting. Watch for soft tips in 
spring and early summer.

Evergreen  Ht. 5m

EUCRYPHIA CORDIFOLIA A compact upright shrub with leathery silver green leaves. It is covered 
with sweet fragrant white flowers in early summer.Hardy

Evergreen.  Ht. 3m

EUCRYPHIA MILLIGANII Delightful and very hardy, miniature species growing to a small, usually 
slender, shrubby tree. Has tiny, dark green leaves and dainty white, pea-
sized flowers produced freely in late summer. Prefers a warm sunny area 
in well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

EUONYMOUS EMERALD 
GREEN

Compact shrub with small shiny green leaves. Grows in sun or shade. 
Can be used for hedging or in pots. Prune after first flush of growth 
.Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht 50cm

EUONYMOUS MINIMUS A prostrate cultivar that bears small oval dark green leaves. Small white 
flowers during summer. Hardy.

Evergreen Ground 
cover 1mx20cm
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EUONYMUS GREEN 
SPIRE

Compact shrub with an upright growing habit. Dense rich green glossy 
leaves. Excellent for low hedging or topiary. Prefers sunny position with 
moist but well drained soil.

Evergreen  Ht.1.5m

EURYOPS PECTINATUS Rich yellow daisy-like flowers produced throughout year but most freely 
from Aug - Dec. Very hardy. Tolerates coastal conditions. Prefers full sun 
and good drainage. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 1m

FATSIA JAPONICA (Aralia)A handsome medium to large shrub of spreading habit. Large 
polished green leaves emphasise the globular white flower heads that 
appear in autumn. Suitable for growing indoors or outdoors with some 
shade. Needs protection from frost.

Evergreen

GARDENIA JASMINOIDES 
VEITCHII

Small shiny leaves with sweetly scented fragrant double white flowers. 
Prefers a warm position with acidic, moist but well drained soil. Ideal for 
pots. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht.1m

GARDENIA PROFESSOR 
PUCCI

Cape Jasmine, a strong growing shrub with lovely shiney green foliage 
and fully double creamy white flowers with exquisite perfume. Prefers 
semi shade. Protect from frost.

Evergreen.  Height 
1.5 m

GARDENIA RADICANS A very higly scented white flower.  Prefers a  warm, sheltered position in 
humus-rich, acidic, well drained soil. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht. 40cm

GARRYA ELLIPTICA (Catkin Bush) Magnificent large evergreen shrub draped with long green 
catkins in winter. Flowers popular for floral art. Will grow on coast and 
south walls.Cold hardy.

Evergreen Ht 3m

GENISTA YELLOW IMP Compact bushy shrub which produces bright golden yellow broom from 
late spring. Trim for further flowering.

Evergreen Ht 1m x 
1m

GREVILLEA AUSSIE 
CRAWL

A vigorous, prostrate groundcover, good for mass planting. New growth 
has bronze-red tones. Red flowers in late winter - autumn. Likes a  well 
drained, sunny spot.Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen 2m wide

GREVILLEA CARPET 
LAYER

An attractive carpet forming  ground cover with pink toothbrush flowers 
on a burgundy red foliage. Likes acidic well drained soil and full sun. 
Frost tolerant once established. Ideal for coastal conditions.

Evergreen Ht 
Prostrate

GREVILLEA CREAM AND 
GREEN

A compact shrub with lime green flowers from Winter to Spring. Frost 
hardy. Suitable for most situations. Prune to shape

Evergreen  Ht. 1.5m

GREVILLEA CREAM 
PASSION

A bushy shrub with deep vivid green leaves, large cream and pink 
flowers in spring and early summer. Prefers free draining acidic soils and 
full sun. ideal coastal plant PVR

Evergreen Ht 2m

GREVILLEA 
DEPAUPERATA EMBER 
GLOW

An attractive spreading plant ideal for cascading. Clusters of large bright 
red flowers predominantly winter-spring. Prefers full sun and well drained 
position.

Evergreen 
groundcover

GREVILLEA GAUDIS 
GHOST

A ground cover with variegated leaves. New growth has a pink tinge, 
which turns white. Red Toothbrush-like flowers in late winter .Ideal for full 
sun and well drained soil. Protect from heavy frosts.

Evergreen 
Groundcover

GREVILLEA GOLDFEVER Low, spreading shrub which produces golden , spidery flowers for long 
period from late winter.Flowers attractive to birds. Prefers full sun or part 
shade and well drained soil. Hardy.

Evergreen Ht 30cm 
X 1.5m

GREVILLEA IGNITE An outstanding plant with strikingly large clusters of red and yellow 
flowers on a small robust shrub. Flowers from Autumn to Spring. Ideal 
for containers. Prefers full sun and well drained soil. PVR

Evergreen Ht. 75cm

GREVILLEA KNOCKOUT A small hardy shrub with an outstanding display of red/yellow flowers 
from Autumn to winter. A nice compact shrub as wide as it is tall.Once 
established this plant is frost hardy and drought tolerant. PVR

Evergreen Ht. 1m

GREVILLEA LADY O A medium sized spreading shrub bearing a host of bright red flowers for 
a long period of time. Ideal for attracting birds to your garden. PVR

Evergreen Ht. 1.5 x 
1.5m

GREVILLEA LANIGERA 
MT TAMBORITHA

Masses of flowers in red, pink cream almost all year. Prostrate habit with 
attractive narrow pointed green leaves. A very hardy, excellent cascading 
groundcover.

Evergreen Ht 30cm 
x 1m

GREVILLEA NED KELLY Spreading shrub with deeply divided leaves on long branches. Has large 
showy, orange-red brush like flowers over long period. Best in well 
drained , sunny positionand tolerates moderate frosts. Prune regularly 
.Attractive to tuis and bellbirds.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m
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GREVILLEA NEW BLOOD A stunning deep red flowering ground cover. Long flowering from 
Autumn to Spring. Frsot hardy, prefers full sun and well drained soils. 
PVR

Evergreen Ht. 
ground cover

GREVILLEA PEACHES N 
CREAM

Small bushy shrub with large clusters of cream flowers which age to 
peach colour.Main flowering in spring but does produce some flowers all 
year.Prefers full sun and well drained soil.PVR

Evergreen Ht 1.2m 
x 1.5m

GREVILLEA PINK MIDGET Hardy compact shrub with green-bronze foliage. Masses of delicate 
spider pink flowers over long period. Requires full sun and good 
drainage. Protect from heavy frost. Prune lightly after flowering.

Evergreen Ht 30cm 
X 60cm

GREVILLEA RED Red flowers shown off well against slightly unusual varigated foliage. A 
good plant for dry areas, will tollerate most well drained soils.

Evergreen. Ht. 
1.5x1.5m

GREVILLEA ROBYN 
GORDON

Fat spikes of bright red flowers throughout year. Plant in full sun and well 
drained soil. Protect from frost.

Evergreen Ht 1m

GREVILLEA SUPERB Spectacular bright salmon brush-shaped flowers in spring and autumn. 
Full sun and free drainage required. Prune after flowering. Excellent 
specimen/tub/hedge plant.

Ht 1m      
Evergreen.

HAKONECHLOA MACRA 
ALBO-STRIATA

(Japanese temple grass) Softly flowing grass with white-striped foliage. 
Prefers shady position. Ideal for underplanting andf edging.

Perennial. Ht. 40cm

HYMENOSPORUM 
FLAVUM MINIMA GOLD 
NUGGET

(Gold Nugget) Dwarf Australian frangipani with golden fragrant flowers 
spring to summer. Compact habit. Ideal patio tub plant in sheltered warm 
spot.Needs protection from hard frost.

Evergreen Ht 1m x 
1m

HYPERICUM CALYCINUM Excellent ground cover for dry or wet conditions producing yellow flowers 
throughout summer. Best grown on larger areas and left unchecked.Very 
hardy.

Evergreen.

HYPERICUM SUNGOLD Very profuse flowering for a long time. Yellow reflexed petals with very 
prominent stamens.

Evergreen Ht 1m

ILEX AQUIFOLIUM 
ANGUSTIFOLIA

A slow growing cultivar with small leaves and slender spines. Neat 
pyramidal habit.Very hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 60cm

ILEX BURFORDII Female holly with white flowers in Spring and long lasting red berries in 
Summer. Prefers full sun to part shade. Self fertile.

Evergreen Ht 3mH 
x 4mW

ILEX CRENATA GREEN 
PILLAR

A selected form of Ilex Crenata with an upright columnar habit, and 
dense dark green foliage. Prefers sun/part shade and well drained soil.

Evergreen 2.5m

ILEX CRENATA SKY 
PENCIL

Forms a tight structural columnar shape without pruning. Plant in full sun 
to part shade and in moist well drained soil. Very hardy.

Evergreen Ht. 3-
4m x 1m

ILEX LARGO Hardy and evergreen, this unusual form of Holly is an upright bushy 
shrub with dark green oval leaves. New growth is a brillant lime green. 
Great for hedging and topiary as it trims well into shape or in a 
background planting.

Evergreen Ht 4m

ILEX X MESERVEAE 
BLUE ANGEL

A very hardy holly with purplish shoots and glossy dark blue-green 
leaves. A female form which produces shiny red berries if a pollinator is 
nearby.

Evergreen Ht 2m

ILEX X MESERVEAE 
BLUE PRINCE

Well known for its bluish green foliage with purple stems and red berries. 
Very hardy. Suitable for trimming into hedge or as topiary.

Evergreen. Ht 2.5m

ILLICIUM ANISATUM 
'LEMON SQUEEZE'

Fantastic aromatic shrub that in Spring has clusters of lemon-scented 
flowers that are creamy white. Leaves are glossy dark green..Prefers 
sun/semishade in free-draining, humus rich, acid soil. Slow growing.

Evergreen. Ht 2.5m

IPOMOEA 
(CONVOLVULUS) 
CNEORUM

Attractive soft grey foliage. Large blush white flowers in summer. Needs 
well drained sunny position.

  Evergreen. Ht 
50cm

ISOPLEXIS CANARIENSIS Spikes of hot apricot orange trumpet shaped flowers in late summer and 
autumn. Attractive deep green leaves . Prefers well drained soil and 
partial shade.

Evergreen 1.2m

ISOPOGON 
ANETHIFOLIUS

An erect shrub producing yellow drumstick like flowers in Spring. Prefers 
sunny position and well drained soils.

Evergreen Ht. 50cm

JASMINIUM PARKERI (Dwarf Jasmime) Dwarf twiggy shrub. Produces clear yellow Jasmine 
flowers without fragrance all summer followed by black berries. Great for 
rockeries or in containers.Hardy.

Evergreen Ht 30cm 
x 60cm
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KALMIA LATIFOLIA 
"TAWA-GLEN"

(Calico Bush) Glossy green leaves with terminal clusters of loll-pink 
saucer shaped flowers in spring. Selected for compact growth and 
massed flower display.Prefers acid soil and some shade.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

KALMIA LATIFOLIA 
MINUET

A dwarf Kalmia with light pink buds that open to pink buds with a bold red 
band in late Spring. Prefers rich soil and part shade. Keep moist in 
summer. .

Evergreen.  Ht. 
90cm x 90cm

KALMIA LATIFOLIA PINK 
CHARM

A very free-flowering variety with masses of mid pink flowers opening 
from pinkish-red buds. Has a slightly open habit and responds well to 
light pruning. For an acid soil with some shade.

Ht 1m x 1m. 
Evergreen.

KALMIA LATIFOLIA PINK 
SENSATION

Red buds open to lovely pink flowers in December. Prefers some shade 
and acid free draining soil. Take care not to disturb roots when planting.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

KALMIA LATIFOLIA 
PRISTINE

Striking variety with masses of pure white flowers in spring-early 
summer.Dark green foliage.Needs sheltered position ,sun or semi shade 
and free draining acid soil.hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 90 x 
90cm

KALMIA RASPBERRY 
GLOW

Deep red buds opening on a pink flower fading to a medium pink in 
December.

Evergreen  Ht 1.5m

KNIPHOFIA LITTLE MAID Dwarf free flowering form of poker, almost grass like in 
appearance.Produces masses of cream nad gold flowers in 
summer.Best grown in full sun with group of 3 or more.

Evergreen Ht 40cm

LAURUS NOBILIS (Bay Laurel , Sweet Bay) Aromatic foliage,used commonly to flavour 
meats and in other cooking. Pyramidal tree or large shrub. Suitable for 
trimming into topiary or hedging. Thrives in coastal conditions. Very 
hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 4m

LAURUS NOBILIS AUREA (Gold Form of Sweet Bay/Bay Laurel) Aromatic foliage,used commonly 
to flavour meats and in other cooking. Golden leaves attractive in 
Autumn and spring on small pyramidal tree or large shrub.  Thrives in 
coastal conditions. Very hardy.

Evergreen

LEPTOSPERMUM 
COPPER SHEEN

Tasmanian Manuka. Upright evergreen bush with copper-bronze leaves 
and larger white flowers. Plant in a warm sunny position.Tolerates moist 
conditions.

Evergreen Ht 3m

LEPTOSPERMUM 
CYGNUS

A hybrid selection with pure white frilled flowers enmasse in spring. Sooty 
Mould resistant. An erect growth habit. Suits well drained soil and full 
sun. PVR

Evergreen Ht. 1.5m

LEPTOSPERMUM 
MERINDA

Vibrant magenta flowers cover the bush in late Spring. Early growth is 
cascading. Tolerates wide range of soil types and climatic condition. 
Open sunny position preferred.

Evergreen. Ht 
1mx1m

LEPTOSPERMUM 
MESMEREYES

Bushy shrub with dark silver pointed glossy leaves. Very large white 
flowers aging to pink. Prefers a sunny site with well drained soil. PVR

Evergreen Ht. 1m

LEPTOSPERmUM 
OUTRAGEOUS

A medium-tall shrub with drooping branches and an abundance of deep 
red flowers in spring. Fast growing and suitable for most soil types in sun 
or part shade.

Evergreen Ht.2m

LEPTOSPERMUM 
PATTERSONII

Tasmanian Manuka A small slender tree with masses of silvery-grey 
leaves and large white manuka flowers in Spring. Frost hardy.

Evergreen Ht. 3m

LEPTOSPERMUM 
TICKLED PINK

(Australian Tea Tree) Upright shrub with small mid-green leaves and 
showy large pink flowers in spring. Prefers moist soil and sun or part 
shade. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht 2m X 
1m

LEUCADENDRON BLUSH 
OF DAWN

An attractive shrub with red stems in late summer and red flower bracts 
in Autumn/winter. Prefers well drained soil in a sunny position. Protect 
from heavy frost. Prune in mid spring

Evergreen Ht.1.5m

LEUCADENDRON CREAM 
BUN

Acompact growing bush with creamy-white cup shaped flowers with a 
brilliant red edge.

Evergreen Ht. 1m

LEUCADENDRON JACK 
HARRE

Compact plant with flaming red star-like flowers on long bracts from early 
winter.Requires sunny well drained position.Hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 1 x 
1m

LEUCADENDRON MRS 
STANLEY

Low bushy spreading habit. Female variety with soft pinkish-red autumn 
bracts, deepens to rich burgundy in the late autumn-winter

Ht 1m     Evergreen.

LEUCADENDRON SAFARI 
SUNSHINE

A variegated sport of Safari Sunset similar to Jester. Long stems of pink 
bi-coloured bracts. Suits full sun and well drained soil. Ideal for picking, 
prune to shape.Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

LEUCOSPERMUM 
SCARLET RIBBON

Deep salmon pink with scarlet perianth ribbons. The unopened florets 
have blue-grey down covering. Vigorous, upright habit.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m
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LEUCOTHOE 
FONTANESIANA 
SCARLETTA

Low bushy arching habit with purple red glassy foliage in winter months. 
Small racemes of little white bells in spring. Prefers semi to full shade 
and moist soil. Hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 70cm

LIGUSTRUM JAPONICUM 
ROTUNDIFOLIUM

A slow growing, rigid, compact shrub with round, leathery, black-green 
leaves. It has large panicles of white flowers in late summer. Very hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

LIGUSTRUM 
OVALIFOLIUM

'Oval-leaf Privet' Hardy, tolerant shrubs which reach a large size if 
unpruned. Loses leaves in cold districts only. Suitable for hedging.

Semi-Evergreen. 
Ht 2m

LITHODORA DIFFUSA 
SNOW CARPET

Prostate grower with masses of white flowers often faintly tinted blue 
through summer. Trim after flowering. Good ground cover. Plant in full 
sun and free-draining, lime-free soil.

Evergreen Ht. 
30cmx1m

LITHODORA DIFFUSA 
STAR

Attractive groundcover with strikingly intense blue-striped flowers with 
white edge. Flowers from spring to mid summer. Ideal in rockeries, tubs, 
over walls. Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht 15 - 
30cm

LOMANDRA 
CONFERTIFOLIA LIME 
WAVE

Striking lime green ,weeping foliaged plant, which looks great planted en 
masse or in pot.Suitable for sun or part shade.hardy.

Evergreen Ht 60cm 
X 60cm

LOMANDRA LIME TUFF A compact selection. Lime green leaves that stay lush all year round. In 
summer fragrant small yellow flower spikes emerge. Extremely hardy 
and tolerates frost and dry

Evergreen Ht.40cm 
X 40cm

LOMANDRA LONGFOLIA 
KATRINUS DELUXE

Clump forming evergreen with bright green strap-like leaves. Beautiful 
yellow,fragrant flowers in spring.Tolerant of most soil conditions and 
either sun of shade.Good for erosion control.

Evergreen 70cm x 
70 cm

LOMANDRA LONGIFOLIA 
TANIKA

Deep green, rush-like foliage with clusters of yellow flowers in early 
spring. Very versatile, growing in sun or shade, well drained or moist 
positions. Hardy to wind and cold.

Evergreen Ht. 
60cm x 60cm

LOMANDRA LONGIGOLIA 
SHARA

A lovely compact, fineleaf with blue-grey tones, Prefers sun and well 
drained position. PVR

Evergreen Ht. 55cm

LOMANDRA SEASCAPE Very hardy grass with graceful weeping habit and stunning blue-grey 
foliage.Smalll yellow aromatic flowers.Good for mass planting or in 
pot.Prefers sunny well drained position.Tolerates part shade

Evergreen Ht 50 X 
75cm

LOMATIA FERRUGINEA Large shrub or small tree with fern like leaves and red-brown velvety 
stems. Flowers buff and scarlet in summer. Acid soil. Prefers from cold 
wind.

Evergreen. Ht 4m

LONICERA NITIDA Densely branched shrub with small neat dark-green leaves. Ideal 
hedging plant to grow rapidly in most situations. Plant 40cm apart when 
hedging.

Evergreen.

LOROPETALUM 
CHINENSIS BLONDE N 
GORGEOUS

Beautiful soft green foliage with pretty weepng habit. Masses of white 
tassel-like flowers through Summer and Autumn. Prefers full sun and 
well-drained soil. Suitable for shaping. Protect from heavy frost. Prefers 
part shade to sunny position. PVR.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

LOROPETALUM 
CHINENSIS FIREDANCE

Attractive shrub with deep red foliage and flowers.Plant in well drained 
soil in part shade.Protect from frost.Give light trim after flowering.

Evergreen Ht 2m x 
1.5m

LOROPETALUM 
CHINENSIS ICEBERRY

Arching branches with dark green leaves emerging bronze. Cream-white 
flowers in spring. Prefers semi shade and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht. 1.5m

LOROPETALUM 
CHINENSIS PLUM 
DELIGHT

One of the darker purple foliage of any Lorepetalum with a pretty weepng 
habit. Masses of cerise flowers through Summer and Autumn. Prefers 
full sun and well-drained soil. Suitable for shaping. Protect from heavy 
frost.

Evergreen ht. 1m

MAHONIA LOMARIIFOLIA (CHINESE HOLLY GRAPE) Yellow flowers in clusters form on top of 
stems in late winter followed by non-poisonous blue berries. Extremely 
hardy in sun or shade.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

MANDINA DOMESTICA 
LEMON LIME

Compact selection with lush lime green foliage year round. New leaves 
lemon , turning lime green with age. Great for borders, pots or small 
gardens. Prefers moisr, well drained soil and sun to part shade. Very 
hardy.

Evergreen Ht 80cm 
X 80cm

MYOPORUM 
PARVIFOLIUM

Extremely vigorous ground cover, rockery or bank plant. Dense mat with 
small snow-white flowers in spring and tiny purple berries. Best in dry 
conditions. Salt tolerant. Protect from frosts.

Evergreen Ht 30cm 
x 1m
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MYRTUS APICULATA A lovely small tree with cinnamon coloured bark. Attractive white flowers 
through summer and autumn. The red and black berries are edible and 
sweet.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

MYRTUS APICULATA 
LUMA

A handsome small tree with glossy aromatic foliage with single white 
flowers in Summer and early Autumn. An added feature is the cinnamon 
coloured bark which peels.

Evergreen.

MYRTUS APICULATUS 
GLANLEAM

Variegated cream and green leaves on compact tall shrub with beautiful 
bronze trunk. White flowers in Summer.

Evergreen. Ht. 3m

NANDINA DOMESTICA 
FIREPOWER

Selected form of Dwarf Chinese Bamboo forming a compact, rounded 
shrub with fresh lime-green leaves in summer, turning vivid hot-pink and 
deep wine red in autumn and winter.

Evergreen.Ht 60cm 
x W 60cm

NANDINA DOMESTICA 
FLIRT

Very hardy shrub with amazing red foliage for most of year. Drought, cold 
and humidity tolerant. Makes effective groundcover or low hedge. Likes 
free draining soil and sun to part shade.

Evergreen Ht 40 x 
60 cm

NANDINA DOMESTICA 
GULF STREAM

(Dwarf Chinese Bamboo) Dwarf selection with blue-green summer 
foliage which turns bright red in autumn to winter. Plant in full sun to semi 
shade and tolerates wet or dry soil conditions. Very hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 
75cm X 60cm

NANDINA DOMESTICA 
PYGMAEA

(Dwarf Chinese Bamboo) Compact, rounded, densely foliaged bush with 
attractive green/purple/crimson/orange leaves. Very hardy. Prefers full 
sun. Requires little maintenance.

 Evergreen. Ht 
30cm

NANDINA DOMESTICA 
RICHMOND

"Sacred Bamboo" Attractive foliage tinged red in spring and autumn. 
Large erect spires of stunning bright orange berries. Great performer for 
winter colour.

Evergreen. Ht 1.8m

OLEARIA PHLOGOPAPPA 
WHITE GEM

(TASMANIAN DAISY BUSH) Quick growing shrub covered in white daisy 
like flowers from Oct - Dec. Stands dry conditions. Protect from heavy 
frosts.

Ht 2m     Evergreen.

OSMANTHUS FRAGRANS A hardy, shrubby small tree. Very fragrant, tubular white flowers are 
produced amid glossy, dark green leaves through summer. Protect from 
heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht 2.5m

OSMANTHUS X 
BURKWOODII

Very hardy shrub of compact growth. Sweetly scented white flowers 
produced in April - May. Tolerates some drought and shade.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m.

OSMANTHUS X 
FORTUNEI

An upright, dense, evergreen shrub with deep green, holly-like leaves. 
The flowers are highly fragrant and are produced over a long period in 
autumn. Prefers a sunny site.

Evergreen Ht. 2m

OZOTHAMNUS 
SPRINGTIME WHITE

Select form of Rice Flower.Erect growth habit terminating in large 
clusters of pure white flowers , flowering throughout year but peaking in 
spring.Prefers free draining acidic soil. Great cutflower or can be 
dried.Prune after flowering.Protect from frost.

Evergreen Ht 1m

OZOTHAMNUS WINTER 
WHITE

Small shrub with aromatic curry scented foliage. Large heads of small 
white flowers. White buds are attractive before opening. Excellent cut 
flower.

Evergreen Ht. 1.5m

PACHYSANDRA 
TERMINALIS

Hardy ground cover. Flowers greenish-white in late winter and spring. 
Prefers moist, lime-free soil. Shade to part shade.

Evergreen.  W

PACHYSANDRA 
TERMINALIS GREEN 
SHEEN

Improved selection with glossy foliage and improved heat tolerance, but 
suitable for dry shade. A versatile ground cover! Very hardy.

Evergreen ht 30cm 
x 1m wide

PHEBALIUM GOLD 
NUGGET

Compact rounded shrub. Stunning display of golden flowers in Spring. 
Well drained soil in full sun. Trim lightly after flowering.

Evergreen. 
Ht.1.5x1.5m

PHEBALIUM 
ILLUMINATION

(Variegated Satinwood)  A columnar shrub with attractive foliage with 
margined gold leaves, providing brilliant colour year round.Small white 
flowers in summer. Requires well drained soil . Can be trimmed.

 Evergreen Ht 3m

PHEBALIUM SQUAMEUM 
LIMELIGHT

(Variegated Satinwood) Vigorous fast growing plant that has a subtle 
lime and green variegated foliage. Requires good drainage. Hardy.

Evergreen Ht 3m

PHOTINIA GLABRA 
ROBUSTA

Very strong growing large shrub, with glossy greenish-red leaves and 
young  new growth a rich coppery red. Ideal for hedging and trimming. 
Hardy

Evergreen. Ht 3m

PHOTINIA GLABRA SUPA 
RED

A natural self branching variety which is fast growing with an upright 
habit. Brilliant red narrow foliage all year round.  Ideal for hedges. Prefers 
full sun or part shade and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht. 4m
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PHOTINIA X FRASERI 
RED ROBIN

A broad leaved evergreen with fiery red new growth which may be 
induced by pruning at any time. Excellent hedging plant. Very hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 2.5m

PHYGELIUS FANFARE 
WINE

Tubular, red flowers in late summer and autumn. Prefers sunny, well 
drained position

Evergreen Ht. 1m

PHYLICA GNIDIOIDES A south african low spreading shrub. Bears terminal heads of pink 
flowers in late winter/spring. Prefers full sun and well drained soil. Protect 
from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht. 50cm

PIERIS FORMOSA  
FORRESTII WAKEHURST

Magnificent flowering shrub with vivid red new foliage which contrasts 
beautifully with the glistening white flowers.Prefers acidic soil and some 
shade.

Evergreen Ht 2.5m

PIERIS JAP. LITTLE 
HEATH GREEN

Small white flowers with a pink blush appear in Spring followed by bronze 
red new growth which glossy green in summer. Compact grower.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

PIERIS JAPONICA 
CHRISTMAS CHEER

Glossy green leaves, shining copper young growth. Masses of waxy bell 
shape flowers flushed with deep rose at the tips giving a bicolour effect. 
Prefers semi shade and acidic soils. Hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

PIERIS JAPONICA 
FLAMINGO

A rounded shrub with rich, bronzy-red new growth that matures to deep 
green. Slightly fragrant flowers of rosy purplish-red fading to deep pink. 
Plant in shade for best colour.

Evergreen Ht. 1.5 x 
1.3m

PIERIS JAPONICA 
MOUNTAIN FIRE

Bright red new growth in the summer, with cascades of white flowers in 
spring, makes this a lovely plant. Prefers some shade and acidic soils. 
Hardy

Evergreen. Ht 1.2m

PIERIS JAPONICA 
SUMMER WINE

Long panicles of deep wine/pink flowers in spring.Green/bronze new 
growth which turns glossy green on a compact bush.Prefers acid well 
drained soil .Hardy.

Evergreen Ht 1m

PIERIS JAPONICA WHITE 
CAPS

Compact shrub with typical  clusters of pure white in a pendulous form. 
Prefers semi-shade or shade with acidic soils.

Evergreen.Ht 1m

PIERIS RYUKYENSIS 
TEMPLE BELLS

This has the biggest white flowers of all the Pieris in spring.. Erect 
rounded shrub with tiered horizontal branches and new growth bronzy 
red. Prefers dappled light and acidic soil.

Evergreen Ht 1.5 m

PIERIS SCARLET O'HARA fresh green leaves with red young growth.White lily of the valley flowers 
in panicles.Prefers acid soil conditions and some shade from hot 
sun.Hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

PIERIS TAIWANENSIS 
SNOWDRIFT

Smaller bushy variety.Profuse panicles of snowy white blooms with a 
green calyx.Prefers acid soil conditions,semi-shade and adequate 
summer moisture.

Evergreen. Ht 1.2m

PIERIS VALLEY 
VALENTINE

Dark red winter buds opening to large panicles of dusky red flowers held 
above tidy, deep  green foliage. Prefers some shade and acidic soils. 
Hardy

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

PIERIS YAKUSHIMENSIS 
SARABANDA

Very free flowering compact shrub with White flowers. Prefers some or 
full shade and acidic soils. Hardy

Evergreen      Ht. 
1m

PIMELEA FERRUGINEA 
BON PETITE

a beautiful small shrub with small dark green glossy leaves and masses 
of magenta pink tubular flowers in spring. Prefers full sun and well 
drained soil.

Evergreen. Ht 60cm

PLUMBAGO AURICULATA Terminal spikes of pale-blue flowers appear throughout summer and 
autumn. Warm sunny position. Protect from frost. Withstands 
considerable dryness. Vigorous.

Evergreen.

PLUMBAGO AURICULATA 
`ROYAL CAPE'

A new evergreen shrub with intense blue flowers from Spring into 
Autumn. Prefers full sun and moist well drained soil. Needs protection 
from heavy frosts.

Evergreen HT 2M

PODALYRIA 
CALYPTRATA COMPACT 
GEM

Compact, bushy form with masses of fragrant pink-mauve flowers in late 
winter to spring. Ideal coastal plant. Prefers well drained soil in full sun.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

POLYGALA DALMAISIANA 
DAZZLER

Compact growing sweet-pea bush with rich mauve purple flowers. 
Tolerates dry conditions in sun or part-shade. Clip in spring to encourage 
new growth. Good in containers.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

POLYGALA LITTLE BIBI Polygala 'Little Bibi" holds a wonderful round ball shape. Ideal landscape 
plant low fuss. Heat and frost tolerant. Prefers full sun position and free 
drained soil.

Evergreen 100cm x 
100cm
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POLYGALA MYRTIFOLIA 
GRANDIFLORA

Dense leafy shrub. Rich purple pea-shaped flowers appear from late 
winter. Average soil conditions preferably with good drainage and full 
sun. Half hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

POTENTILLA ATRO 
SCARLET STARLET

A hardy shrub with rich scarlet flower from spring until early autumn. 
Prefers full sun.  Will tolerate dry conditions once established.

Deciduous Ht 
50cm x 50cm

PROSTANTHERA 
BALLERINA

Ideal shrub in dry position with purple tinted white flowers during early 
summer. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

PROTEA ALMOND FROST Striking hybrid which produces cream bracts topped with almost pure 
white beard in winter.Some flowers produced throughout year. Prefers 
full sun and tolerates coastal conditions .Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht 2.5m 
X 3m

PROTEA CORONATA Apple Green Protea.Upright shrub with terminal green flowers with a 
white tuft o n the tip. Good for picking.Prefers wee drained sunny 
site.Prune after flowering.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

PROTEA CYNAROIDES ( KING PROTEA) Large wide-open pink flowers produced from autumn 
to spring. Distinctive foliage on a rather open plant. Requires full sun and 
well-drained acid soil. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

PROTEA FRANCISCAN 
HYBRID

Large vigorous growth with distinctive rich pink flowers with silver 
appearance. Prune after flowering. Prefers good drainage and sun. NO 
LIME/FERTILIZERS.

Evergreen. Ht 2-3m

PROTEA FROSTED FIRE Striking red flowers with white edgings on a compact bush. Prune after 
flowering. Prefers full sun. Protect from heavy frosts.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

PROTEA GRANDICEPS Forms neat compact bush. Peach pink flower bracts, permanently 
curved inwards and tipped with white fluffy hairs, are produced in 
summer. Requires summer moisture and protection from frosts.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

PROTEA LAURIFOLIA 
ROSE MINK

An erect quick-growing plant with attractive rose-red flowers nearly all 
year round.Trim after flowerings. Prefers sun, well-drained site. Ptoect 
from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 3m

PROTEA MAGNIFICA (Queen Protea) One of the most spectacular with large soft to deep pink 
flowers,mostly in summer. Requires full sun and good drainage.Prune 
after flowering. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 1.8m

PROTEA NERIIFOLIA 
ALBA

Upright, rounded shrub with medium sized yellow-cream flowers through 
autumn to spring. Excellent picking flowers. Adaptable to most well 
drained, sunny sites. Prune to shape. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

PROTEA NERIIFOLIA 
LIMELIGHT

An interesting form of this well known protea with heavy crop of lime 
green flowers fringed black from autumn to spring. Prefers full sun and 
well drained position. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

PROTEA PINK ICE Vigorous, tidy shrub with rich pink-red flowers with silvery sheen 
produced all year round. Hardy. Plant in full sun. No fertilisers.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

PROTEA RED ICE A red flowering form of the popular Protea Pink Ice. Prefers full sun and 
light soils. Prune after flowering. Protect from heavy frosts.

Evergreen Ht 2.5 x 
W 2.5

PROTEA REPENS ALBA An erect shrub producing white flowers with a sticky nectar. Prefers 
sunny well drained soil. Trim after to flowering. Protect from heavy frosts.

Evergreen Ht. 2m

PROTEA TASMAN RUBY A hybrid Protea with deep red bracts, with slightly silvery edges. A prolific 
bloomer from an early age. Prefers full sun in a free-draining soil. Protect 
from heavy frost when young.

Evergreen.Ht. 1.5m

PROTEA VENUS (Protea repens x aristata)Striking deep red flowers in late winter-summer 
on stems suitable for picking.Robust and vigorous plant .Prune after 
flowering.Requires full sun and free draining soil.

Evergreen.Ht 1.5m

PRUNUS LUSITANICUS (Portuguese Laurel) Large shrub with long racemes of small white 
hawthorn-scented flower in December ,followed by small dark purple 
fruits. Very hardy.Suitable as hedge or screening plant.

Evergreen  Ht 4m .

PYRACANTHA BRILLIANT This hardy large shrub has shining green leaves. Displays masses of 
scarlet berries in late autumn.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

PYRACANTHA ORANGE 
FLAME

Hardy, vigorous evergreen shrub with attractive shiny green leaves. In 
Spring has a profusion of white flowers followed by brilliant orange 
berries throughout winter.

Evergreen Ht 2 x 
1m

PYRACANTHA SHAWNEE A densely-branched spiny shrub. The masses of white flowers are 
replaced by yellow to light orange berries. Very hardy.

Evergreen Ht 2m
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RHAPHIOLEPIS 
ORIENTAL PEARL

A nice ompact, low/slow growing evergreen shrub with an abundance of 
white flowers in spring. Prefers full sun and well drained position. Hardy.

Evergreen Ht. 1.5m

ROSMARINUS LADY IN 
WHITE

Hardy shrub whih produces white flowers on upright branches over long 
period. Fragrant leaves great for culinary use. Can be trimmed or made 
into hedge.

Evergreen Ht 1m x 
1m

ROSMARINUS OFF MISS 
JESSOPP'S UPRIGHT

Compact, erect rosemary with aromatic, narrowly oblong, dark green 
leaves, whitish beneath. Small, two-lipped light blue flowers are borne 
mainly in spring and summer. Best in full sun , with well drained soil .Can 
be trimmed. Hardy

Evergreen Ht. 1.5m

ROSMARINUS 
OFFICINALIS

(Upright Rosemary) Dense shrub. Greyish-green leaves, blue flowers 
produced in clusters along branches in October - November.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

ROSMARINUS 
OFFICINALIS 
GOLDILOCKS

Golden yellow fragrant foliage with blue flowers in summer. Prefers full 
sun and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht. 1m

ROSMARINUS 
OFFICINALIS 
LOCKWOOD DE FOREST

Best prostrate rosemary for rock walls banks etc. Lavender flowers and 
aromatic perfume make this a favourite. Prefers sunny position.

Evergreen.

ROSMARINUS 
OFFICINALIS MOZART

An upright Rosemary with deep blue flowers on dark green foliage. 
Prefers full sin and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht 70cm

ROSMARINUS 
OFFICINALIS 
SEPTEMBER BLUE

Upright form which naturally grows into a pillar or column.Soft blue 
flowers from April to October.Prefers warm sunny well drained 
position.Suitable for hedging.Hardy to -10 C.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m 
X 0.5m

ROSMARINUS 
OFFICINALIS TUSCAN 
BLUE

A small shrub with bright blue flowers and fragrant leaves. This herb is 
used in cooking potpourri etc. Upright habit.

Evergreen. Ht 1m

SANTOLINA LEMON FIZZ A dwarf shrub with yellow green aromatic foliage and small yelllow 
flowers on tallish stems. Ideal for rockeries and pots. Prefers full sun, 
tolerates dry conditions. Protect from frost.

Evergreen Ht. 50cm

SANTOLINA LIME FIZZ A dwarf shrub with bright green aromatic foliage and small yelllow 
flowers on tallish stems. Ideal for rockeries and pots. Prefers full sun, 
tolerates dry conditions. Protect from frost.

Shrub Ht 30cm

SARCOCOCCA 
RUSCIFOLIA

(Christmas Box)Masses of large crimson berries stand out against 
glossy green foliage. Makes an excellent tub plant or shrub for shady 
areas. Very hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 1m

SCHIZOCENTRON 
ELEGANS

(Spanish Shawl)A mat forming evergreen ground cover with dense green 
foliage. Produces masses of bright cerise-purple flowers during summer. 
Prefers full sun or part-shade and well drained soil. Protect from heavy 
frost.

Ground cover

SERRURIA 
PEDUNCULATA SILVER 
FOX

An attractice small shrub with short stems of grey and white flowers in 
clusters. Suitable for picking. Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

Evergreen Ht. 75cm

SERRURIA THE FAIRY (S.Florida x S.Rosea) A hybrid with soft pink and white flowers in clusters 
on long stems in winter/spring. Makes an excellent cut flower. Protcect 
from frost. Prefers sheltered position in full sun and good drainage.

Evergreen Ht 60cm

SKIMMIA JAPONICA 
REEVESIANA

Dwarf bush from China,clothed with narrowly elliptic green foliage. Short 
terminal panicles of white hermaphrodite blooms and clusters of crimson 
red berries.Self Fertile. Prefers some shade.

Evergreen  Ht 70cm

SKIMMIA JAPONICA 
ROGERSII (Female)

Dense compact female skimmia with fragrant white flowers followed by 
large red fruits. Very adaptable plant tolerant of shade and most soils. 
Ideal for seaside or industrial gardens.

Ht  1.5m      
Evergreen.

TELOPEA BRIMSTONE 
BLUSH

(Warratah Flower) Robust upright small tree. Terminal pinkish red 
flowers from mid to late Spring. Prefers full sun and free draining soils. 
Suitable for coastal areas. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht 2.5m

TELOPEA DAWN FIRE A delect early flowering form having smaller red flower heads on long 
light stems. Excellent cut flower. Suits full sun or partial shade in well 
drained situation. Prune after flowering. P.V.R.

Evergreen.

TELOPEA RED EMBERS A newly released warratah with red flowers ideal for cutting in early 
summer. Prefers full sun or partial shade in well-drained soils. Trim back 
after flowering.

Evergreen. Ht 3m
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TEUCRIUM FRUTICANS (Germanda) A low spreading shrub with grey green leaves producing 
rosemary like flowers in summer and autumn. The grey branches are 
popular for decorative work. Wind hardy.

Evergreen. 2.5m

TEUCRIUM FRUTICANS 
SILVER BOX

Ornamental silver foliage and compact habit. Sky blue flowers from 
Autumn to Spring. Hardy and dry tolerant. Suitable for hedging and pots.

Perennial Ht.1m

THRYPTOMENE 
CALYCINA

Upright branches are smothered with small white starry flowers in late 
winter and spring.Prefers full sun and well drained soil. .Protect from 
heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht. 1.5m

THRYPTOMENE GOLD 
TIPS

golden heath like foliage in spring. Pale pink flowers over a long period. 
Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen Ht. 1m

THRYPTOMENE 
SAXICOLA ROSEA

Long slender stems with tiny narow leaves which become crowded with 
dainty pink flowers in late winter and spring. Graceful weeping habit. 
Prefers full sun and well drained soil. Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 1m

TROCHODENDRON 
ARALOIDES

Very hardy shrub with a spiral arrangement of attractive , leathery ,bright 
green foliage. Green flowers in erect , terminal racemes appear from late 
spring. Prefers sheltered site in sun or part shade and good soil.Suitable 
for flower arrangements.

Evergreen Ht 3m  
X 2m

VIBURNUM PROPINQUUM A compact shrub with white flowers in late Spring and blueish.black 
berries in Autumn. Deep green leaves take on burgundy tones in Winter. 
Great for hedging. Full sun or part shade in well drained soi. Hardy.

Evergreen Ht 1.5-
2.5m

VIBURNUM 
RHYTIDOPHYLLUM

(Leather Leaf Viburnum) Hardy shrub with large leathery leaves. Large 
clusters of creamy white flowers in late spring sometimes followed by 
small black berries. Sun or semi-shade.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

VIBURNUM TINUS Extremely popular evergreen large dense shrub with shiny green leaves. 
Branches of fragrant white and pink budded flowers in winter. Excellent 
in exposed windy conditions.

Evergreen. Ht 2-3m

VIBURNUM TINUS 
EMERALD BEAUTY

A superior selection, compact and bushy with dark green foliage. New 
growth tinged red. Carmine buds open to flattish clusters of pink-tinged 
flowers. Very hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 
1.5mx1.3m

VIBURNUM TINUS EVE 
PRICE

Selected dense compact form with smaller leaves. Very hardy shrub with 
clusters of white tinged pink flowers in late winter and early spring.

Evergreen. 1.5 X 
1.2 m

VIBURNUM TINUS 
LUCIDUM

Large glossy green leaves with white flowers throughout late autumn and 
spring. Vigorous, hardy shrub ideal for shelter, screening, or hedging.

Ht 2.5m   
Evergreen.

VINCA MINOR 
GERTRUDE JEKYLL

Vigorous trailing plant with glistening white flowers during summer. Very 
hardy.

Evergreen Ht 20cm 
x 1m

WESTRINGIA FRUTICOSA (Native Rosemary) Hardy compact shrub with white flowers ost of the 
year. Good for exposed coastal, dry well drained sites.

Evergreen Ht 1.5m

YUCCA FILAMENTOSA (Adam's Needle )Glaucous green strap like leaves with curly silvery white 
filaments on edge. Cream bell shaped flowers borne on tall stems in 
summer. Full sun .Drought tolerant when established.

Evergreen. Ht 1.5m

YUCCA FILAMENTOSA 
GARLAND GOLD

Creamy white flowers produced in summer. Golden foliage with narrow 
green margins. Upright.Hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 1m

YUCCA FLACCIDA IVORY 
TOWER

Erect leaves of soft green freely produces a large flower spike crowded 
with large fragrant bells of creamy white. Vigorous and hardy.

Evergreen

ground cover

AZORELLA TRIFURCATA Low growing carpeting perennial. Small clusters of yellow flowers in 
summer. Suits a well drained sunny spot in a rockery. Hardy evergreen.

Ground Cover 5cm 
x 75cm

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM 
LIGHT PINK

(Ice Plant ) South African succulent ideal for dry or sandy positions with 
pale pink daisy-like flowers. These plants bloom profusely during spring 
and summer.

Ground Cover

Semi- Evergreen

POTENTILLA KATH 
SYKES

A compact shrub with bright yellow flowers throughout the summer. 
Prefers full sun or light shade and welll drained soil.

Semi-Evergreen Ht 
1m

VIBURNUM 
MACROCEPHALUM

Large apple green which fade to  white, sterile globular flower heads in 
spring. Medium rounded growth habit. Very hardy.

Semi-Evergreen 
Ht.2.5 x W 2m.
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succulent

AEONIUM ZWARTKOP Unique foliage of purple/black leaves. The rosettes migrate to the 
growing tips as plant ages, to expose stems. Prefers full sun and well 
drained soil. Protect from frosts.

Evergreen  Ht. 1m

ALOE BLACK GEM Small clump forming succulent with dark green leaves that can darken to 
purple in bright sunshine. Ideal for containers. Prefers full sun and well 
drained soil.

Succulent Ht 30cm 
x 60cmW

ALOE VERA Mediicinal Aloe. Clumping rosettes of fleshy green leaves, spotted when 
young and toothed on the margins. Yellow flowers. Full/partial sun and 
good drainage. Protect from frost

Evergreen Ht. 50cm

CRASSULA STRING OF 
BUTTONS

ECHEVERIA ELEGANS A succulent with greyish foliage edged with pink. Coral pink stems and 
flowers with yellow throat. Plant in full sun with good drainage.

 Evergreen. Ht 
30cm

ECHEVERIA 
MARSHMALLOW

A rosette forming succulent with creamy-white foliage and pink and blue 
tinges. Prefers well drained soil and full sun. Yellow-orange flowers in 
late spring/ summer.

ECHIEVERIA GLAUCA ('glauca' means blue in Latin)One of the best blue arrowhead shaped 
leaves form flat rosettes and offset rapidly to form clusters.Excellent for 
coastal gardens or herbaceous borders. Full sun.

Succulent

PUYA ALPESTRIS A rosette forming succulent grown for its overall appearance. 
Spectacular, tubular deep metallic blue flowers, aging to purple-red are 
borne in stiff, upright panicles in summer. Prefers full sun and well 
drained soil.

Succulent Ht. 1-2m

SEDUM CHOCOLATE 
DROP

A compact upright form of sedum with chocolate foliage. Soft rose pink 
flowers in summer. Prefers a sunny and well drained position.

Perennial Ht. 25cm

SEDUM MEXICANA 
GOLDEN PLANET

Glowing lime green to yellow mound. Prefers full sunny and well drained 
soils. Hardy, protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen ht 30cm

SEDUM 
SPATHULIFOLIUM 
PURPUREUM

Mat forming succulent which produces bright yellow star shaped flowers 
in summer.Prefers well drained sunny site but will tolerate some 
shade.Hardy to light frost.

Evergreen 
Groundcover

SENECIO CANDICANS 
ANGEL WINGS

Striking senecio , prized for it silky, silvery white foliage. Perfect for 
indoors or outdoors in container or in garden. Requires dry sunny 
position and hates to be over watered.Salt and drought tolerant.  Frost 
hardy as long as it is not wet.

Evergreen Ht 40cm 
X 40cm

SENECIO SERPENS (Blue Chalksticks) Succulent perennail with prostrate stems and powdery 
blue-grey fleshy leaves. Smal white flowers in late summer. Best ib=n dry 
sunny or semi-shaded sites.

Evergreen Ht 20cm 
X 60cm

SUCCULENT ECHIVERIA 
MIX

Robus plants with fleshy leaves and stems. Ideal for rockeries and pot. 
Prefers sunny and well drained position. Protect from heavy frosts.

Succulent
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Climber

deciduous

CAMPSIS X 
TAGLIABUANA MADAME 
GAYLEN

(Trumpet Vine) Hardy deciduous climber which produces brick-red 
flowers in summer. Good for covering fences.

Deciduous.

HYDRANGEA PETIOLARIS A vigorous self clinging climber with large greenish white flowers Nov-
Jan. May need support until it begins to cling.

Hardy.   Deciduous.

LONICERA CAPRIFOLIUM Vigorous climber with highly fragrant blooms. Long tubular creamy-yellow 
flowers are tinged pink. Plant in free draining soil in sun or partial shade.

Deciduous

LONICERA DROPMORE 
SCARLET

Bright scarlet tubular flowers Jan-April. Moderately vigorous. Best in full 
or partial shade. Most soil types. Needs support.

Deciduous.

LONICERA 
PERICLYMENUN BELGICA

(Honeysuckle) Sweetly fragrant flowers are deep pink on outside, cream 
in the centre. Hardy climber suited to fences or walls. Grows in full sun to 
part shade.

Semi Evergreen

LONICERA WINCHESTER Adaptable climber for trellis and walls. Highly perfumed with red and gold 
flowers. Extremely hardy will grow anywhere.

Deciduous. Ht 3-4m

PARTHENOCISSUS 
HENRYANA

(Silver Vein Creeper) Soft green foliage with shades of copper, and veins 
showing through the almost translucent leaves. Strong tendrils hold wire 
or trellis.Dark blue berries borne in bunches.

Deciduous.

PARTHENOCISSUS 
QUINQUEFOLIA

(Virginia creeper) Rampant vine to 20 metres with clinging tendrils. 
Grape-like leaves that turn brilliant scarlet shades in autumn.

Deciduous. Ht 20m

PARTHENOCISSUS TRI. 
BEVERLEY BROOKS

Self clingiing climber with shiny deep green leaves in summer, turning 
fiery red in autumn before leaf fall. Very hardy.

Deciduous

PARTHENOCISSUS 
TRICUSPIDATA VEITCHII

(Boston Ivy) A rapidly growing creeper with heart-shaped bronze-green 
leaves. Rich autumn tones of red and yellow. Self clinging.

Deciduous.

VITIS ALICANTE 
BOUCHET

Ornamental grape. Hardy, fast growing, deciduous climber. Leaves 
purplish-green in growth and turn vivid scarlet in autumn.

Deciduous Ht 3 - 
4m

VITIS COIGNETIAE The Crimson Glory Vine. An ornamental grape vine with spectacular 
leaves which become a riot of orange, scarlet and crimson in autumn. A 
hardy, rampant climber.

Deciduous. Ht 3 - 4

VITIS VINIFERA 
PURPUREA

(Claret leaved Ornamental Grape) Reddish-purple foliage in spring and 
summer, followed by brilliant orange to red autumn leaves. Self 
supporting climber , bearing bunv=ches of blue-black grapes . Very cold 
hardy. Prefers sun

Deciduous.

WISTERIA FLORIBUNDA 
HARLEQUIN

Bi-coloured deep and pale mauve flowers. Large clusters of 
mediumlenght recemes. Light perfume. Suits fence or pergola. Needs 
constant summer moisture.

Deciduous.

WISTERIA FLORIBUNDA 
LIPSTICK

Japanese form blooming mid season on the young foliage. White flowers 
distinctly edged with pink giving plant a pink glow when in full bloom. 
Flowers 3 - 4 years after planting.

Deciduous.

WISTERIA FLORIBUNDA 
SNOW SHOWERS

White Japanese wisteria. Distinctive lime-green young foliage and very 
vigours in growth. Blooms 3 - 5 years from planting.

Deciduous.

WISTERIA FLORIBUNDA 
TIVERTON

Flowers are mauve/blue to purple in colour with a yellow blotch. Vigorous 
growth, leaves are pale brinze- green when young.

Deciduous Ht. 4m

WISTERIA HYBRID 
CAROLINE

Very early flowering hybrid with profusion of strongly scented blooms 
mauve-lilac fading to white. Flowers two seasons after planting. Keep 
moist in summer.

Deciduous.

WISTERIA HYBRID 
LAVENDER LACE

Large fragrant pale and dark violet flowers in late spring on long racemes 
up to 50cm long.So best planted where flowers can hang down. Best in 
fertile , moist, well drained soil.Very hardy

Deciduous Up to 
10m
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evergreen

BOUGAINVILLEA 
GLA.MAGNIFICA TRAILLI

Strong growing climber. Produces bright magenta-purple flowers 
throughout summer on new growth.  Rich soil with good drainage and 
warm sunny position. Suitable for pot in conservatory.

Evergreen.

CLEMATIS ARMANDII 
APPLE BLOSSOM

Bold attractive foliage. Beautiful six-petalled blooms pink in bud opening 
to pale pink. Sunny sheltered position with cool root zone. Mulch well. 
Keep moist during summer.

Evergreen.

CLEMATIS FORSTERI Slender climber with deeply lobed leaves and large white/cream flowers 
in September and October. Prefers a cool root run in a sunny position. 
NZ native

Evergreen

FICUS PUMILA Self clinging evergreen climber, suitable for climbing walls or hanging 
baskets. Protect from heavy frost. Prefers cool, shady position with moist 
soil. Provides dense ground cover.

Evergreen. Climber.

GELSEMIUM 
SEMPERVIRENS

(Carolina Jessamine) A climber with very fragrant, bright yellow, funnel-
shaped flowers. Requires a sunny well drained sheltered site.

Evergreen.   
Climber

HEDERA CANARIENSIS (Town hall Ivy)Strong-growing large leaved ivy. Bright green leaves in 
summer often turning bronze in winter. Ideal ground cover or climber.

Evergreen.

HYDRANGEA SEEMANII Evergreen self-clinging climber with masses of delicate white flowers 
from late summer. Flowers best with some sun.

Evergreen Climber 
Ht 8m

JASMINIUM AZORICUM Pure white scented flowers. Near hardy vigorous grower - full sun or 
shade. Bushy climber.

Evergreen.

JASMINIUM MESNYI Bright yellow flowers from Spring into early Summer. Strong growing 
climber. Best in warm sunny position or in a conservatory.Protect from 
frosts.

Evergreen Ht 6m

JASMINIUM 
POLYANTHUM

Richly fragrant, the buds are pink and open to pure white flowers. Fast 
growing. Great for fences, archways, pergolas etc. Withstands hot dry or 
damp shady conditions.

Evergreen. Climber

LAPAGERIA ALBA White Chilian Bellflower. Glossy dark-green leathery foliage, produces 
bell-shaped,cream-white flower’s in summer and autumn.Roots shaded 
and the top needs to be in semi-shade and cool. Evergreen and only 
tolerates light frost.

Evergreen Ht 3m

MANDEVILLA LAXA Large long lasting fragrant white flowers throughout summer. Prefers a 
warm sheltered position with full sun. This climber suits pergolas or 
similar support.

Semi-evergreen

PANDOREA 
JASMINOIDES ROSEA 
SUPERBA

Pink Bower of Beauty - Spectacular climber with shiny dark green leaves 
and compact clusters of pale pink flowers with crimson throat. Very 
showy.Protect from heavy frost.

Evergreen.

PANDOREA PANDORANA (Wonga Wonga Vine) Vigorous climber with compact sprays of 
spectacular creamy white trumpet flowers in spring. These often have 
purple brown markings inside.Shiny mid-green leaves.Flowers best in full 
sun. Needs protection from heavy frost.

Evergreen.

SOLLYA HETEROPHYLLA (AUSTRALIAN BLUEBELL CREEPER) A trailing vine with bell-shaped 
sky-blue flowers born freely in summer and autumn. Sunny sheltered 
position and well drained soil. Half hardy.

Evergreen.

TRACHELOSPERMUM 
ASIATICUM

Beautiful climber forming a dense mass of dark glossy foliage 
andfragrant creamy white flowers in mid summer.Prefers well drained 
sunny sheltered position and no lime.Hardy.

Evergreen. Ht 4-5m

TRACHELOSPERMUM 
JASMINOIDES

(Star Jasmine) Attractive climber with large very fragrant white flowers. 
Requires warm sheltered wall or suitable for conservatory. Protect from 
heavy frost.

Evergreen. Ht 2m

TRACHELOSPERMUM 
JASMINOIDES 
TRICOLOUR

Twining climber or groundcover with glossy green and cream blotched 
foliage, red new growth. Small pinkish-white fragrant flowers. Prefers full 
sun but will tolerate part shade.

Evergreen  Climber

Semi- Evergreen

BOUGAINVILLEA 
SCARLETT O'HARA

Vigorous upright climber with large leaves. New growth is dark wine red 
and large bracts are almost round & slightly orange with red shading. 
Bracts. Protect from frost. Prefers sunny well- drained position.

Evergreen.
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P O Box 63
Waitati
Otago

fruit

COFFEA ARABICA Green glossy foliage. Clusters of fragrant flowers 
followed by berries, green turning red. Plants produce 
within 18 months. Trim to shrub size for conservatory 
or frost free spot. Makes excellent indoor plant.

HUMULUS LUPULUS 
SMOOTH CONE

(Hop Vine) Ex commercial NZ bred hop with striking 
female flowers in autumn. Great as an ornamental, for 
brewing and for floral arrangements. Requires sun and 
summer water. Needs to be trained over arch or 
supported. Hardy.

RHUBARB CLARET 
COBBLER

A good vigorous grower with bright red stems, very 
disease resistant. Feed regularly with well rotted 
compost.

RHUBARB CRIMSON 
CRUMBLE

A tasty rhubarb, with bright red stems that remain pink 
when cooked.  Prefers a sunny site and fertile well 
drained soil.

RHUBARB RUBY TART A new disease resistant variety with vivid dark red 
stems that fruits for a long time. Prefers full sun and 
compost enriched soil.

RHUBARB WINTER 
WONDER

Green stems in summer that turn red in winter. Great 
in cooler climates. Require a full sun/part shade 
position in rich moist soil. Feed regularly.

TOMATO CASCADE 
HANGING BASKET

Citrus

CITRUS GRAPEFRUIT 
GOLDEN SPECIAL

Thick skinned high quality fruit. Med - large size with 
good juicy flavour.

4.7 0018524207973 $37.30

CITRUS LEMON MEYER Hardy tree which produces large sweet fruit at an early 
age. Requires good drainage and warm sheltered 
position. Keep well watered and feed regularly.Avoid 
deep cultivation.Protect from heavy frost.

2L

6.5

3l

3.3

8

4.7

15l

25L

9419428211430 $19.91

0018524127981 $21.65

0018524234870 $24.26

0018524221238 $26.00

0018524147262 $30.35

0018524184236 $37.30

0018524197588 $73.83

0018524231633 $130.35

CITRUS LEMON YEN BEN Lisbon type lemon with thin skin. This is a prolific 
bearer . Fruit are juicy. Good variety for home 
gardener as smaller growing and hardy . Will need 
warm sunny position and protection from frost .

4.7l

15l

0018524199513 $37.30

0018524232173 $73.83

CITRUS LEMONADE Novelty citrus hybrid.. Crops of lemon shaped medium 
sized fruit , slightly sweeter than lemon. Juicy, mild 
flavour.Prefers good drainage , regular feeding and 
warm sunny position. Needs protection from frost.

3.3

4.7

0018524234085 $26.00

0018524199520 $37.30

CITRUS LIME BEARRS This improved selection of Tahitian Lime produces 
small, thin-skinned, almost seedless fruit. Needs a 
warm, sheltered, frost free site and  well drained ,fertile 
soil. Ideal container plant .

4.7

15l

0018524177221 $37.30

0018524231640 $73.83

CITRUS LIME TAHITIAN Small to medium sized fruit with deep green skin 
turning yellow when ripe. Flesh juicy and tangy and 
relatively seedless. Excellent for refreshing drinks.

3l

25L

9421022891581 $26.00

0018524232296 $130.35
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fruit (continued)

CITRUS LIMEQUAT 
EUSTIS

Ornamental citrus which is cross between Mexican 
Lime and kumquat. Small light yellow fruit are sweet 
without bitterness and can be used as lime substitute.  
Requires full sun and good drainage. Feed 
regularly.Good container plant.

4.7 0018524203715 $37.30

CITRUS MANDARIN 
CLEMENTINE.

A compact plant with medium-sized fruit with excellent 
flavour. Ripens late winter. Avoid putting near other 
Citrus as fruit can become very seedy. Prefers full sun 
and protection from frosts.

4.7 0018524199551 $37.30

CITRUS MANDARIN 
KAWANO

Medium sized tree bearing heavy crops of sweet and 
juicy ,easy to peel fruit. Ripens in winter. Needs full sun 
and warm sheltered position. Protect from frost.

8

4.7

0018524145459 $30.35

0018524207980 $37.30

CITRUS MANDARIN MIHO An improved selection of the 'easy peel' satsuma 
mandarin, bearing crops of large, rounded, flat-shaped 
fruit. A juicy, mild flavoured fruit. Prefers warm sunny 
position. Protect from heavy frost.

4.7 0018524184274 $37.30

CITRUS ORANGE 
HARWOOD LATE

Average sized, very juicy fruit with a rich flavour.Ripens 
from November to March. Protect from frost .Needs a 
warm sunny position.

8

4.7l

0018524136631 $30.35

0018524199568 $37.30

CITRUS ORANGE 
SEVILLE

The  spanish variety with heavy crops of fruit for 
preserves, sauces and marmalades. Needs a warm 
sheltered site. Prefers full sun and consistant moisture. 
Protect from heavy frosts.

4.7 0018524177238 $37.30

CITRUS TANGELO 
SEMINOLE

Mandarin-grapefruit cross produces great crops of 
juicy, semiflat, reddish orange fruit. Mandarin flavour 
with a grapefruit tang.  Protect from heavy frost.

8 0018524145480 $28.61

CITRUS TANGOR UGLI A vigorous, rounded tree with bright green foliage. 
Good crops of large fruit with a pleasant and distinctive 
flavour. Matures late spring.

8

4.7

0018524136617 $30.35

0018524199575 $37.30

Apples

APPLE BALLARAT (SEMI 
DWARF)

Large apple with green skin and pink blush. Excellent 
old variety which is good for cooking and a reliable 
cropper. Mid- season ripening and disease resistant.

0018524015530 -$0.78

APPLE BALLERINA 
BOLERO

A dwarf apple that has attractive pink tinged, white 
spring blossom followed by shiny green, early season 
ripening, fruit, with white juicy flesh. P.V.R.

28 0018524125086 $63.39

APPLE BALLERINA 
COLUMNAR POLKA

Firm bright red/green with an excellent flavour. Crisp 
and juicy. Pick and eat in Autumn. Upright growth 
habit. P.V.R.

0018524125093 $62.17

APPLE BALLERINA POLKA Stunning column shaped tree with attractive white 
spring blossoms. Bright red-green mid season eating 
apples of excellent flavour. Ideal for a container. PVR

0018524226806 $62.52

APPLE BALLERINA 
WALTZ

Columnar shaped tree with pink and white blossom in 
spring . Late season ripening, red apple with sweet 
juicy flavour. Ideal for container planting or in garden 
where space is limited.(PVR)

28 0018524125109 $63.39

APPLE BAUJADE   (SEMI 
DWARF)

A French, high-health, Granny Smith-type apple 
ripening late season. Medium sized, sweet and 
aromatic. Good keeper. Highly recommended for 
home gardens and organic plantings.

0018524226752 $58.17

APPLE BELLE DE 
BOSKOOP SEMI DWARF

Large dull red ,heavily russeted apple with greenish 
white,firm flesh. Suitable for eating fresh or cooking. 
Crisp, tangy full flavoured apple. Ripens late season. 
Good keeper. Wide spreading tree.

28 0018524125123 $47.74

APPLE BRAEBURN SEMI 
DWARF

One of the best eating apples on the market. Sweet 
and tangy, very crisp, juicy and firm. Striped red blush 
over green skin. Late season. A good keeper.

28

28

0018524125147 $52.09

0018524130349 $54.70
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APPLE CIDER KINGSTON 
BLACK

This is one of the definitive English hard cider apple 
varieties and produces a very high quality bittersharp 
juice. Makes a distinctively flavoured cider without 
blending.

18

28

0018524193009 $46.00

0018524125246 $47.74

APPLE CIDER KNOTTED 
KERNEL SEMI-DWF

 Bitter, sweet, English variety. Small to medium fruits 
of good to excellent quality. Hardy.

18 0018524128971 $46.00

APPLE CIDER MOTHER-
IN-LAW SEMI-DWARF

(Cider Apple)A less well-known variety of heritage 
apple used in cider making. Sharp flavoured flesh.

18 0018524192996 $46.00

APPLE CIDER SLACK MY 
GIRDLE

Heritage cider apple. Medium sized fruit .Greenish-
yellow skin with crimson streaks and tender sweet 
flesh. Ripens mid to late season.

28 0018524135160 $47.74

APPLE CIDER SWEET 
ALFORD

Heritage English cider apple used for blending with 
other sharper varieties. Bears small to medium fruit 
with pale waxy-yellow skin  blushing pink. Flesh very 
sweet, juicy and spongy, making it good for juice 
extraction.

18

28

0018524193054 $46.00

0018524135177 $46.00

APPLE CIDER 
YARLINGTON MILL (SEMI 
DWARF)

An old English cider apple. Produces bittersweet 
yellow apples with low-acid, medium tannin juice for a 
'vintage' cider. Distinctive large, dark green leaves. 
Productive. Very Hardy.

28 0018524129015 $47.74

APPLE COX'S ORANGE 
PIPPIN

Rich, aromatic, nutty flavoured flesh make this older 
variety still very popular. Red stripes on green skin 
when ripe. Ripens early season. Best on fertile soil with 
good drainage.

28 0018524123662 $58.17

APPLE DOUBLE 
GRAFTED (SEMI DWARF)

Two varieties on one plant. Ideal for small 
gardens,containers or espalier. Something different!!

28

28

25L

28

0018524129107 $60.78

0018524130486 $82.52

0018524226912 $85.13

0018524130202 $85.13

APPLE FUJI DWARF  A good firm but very juicy dessert apple. Reddish skin 
with pink stripe and white flesh . Late maturing. Good 
keeper.

0018524125192 $52.09

APPLE FUJI SEMI DWARF A good firm but very juicy dessert apple. Reddish skin 
with pink stripe and white flesh . Late maturing.Good 
keeper.

28

28

0018524193573 $52.09

0018524124263 $52.09

0018524222587 $54.70

APPLE GOLDEN 
DELICIOUS SEMI DWARF

Mild sweet flavour and juicy crisp, light yellow flesh. 
Golden-yellow skin when ripe. Old favourite which can 
be eaten raw or cooked.

28 0018524180542 $52.09

0018524129077 $54.70

0018524226844 $58.17

APPLE GRANNY SMITH 
DWARF

A late, large sized dessert apple. White flesh which is 
crisp and juicy ,with distinctive flavour.Heavy and 
regular cropper on upright ,vigorous tree.Self thinning.

28 0018524230674 $60.78

APPLE GRANNY SMITH 
SEMI DWARF

A late, large sized dessert apple. White flesh which is 
crisp and juicy ,with distinctive flavour.Heavy and 
regular cropper on upright ,vigorous tree.Self thinning.

28 0018524227001 $58.17

APPLE HETLINA (SEMI 
DWARF)

Reliable crops of medium sized firm crisp red fruit that 
have good eating qualities. Early season. Disease 
resistant tree. Has very high levels of anti-oxidants and 
other beneficial compounds.

28 0018524192026 $58.17

APPLE INITIAL A new, early, large, red, Gala type, apple with high 
resistance to disease. Excellent flavour, high aroma, 
low acid & high sugar. Highly recommended for home 
gardeners & organic orchardists. PVR.

18

28

0018524193719 $56.43

0018524130417 $60.78

APPLE LADY IN RED 
DWARF

Fruit has pink-red blush on green background and 
pure white flesh.Flavour is perfectly balanced between 
tartness and sweetness, with crisp texture and good 
aroma.(Protected by PVR-Fruit cannot be sold)

18

28

0018524124140 $52.09

0018524222716 $58.17

APPLE MONTYS 
SURPRISE DWARF

A late ripening large apple, red over a light green 
background. It is crisp for eating fresh, but also cooks 
well and has very high levels of antioxidants and 
flavinoids which may inhibit growth of cancer cells.

18

28

0018524193580 $52.09

0018524226929 $58.17
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APPLE MONTYS 
SURPRISE SEMI DWARF

Late ripening ,large apple with red blush over green 
skin.Crisp for eating but also cooks well.Very high 
levels of antioxidants and flavonoids which may inhibit 
growth of cancer cells.

18

28

0018524125277 $52.09

0018524194068 $60.78

APPLE NORTHERN SPY A medium sized dessert apple with greenish yellow 
skin, striped and flushed with red. Has good flavour 
and is a good keeper. Good home garden variety as it 
is compact and requires little attention.

18

28

0018524193016 $47.74

0018524193023 $52.09

APPLE PACIFIC ROSE A cross of Gala and Splendour. A unique rose- pink 
skin colour, medium to large with a rich, sweet flavour, 
and crisp  juicy flesh. Exceptional appearance and 
storage capability. PVR

28

18

28

0018524124065 $58.17

0018524193603 $60.78

0018524223638 $60.78

0018524226936 $63.39

APPLE PEASGOOD 
NONSUCH

The best of all cooking apples. Very large, round 
golden yellow apple with red flush and stripes. Flesh is 
tender with pleasant flavour. Mid season.

28 0018524226851 $54.70

0018524226790 $58.17

APPLE ROYAL GALA Very Crisp apple with white flesh and red skin. Sweet.  
Early maturing and good keeper.

18

28

0018524125338 $54.70

0018524125321 $58.17

APPLE ROYAL GALA 
SEMI DWARF

Excellent dessert apple, mid-season. Medium to large 
conical fruit, colour of good red strip over red blush. 
Highly productive. Excellent Good keeper. (One week 
later than Gala).

28

25L

0018524123709 $52.09

0018524192057 $63.39

APPLE SUNRISE An early season apple with red skin and white flesh 
with a good sweet/sharp balance and nice flavour. 
Heavy cropping. PVR

28 0018524194075 $56.43

APPLE THUMBELINA 
CANDY CRUNCH

New variety. Sweet, crisp and juicy fruit with bright red 
skin.  Heavy crops of bite size apples. Pretty white and 
pink spring blossoms. PVR

18

28

0018524125369 $51.22

0018524123877 $54.70

0018524226950 $63.39

APPLE WINTER BANANA 
(SEMI DWARF)

Large dessert fruit with pale golden yellow skin and 
slight red blush. Flesh is yellow,juicy and aromatic and 
has a pleasant banana flavour when ripe. Good keeper

28 0018524194082 $56.43

Apricot

APRICOT CLUTHA GOLD Large fruit with real apricot flavour. Has an orange skin 
with slight red blush. This is a great eating experience! 
Ripens late January.

28 0018524123693 $58.17

APRICOT CLUTHA LATE Medium sized orange fruit with sweet juicy flesh.  Late 
season and self-fertile. Requires winter chilling, good 
drainage and plenty of sun (PVR)

28 0018524189521 $58.17

APRICOT FITZROY Medium sized golden fruit with golden skin.Ripens in 
February.Consistent and heavy cropper and is self 
fertile.

18 0018524224871 $49.48

APRICOT GARDEN ANNIE  Showy pale pink flowers in spring . Medium to large 
fruit has bright yellow skin, is semi-clingstone juicy and 
firm. Self fertile, ideal for smaller garden or in container.

18

28

0018524135108 $52.09

0018524189538 $58.17

APRICOT SUNDROP Attractive yellow fruit with golden skin, good flavour, 
which is even better when fully ripe. Strong 
grower.Ripens mid -late January. Suitable for dessert 
or preserving. Partially self fertile but pollination 
improves with Trevatt.

28

25L

18

0018524189644 $49.48

0018524193078 $54.70

0018524191333 $69.48

APRICOT TOMCOT Very large fruit with strong red blush over orange skin. 
High quality, freestone fruit with intense apricot flavour. 
Compact tree with masses of pink blossom in spring. 
Self fertile.

28 0018524124072 $58.17

Berry

ARONIA MELANOCARPA "Black Chokeberry" Small shrub with white hawthorn-
like flowers in spring followed by shiny black edible  
fruits.Brilliant red autumn leaves. Very hardy.

5 0018524197328 $20.78
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BLUEBERRY BLUE DAWN (Rabbiteye)An exceptional blueberry with large tasty 
fruit ripening over an extended period in late Summer. 
Brilliant Autumn colours. Grow in a pot or in the 
garden. Pollinate with Tasty Blue or Blue Magic.

0018524206709 $29.48

BLUEBERRY BLUE MAGIC (Rabbiteye)  Pink tinged creamy white flowers in spring 
followed by large tasty, medium-sized berries that ripen 
over an extended period. Bred for NZ conditions. 
Pollinate with Tasty Blue. Sapphire Blue, Burst, Tifblue

9421022890096 $29.48

BLUEBERRY DUKE (Northern Highbush) Early ripening with good crops of 
mildly sweet-flavoured berries. Requires acid soil, 
summer moisture and sun. .Pollinate with other 
Northern Highbush variety such as Blue Crop, Blue Jay 
or Dixie.

2L

5L

0018524196383 $30.35

0018524227353 $32.96

BLUEBERRY MUFFIN Plant in well drained soil rich in organic matter. Mulch 
well to ensure moisture for shallow root systems. Feed 
with slow release fertiliser low in calcium early spring & 
mid summer. Self fertile. PVR

9421022890522 $26.00

BLUEBERRY NUI (Northern Highbush) Very large,light-blue berries. 
Excellent keeping variety. Prefers full sun and acidic 
soils. Best planted with Bluecrop, Blue Joy, Dixie or 
Duke.

3.3 0018524147293 $28.61

BLUEBERRY RAHI (Rabbiteye) A Rabbiteye type with good sized sweet 
dark blue fruit, ripening two weeks later than Powder 
Blue. Highly productive. Best planted with another 
Rabbiteye variety. PVR.

0018524189835 $24.26

BLUEBERRY REKA Northern highbush hybrid. Dark blue, medium sized 
berries with a sweet flavour,ripening before Christmas. 
Good autumn colour.  Pollinate with other Highbush 
variety such as Blue Crop,muffin, Nui,  Duke,

0018524123181 $24.26

BLUEBERRY TASTY BLUE (Rabbiteye) Pink tinged, creamy white flowers in 
Spring followed by large tasty fruit that ripen over an 
extended period late Summer. Vigorous bush bred for 
NZ conditions. Pollinate with Blue Magic. PVR

0018524172301 $29.13

BRAMBLE BERRY 
DELIGHT

(Boysenberry x Loganberry )  Thornless vigorous 
climber which produces delicious, large dark red fruit in 
December/January.Heavy cropper.Very hardy and self 
fertile.

2.4

3l

0018524206693 $27.74

0018524234856 $27.74

BRAMBLE BLACKBERRY 
BLACK SATIN

A very vigorous hybrid thornfree blackberry, flowering 
and cropping early in the season. Moderately sized, 
soft, juicy black fruit with a tangy flavour. Slightly dull 
when fully ripe.

3l

3.5

0018524234863 $27.74

0018524203838 $27.74

BRAMBLE BLACKBERRY 
KARAKA BLACK

High yields of very black berries with melt in your 
mouth flavour over long season.Canes easy to 
manage.Resistant to disease.Very hardy.

1.5L 0018524237277 $19.91

BRAMBLE BLACKBERRY 
TRUE BLISS

An almost thornless early season Blackberry. 
Produces heavy crops of sweet, deep purple-black fruit.

12CM 9419428211485 $17.30

BRAMBLE 
BOYSENBERRY MAPUA

A mostly spineless berry, cropping well in late season. 
Large berries easily harvested. Some fully thorny 
canes will grow from below ground and should be cut 
off as low as possible. Prefers full sun, fertile soil and 
well watered while fruit ripens.

1.9

3.3

0018524128162 $18.17

0018524189163 $21.65

BRAMBLE 
BOYSENBERRY 
MCNICHOL'S CHOICE

A selection from Hawkes Bay with high yields of 
medium to large berries. Prefers hot sunny position, 
with good fertile soil and well watered while fruit 
ripening.

3.3 0018524189170 $21.65

BRAMBLE 
BOYSENBERRY 
STARLIGHT

A vigourous thornless boysenberry. Produces high 
yields of large dark wine-red berries with excellent 
flavour. Prefers full sun and well drained soil. PVR

3l 0018524193733 $26.00

BRAMBLE 
BOYSENBERRY TASMAN

Mostly spineless canes with medium to large berry size 
cropping well and easily harvested.  Ripens in 
December and is delicious to eat.

12CM 9419428010200 $16.43
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fruit (continued)

BRAMBLE 
BOYSENBERRY TASMAN 
3.5

A medium to large berry that crops well and is easily 
harvested from the mostly spineless plant.Best in hot, 
sunny position , with good fertile soil and well watered 
in summer.

0018524203852 $27.74

BRAMBLE 
BOYSENBERRY 
THORNLESS JEWEL

A boysenberry cross. Large, firm, conical, rich dark 
red/black berries. Old fashioned boysenberry flavour, 
juicy and sweet. Self fertile. Early-mid season fruiting.

3l 0018524170680 $27.74

BRAMBLE LOGANBERRY 
WAIMATE

A vigorous thornless loganberry with large fruit size 
and high yields. Long, conical, dusky red fruit with 
good flavour, ripening from mid summer. Excellent 
fresh or for processing.

2.5L

3l

0018524227988 $19.91

0018524193740 $27.74

CURRANT BLACK BEN 
MAPUA

Very heavy yielding black currant with large fruit, 
matures 2 weeks after Magnus. Prefers deep fertile 
soil with adequate drainage. Fruit mainly on new 
seasons wood. Self fertile but will increase yield if 
planted 2 or more.

3.5 0018524203876 $27.74

CURRANT BLACK 
LAXTON TINKER

English heritage selection with consistent and heavy 
crops around the end of the year. Good disease 
resistance. Prefers full sun and well drained but 
consistent water while fruiting.

2.5L 0018524192712 $21.65

CURRANT BLACK 
MAGNUS

Early fruiting. Sweet, medium sized berry. Prefers 
deep fertile soil with adequate drainage. Fruit mainly 
on new seasons wood. Self fertile but will increase 
yield if planted 2 or more.

4L 0018524123228 $28.61

CURRANT MURRAYS RED A vigorous upright bush with large bright red glossy 
fruit. An abundance of fruit ripening 
December/January. Red currants fruit on 2 year and 
older wood, when pruning take out weak branches and 
old wood that has fruited.

0018524123242 $19.04

CURRANT RED GLORIA 
DE VERSAILLES

(Red) Heavy crops of red berries in December- 
January. Fruits on 2 year and older wood so only prune 
out weak branches or to improve shape. Very hardy

4L 0018524160865 $28.61

GOOSEBERRY ST 
PATRICKS

A mildew resistant variety that produces green fruit in 
summer. Prefers full sun and rich well drained soil.

12CM 9419428217593 $17.30

LYCEUM BARBARUM GOJI BERRY  Delicious cherry/cranberry-like red 
berries produced prolifically during spring and summer. 
Hardy . Grows well on a trellis or freestanding in full 
sun. Ideal in a patio pot.

12 9419428012174 $17.30

MORUS ALBA PENDULA (Weeping White Mulberry) A very striking small 
weeping tree with closely packed pendula branches. 
Pale green flowers in late spring followed by sweet 
edible fruit which are green-white ripening purple. 
Hardy.

25L 0018524191586 $86.87

0018524225847 $95.57

MORUS PLUM PINK 
SHATOOT

Attractive fruiting tree. Produces medium size 
purple/plum coloured sweet, nutritious Mulberries. 
Prefers well drained and moist soils. Disease resistant. 
Attractive glossy green leaves, slightly pendulous.

0018524215084 $26.00

PHYSALIS PERUVIANA 
(CAPE GOOSEBERRY)

Papery like flowers in spring followed by orange ,sweet 
,edible berries.Can be eaten fresh ,used in pies or 
made into jam.Self fertile.Well drained soil and full 
sun.Protect from heavy frost or treat as annual.

1.5L 0018524215923 $18.17

PUNICA GRANATUM 
WONDERFUL

(Pomegranate) Good ornamental fruiting tree for lawns 
and boarders.Fruit are large, glossy, purplish red with 
crimson juicy flesh.

2.5L

3.5

0018524128643 $26.00

0018524230841 $37.30

RASPBERRY ASPIRING This variety crops twice, once in early summer and 
again in autumn. It has large, dark red, conical fruit 
with excellent flavour on vigorous canes with few 
spines. P.V.R.

3l 0018524128230 $27.74

RASPBERRY CLUTHA Nearly thornless commercial producer. Summer 
fruiting. Prefers deep, well drained fertile soil and full 
sun.

2.5L

3l

0018524150958 $22.52

0018524224291 $23.39
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RASPBERRY EBONY Spineless canes with rosettes of berries that turn a 
dark, rich purple-black when ripe, and have a sweet, 
delicate flavour. Best in rich, fertile, well-drained soil.

2.4 0018524128223 $24.26

RASPBERRY IVORY Golden yellow raspberries with a delicious, sweet 
flavour are produced from December to April. Best in 
rich, fertile soil. Mulch in summer and prune old canes 
in winter.

2.4 0018524128216 $26.00

RASPBERRY TULAMEEN A mid-season, summer fruiting variety producing good 
yields of firm red fruit. Fruit are easy to remove, are 
large to very large and have excellent flavour and shelf 
life.

3l

3l

0018524224307 $23.39

0018524220842 $27.74

RASPBERRY WAIAU Mid season variety with very large, fruit that are conical 
in shape and remain firm when ripe.Very tasty. Repeat 
fruits in autumn. Best grown in compost rich soil that 
are moist but well drained. Very hardy.

3l 0018524170710 $23.39

RIBES DIVERICATUM 
WORCESTERBERRY

(Blackcurrant x Gooseberry) Vigorous bush with dark 
purplish fruit which appear in summer. Berries can be 
eaten raw or cooked. Their flavour is between a 
gooseberry and a blackcurrant. Mildew resistant and 
very hardy.

2.4 0018524191456 $34.70

RUBUS PENTALOBUS (Orangeberry) Dramatic, fast-growing ground cover 
related to the strawberry. Delicate white flowers in 
Spring followed by bright orange fruit for Xmas. Partly 
self fertile,but better with strawberries or raspberries 
nearby.Trim after fruiting. Very hardy.

5 0018524198325 $17.30

SAMBUCUS NIGRA  
(ELDERBERRY)

Selected form of common elderberry which produces 
heavy crops of berries in April. Berries are good to eat 
and make excellent jelly and wine. Very hardy. Can be 
pruned after harvest.

4.5 0018524128513 $26.00

STRAWBERRY AROMAS Large to very large fruit with good firmness, bright red 
colour with very good taste. A very good plant for the 
South Island. Day neutral.

9cm 0018524123846 $6.00

UGNI MOLINAE (NZ Cranberry, Chilean Guava) A slow growing small 
sized bush with aromatic leaves. Flowers are waxy 
pink bells. Fruits are edible tasty mahogany-red berries.

1.5L 0018524121972 $14.70

cherry

CHERRY BALATON 
(SOUR)

A late maturing tart cherry ripening about seven to ten 
days after Montmorency.  The fruit is large and very 
firm with a red juicy flesh.

28 0018524191340 $56.43

CHERRY COMPACT 
STELLA

Large, dark red cherry in huge clusters. Flesh firm, 
good home garden variety. Ripens around Christmas. 
Self fertile.

28 0018524126014 $58.17

CHERRY DAWSON Old favourite. Large dark red skinned, dark fleshed 
cherry, maturing mid to late December.Upright habit. 
Can be pollinated by Stella or Bing.

28 0018524222525 $58.17

CHERRY GRIOTELLA 
(TART)

New tart cherry with compact habit . Delightful spring 
blooms followed by bounty of bright red cherries. Very 
high health fruit with many culinary uses. Great for 
large pots and small gardens. Very hardy. PVR

18 0018524192064 $66.87

CHERRY LAPINS Large, sweet, dark red, firm fruit maturing in early 
January. Excellent  flavour. Self fertile and crack 
resistant. Very reliable.

28

28

0018524192071 $54.70

0018524225267 $60.78

CHERRY 
MONTMORENCY  (SOUR)

An Amorelle-type sour cherry with bright red skin, 
white flesh and clear juice. Great for pies and 
conserves. High in antioxidants. A disease resistant, 
compact, spreading tree. Self-Fertile

18

28

0018524222495 $54.70

0018524192088 $58.17

CHERRY RAINIER Large golden to orange cherry with sweet yellow flesh. 
They also have a tender texture, almost creamy, and 
very sweet. Excellent eating. Pollinate - Dawson, Bing

25L 0018524222723 $65.13
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CHERRY STELLA Large, sweet dark red fruit. Prolific and regular bearer. 
Great pollinator. Mid-season. Forms a large tree but 
can be espaliered and trained to shape and size. Self 
Fertile.

28 0018524222518 $58.17

Feijoa

FEIJOA  ARHART Early flowering variety. Nice bushy habit ideal for 
hedging or topiary. Hardy to southern Climate. Cross 
Pollinate with Unique.

0018524222112 $52.09

FEIJOA BAMBINA Attractive evergreen bush. Fruits from April onwards. 
Petite fruit with smooth green skin. Eat skin and all. 
Pollinated by birds and best to plant more than one. 
PVR

3l

1.9

0018524170697 $26.00

0018524238250 $26.52

FEIJOA KAITERI Very early season variety with exceptionally sweet, 
tasty and large fruit. Partly self fertile but best planted 
with other variety. Feijoas have attractive foliage and 
striking red flowers in summer. Hardy. Needs hot 
summer for good fruit .(PVR)

0018524160889 $36.43

FEIJOA KAKARIKI An exceptionally early variety, with very sweet and 
large fruit. Named after Maori word for green. For best 
fruiting, plant another early fruiting variety such as 
Kaiteri, Anatoki or Apollo.(Provisional PVR)

3.5L 0018524160896 $36.43

FEIJOA SELLOWIANA A small tree in our climate requiring a warm sheltered 
position. Attractive crimson and white flowers. Flowers 
and fruit edible.

6.5 0018524187428 $19.04

FEIJOA SELLOWIANA 
ANATOKI

Exciting new variety with exceptionally sweet ,very 
early season fruit and large lush deep green foliage. 
Best planted near another early flowering variety such 
as Unique or Kaiteri for pollination(Provisional PVR)

3.5 0018524145619 $34.70

FEIJOA SELLOWIANA 
APOLLO

Large fruit with excellent flavour early in season. 
Requires another variety for cross-pollination. Hardy. 
Suitable for edible hedge.

3.3

3.5

0018524203272 $25.13

0018524160872 $27.74

FEIJOA SELLOWIANA 
OPAL STAR

A late season variety with smooth dark skin with 
fabulous rich and aromatic flavour.  Compact, slow 
growing plant that has bushy habit, ideal for home 
gardens, especially for hedging.

3.5 0018524203821 $33.83

FEIJOA SELLOWIANA 
POUNAMU

Early season variety with very dark green coloured 
skin. Medium sized fruit wth rich, smooth, aromatic 
taste . Pollinate with other early variety such as Apollo 
or Unique.

3.5

3l

0018524219969 $27.74

0018524193757 $29.48

FEIJOA SELLOWIANA 
TAKAKA

Self fertile, but better planted with more than one. 
Produces large tropical flavoured fruit early in the 
season. PVR.

3.3

8.5l

0018524177245 $31.22

0018524194549 $52.09

FEIJOA SELLOWIANA 
UNIQUE

A small tree which produces lots of large fruit early 
season .Self-fertile and useful as pollinator. Best to 
plant more than one bush.Hardy. Can be grown as a 
hedge.

3.5 0018524160902 $27.74

fig

FIG BROWN TURKEY A rich flavoured fig of large size, brown skin and pink 
flesh. Long oval shape. Will bear two crops a year in 
early summer and autumn.

3.5 0018524230810 $32.09

FIG MADELEINE DES 
DEUX SAISONS

One of the earliest figs to ripen. The medium sized fruit 
are golden-brown with pink translucent flesh. Very 
hardy. Self fertile.

18 0018524136297 $46.00

FIG MRS WILLIAMS Strong growing tree which crops well. Fruits have 
yellowish- green stain, with rich red flesh. Requires hot 
dry conditions.

18 0018524224390 $40.78
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Grape

GRAPE ALBANY 
SURPRISE

Reliable outdoor variety. Heavy cropper of large, juicy 
and aromatic fruit with bluish-black skin . Vigorous. 
Disease resistant. Mid-season ripening. Suitable for 
wine production.

3.3

12

0018524215053 $22.52

0018524128858 $37.30

GRAPE CANADICE Medium sized bunches of red-black seedless grapes, 
with excellent delicate flavour. Good disease 
resistance and winter hardiness. Early ripening.

3l

2.4

0018524220811 $20.78

0018524127516 $25.13

GRAPE IONA Medium white grape tinged pink when ripened in 
February. Very sweet and juicy. High resistance to 
downy mildew. Very hardy and well suited to coastal 
conditions.

12 0018524224376 $37.30

GRAPE NIAGARA Sweet juicy white grapes with a tangy flavour. Vigorous 
with large clusters of fruit in mid season.

2.4

12

0018524127530 $26.00

0018524224383 $37.30

GRAPE ROBINSON (Hamburg Type) Black outdoor table grape raised in 
Palmerston Nth. Ripens well and fruits twice in warmer 
climates.

12 0018524128872 $37.30

GRAPE SCHUYLER Large, early fruiting, sweet, dessert grape, with jet 
black skin. Regular and heavy cropper of medium 
sized fruit which are produced in long clusters on 
vigorous vines. Plant in full sun and feed regularly. 
Suitable for outdoors.

3l

2.4

12

0018524220828 $20.78

0018524127547 $25.13

0018524128889 $37.30

hazelnut

CORYLUS AVELLANA 
BARCELONA

Hazelnut . Hardy vigorous with a large nut, flowering 
mid-season. Pollinate with Alexandra or Merveille de 
Bolwillier.

18

28

0018524126243 $46.00

0018524126236 $47.74

CORYLUS AVELLANA 
MERVEILLE DE 
BOLWILLIER

A hardy vigorous hazelnut, cropping in late autumn. 
Useful tree, ideal for hedging or specimen planting. 
Delicious nuts and an excellent pollinator.

28 0018524136327 $46.00

0018524226813 $56.43

CORYLUS AVELLANA 
TONDA ROMANO

Produces good crops of small-medium sized nuts with 
excellent flavour. Pollinators: Barcelona, Merveille de 
Bowillier, Tonda di Giffoni

28 0018524126267 $46.00

CORYLUS AVELLANA 
WHITEHEART

(Hazelnut) Large bushy shrub which makes a good 
hedge. A selected form with nuts of excellent flavour 
for eating, roasting, cooking or stuffing. Pollinators 
Alexandra, Merveille de Bolwillier.

18

28

28

0018524126205 $46.00

0018524226714 $46.00

0018524227100 $59.91

Nectarine

NECTARINE FLATTO 
BUTTON BRIGHT

Flat shaped nectarine producing large crops of sweet, 
tasty, yellow-fleshed fruit in late February. Self fertile 
PVR

28 0018524124379 $66.87

NECTARINE GARDEN 
DELIGHT    (DWARF)

Striking pink blossom is followed by delicious full-size 
free stone fruit with red skin and yellow flesh, early in 
the season. Ideal for warmer regions. Self fertile.

18 0018524135245 $63.39

NECTARINE GOLDMINE Medium sized, mid season, white fleshed with red over 
green skin colour. Dessert quality with sweet melting 
flavour. Vigorous and upright tree. Self fertile.

28

25L

0018524224840 $54.70

0018524125697 $63.39

NECTARINE MABEL Unique dark purple foliage tinged with green. Delicious 
sweet purple-skinned fruit. Ripening mid season and is 
quite hardy to diseases. Self fertile. PVR

28 0018524189545 $63.39

NECTARINE NECTAR 
BABE

Sweet, yellow, juicy, freestone flesh variety. Deep pink 
blossom. Low chilling requirement. Best planted with 
Peach Honey Babe or near another nectarine or peach 
to aid pollination. Great container plant.

18 0018524135269 $56.43

NECTARINE RED GOLD Large juicy fruit with yellow flesh and red skin. 
Freestone. Suitable for dessert and preserving. Mid to 
late season ripening.

28 0018524125727 $54.70
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Nuts

ALMOND ALL IN ONE Heavy crops of soft-shell nuts with sweet, flavourful 
kernels. Needs hot summer to ripen. Frost hardy and 
self fertile. Ideal for home orchards.

25L 0018524226820 $58.17

0018524226745 $60.78

ALMOND GARDEN 
PRINCE (DWF)

Compact lushly-foliaged tree. Soft-shelled kernels 
sweet and tasty. Bears young and heavily. Large soft 
pink blooms. Self fertile. Useful as pollinator.

0018524192002 $60.78

JUGLANS SHANNON 
(GRAFTED)

(Grafted Walnut) A promising selection from the 
Manawatu with all the desirable features of a top 
quality nut. Appears to be resistant to Walnut blight. 
Clean well filled out nut with over 50% crackout.

25L 0018524226707 $99.91

PINUS PINEA (Stone Pine Or Umbrella Pine) Glaucous colour while 
juvenile. Grows into a small flat top tree, very hardy in 
dry conditions. Cones 8 - 16cm long. The edible seeds 
are commonly known as pine nuts.

3.5 0018524230834 $47.74

PEACH

PEACH BLACK BOY A late peach with purplish/red flesh and furry purple 
skin. Late season. Suitable for eating fresh when ripe 
and preserving. Reliable cropper and resistant to 
peach curl.

18

28

28

0018524189774 $52.09

0018524189781 $58.17

0018524191265 $60.78

PEACH COT Fine dessert fruit crossed between apricot and peach. 
Very sweet and tasty with firm texture and golden 
yellow skin. Ripens in March. Heavy cropper.

28 0018524224888 $54.70

PEACH FLATTO SWEET 
BONNET

New peach variety with a flat shape making it virtually 
unsquashable in lunch boxes. Produces large crops of 
sweet, tasty, yellow-fleshed fruit in early-mid February. 
Self fertile. Provisional PVR protection (Oriane).

28 0018524125741 $52.09

PEACH GOLDEN QUEEN Late season yellow fleshed clingstone peach .Old 
favourite for preserving. Regular cropper.

28 0018524192118 $58.17

PEACH HIAWATHA Attractive peach tree with deep purple leaves and pink 
blossom. Fruit is purple skinned with orange flesh and 
good flavour. Excellent fresh eating, mid season 
ripening and self fertile. Regular cropper.

28 0018524125765 $54.70

PEACH SWEET 
PERFECTION

New leaf curl resistant selection found by Helen 
Brookes near Duntroon. Abundance of red skinned, 
freestone, yellow fleshed ,juicy fruit. Resistant to 
browning. Great flavour and good for preserving.(PVR)

4.7l

28

0018524215091 $39.04

0018524189675 $59.91

PEACH YUMYEONG Very large fruit in late February. White flesh, semi-
clingstone and distinctive flavour. Skin is cream and 
red. Good healthy tree.

28 0018524194396 $58.17

PEACHERINE HEALEYS Cross between peach and nectarine. Beautiful tasting 
with golden crunchy flesh with a red blush. Fruits late 
January. Regular cropper.

28 0018524189804 $59.04

Pears

PEAR BEURRE BOSC 
(SEMI DWARF)

A mid to late pear. Long shape with brown skin. Good 
flavour. Heavy cropping. Pollinators, Conference, 
Taylors Gold, Winter Nellis'

28 0018524192125 $58.17

PEAR CONFERENCE 
(DWARF)

Green skin with some russeting. Sweet and juicy. 
Ripens February to March. Upright shape, regular, 
heavy bearer. Self-fertile.

18

28

0018524195546 $54.70

0018524222747 $58.17

PEAR DG TAYLORS 
GOLD/ STARKRIMSON

Two varieties on one plant.Ideal for small gardens or 
just for something different. One variety pollinates the 
other.

0018524130271 $75.57

PEAR DOUBLE GRAFTED Two varieties on one plant. Ideal for small gardens or 
just for something different. One variety pollinates the 
other.

28 0018524130189 $78.17
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PEAR DOYENNE DU 
COMICE

A delicious, large mid-season pear. Dessert type, skin 
green/yellow with a brown blush. Suggested pollinators 
Bon Chretien or Winter Nelis.

28 0018524128902 $54.70

PEAR GARDEN BELLE Only true dwarf pear variety.White spring 
blossom,glossy summer foliage and good autumn 
tones.Delicious ,sweet flavoured fruit with smooth flesh 
texture and green and slight russetted skin.Ripens mid 
summer. Partially Self fertile.

18

28

0018524222655 $63.39

0018524130301 $66.87

PEAR RED BARTLETT Dessert or bottling pear. Early ripening with wine-red 
blush. Partly self-fertile. Suggested pollinators, 
Conference, Winter Nellis.

0018524224604 $54.70

PEAR STARK CRIMSON Bright cherry red in colour with sweet flavour, flesh is 
quite fine.  Ripens in early February. Upright growth 
Pollinated by Conference, Winter Nelis and William 
Bon Chretien.

18

28

0018524127400 $52.09

0018524130318 $58.17

PEAR TAYLORS GOLD Fully russetted brown skin. Buttery, succulent fruit 
which is large and juicy. Ripens late season.  Pollinate 
with Beurre Bosc, Conference, Packham's Triumph. 
P.V.R. No.626.

18

28

0018524223614 $52.09

0018524130400 $54.70

PEAR WILLIAM BON 
CHRETIEN

Large, early variety with white, firm but juicy flesh and 
pale green skin which turns yellow when ripe. Best 
picked green. Suitable for cooking ,preserving or fresh 
eating. Pollinators Beurre Bosc,Winter 
Nelis,Conference or Doyenne du Comice.

28

25L

0018524129053 $58.17

0018524222754 $65.13

PEAR WINTER COLE Late medium sized dessert pear. Rich flavour. Good 
keeper. Suggested pollinators, Conference, Winter 
Nelis,or William Bon Chretien.

28 0018524127363 $58.17

PEAR WINTER NELIS Good eating pear with light russet skin. Late season 
ripening and good keeper. Pollinate with Conference or 
William bon Chretien.

28

28

28

0018524129060 $54.70

0018524127356 $58.17

0018524224505 $58.17

plum

PLUM ANGELENO Amber-yellow firm sweet flesh with dark purple skin. 
Freestone and good cropper. Ripens mid March. 
Excellent long storage. Pollinate with Santa Rosa.

28 0018524191258 $69.48

PLUM ANGELINA 
BURDETT

(European) Blue skin with yellow-green flesh and rich 
flavour. Ripens mid season. Partially self-fertile. Good 
pollinator for Greengage

28 0018524191012 $54.70

PLUM BILLINGTON Medium sized plum with dark red flesh and skin. Good 
dessert and jam plum. Pollinators : Black Doris, 
Omega, Wilsons Early.

28

28

0018524189552 $49.48

0018524124225 $63.39

PLUM BLACK DORIS A popular early, large plum with dark red flesh and 
black skinned fruit. Vigorous and upright tree. 
Pollinator Elephant Heart, Billington or Santa Rosa. 
Good for eating fresh of cooking.

28

28

0018524123891 $58.17

0018524191234 $60.78

PLUM COES GOLDEN 
DROP

Large oval yellow plum with good flavour and juicy 
flesh. Mid-season ripening. Pollinated by Greengage, 
Damson, Reine Claude du Bavay or Prune

28 0018524189682 $58.17

PLUM DAMSON English plum with small oval fruit. Greenish yellow 
flesh and blue black skin. Ripens late 
January.Traditional jam and sauce plum. Self fertile.

28 0018524189705 $54.70

PLUM ELEPHANT HEART Very large, mid-season, red fleshed plum with red skin. 
Good dessert plum. Upright and vigorous tree. 
Pollinators Burbank and Omega.

28

28

0018524124232 $58.17

0018524225250 $60.78

PLUM FORTUNE Large, round/conical, bright red fruit ripening late 
January/ February. Juicy, firm yellow flesh. Freestone 
when fully ripe. Pollinated by Santa Rosa or Billington.

28 0018524124171 $49.48
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PLUM LUISA Very large plum with yellow flesh and skin and virtually 
freestone. Exceptional eating quality,very juicy. Ripens 
late January early February. Hardy to all diseases. 
Self- Fertile. Protected by PVR.

28

28

0018524189583 $58.17

0018524225243 $60.78

PLUM PRUNE CHEVIOT Dark purple-blue skin and yellow flesh that is very 
sweet and juicy. Can be eaten fresh or used for 
preserving or drying. A very hardy cultivar that is a 
prolific producer. Pollinate with Stanley or a Greengage.

28 0018524191029 $54.70

PLUM PRUNE VICTORY Late season. A large, firm fleshed, blue prune-plum 
ripening a few days after Stanley. Its eating quality is 
rated particularly good for a prune plum.  Polliinated by 
Italian Prune and Stanley.

0018524190992 $54.70

PLUM SANTA ROSA Large dessert plum with yellow tinged pink,sweet flesh. 
Ripens January- February. Partly self fertile, but better 
pollination with Duffs Early Jewel or Omega.

18

28

0018524216234 $46.00

0018524189606 $58.17

PLUM SHIRO The best yellow plum with golden yellow skin and juicy 
crisp yellow flesh. Round, clingstone and medium 
sized. Early to mid season. Suggested pollinator is 
Santa Rosa.

28 0018524222594 $54.70

PLUM SULTAN Large oval fruit,with red flesh and deep red skin. Highly 
flavoured, ripens January. Crops heavily when young 
on rather low, spreading tree. Partly self fertile but 
better pollination with other plums such as Omega and 
Burbank

28 0018524224833 $54.70

PLUM WILSONS EARLY Small to medium plums with yellow flesh and red skin. 
Juicy with slight tart flavour. Heavy cropper in late 
December -January. Partly self-fertile but benefits from 
pollination with Omega or other plums.

28 0018524130097 $49.48

Quince

QUINCE SMYRNA A vigorous tree with unusually large leaves. Very large 
fruit with smooth pale yellow skin. Mild, tender flesh, 
sweet when cooked. Keeps well. Self fertile.

40

28

0018524124157 $52.09

0018524128926 $54.70

QUINCE TAIHAPE Tender fruit of excellent quality and sweet when 
cooked. Yellow and smooth skin. Ripens mid April. 
Self fertile. Healthy and disease resistant.

28 0018524128933 $54.70

Strawberry

STRAWBERRY AROMAS Large to very large fruit with good firmness, bright red 
colour with very good taste. A very good plant for the 
South Island. Day neutral.

punnet 9419428000317 $11.74

tamarillo

TAMARILLO BOLD GOLD Clusters of pink fragrant flowers in Spring followed by 
large sweet golden fruit. Less acidic than red varieties. 
Self Fertile. Plant in a warm, sunny position. Protect 
from frost.

0018524206730 $15.22

TAMARILLO MULIGAN Large subtropical leaves with dark red fruit in autumn. 
Prefers shelter and sunny position in the garden. 
Protect from frost. Self fertile

1.9 0018524170727 $17.30

TAMARILLO TANGO Traditional red tamarillo wthout the tang and with extra 
sweet flavour.Large subtropical leaves and yummy red 
fruit in autumn. Needs sunny sheltered postion and 
protection from frost.Can be grown indoors.Self fertile.

1.9 0018524137072 $20.78

walnut
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JUGLANS REGIA (COMMON WALNUT) A slow growing medium sized 
tree with rounded head. Valuable as a timber tree and 
for nuts. Prefers well drained soils.

6.5 0018524203562 $28.61

JUGLANS REGIA REX (Grafted Walnut)   Excellent nuts of good flavour. 
Smaller compact tree with high yields. Later flowering 
so suitable for areas with late frosts. Resistant to 
walnut blight.

28 0018524226691 $95.57

Guava

GUAVA CHERRY RED White flower in Spring followed by rounded burgundy 
red fruit when ripe, with flesh of the same colour. 
Prefers full sun and well drained soil. Protect from 
heavy frosts.

3l 0018524238267 $21.30

olive

OLIVE ARBEQUINA A smaller growing tree which is a heavy cropper. Has 
high oil content and is popular with commercial 
growers.

3l 0018524229227 $23.39

OLIVE FRANTOIO One of best of Tuscan oils. The olives are smallish and 
ripen late in season. Vigorous growing, hardy. Self-
fertile, but better polllinated with Leccino or Picholene. 
Pickles well when green.

3l

3.3l

0018524229258 $23.39

0018524209557 $26.00

OLIVE LECCINO A great Tuscan variety producing good low-acid oil. 
One of the most frost hardy cultivars. Vigorous. Cross 
pollinate with Picual, Pendolino or Frantoio.

3l

3.3

3.5

0018524229210 $23.39

0018524209571 $26.00

0018524230827 $34.70

OLIVE PICUAL Spanish variety. Early producing with high oil content. 
Salt tolerant variety .Hardy to cold. Compact bushy 
growth. Self-fertile .

3.5

30l

0018524230858 $34.70

0018524143950 $121.65

Passionfruit

PASSIFLORA EDULIS (EDIBLE BLACK PASSIONFRUIT) Vigorous vine with 
shiny green leaves. White edged purple flowering 
summer followed by large black fruit. Shelter from frost 
and wind.

2.5L 0018524195737 $21.65

PASSIONFRUIT BLACK 
BEAUTY

( Black Passionfruit)  A vigorous vine for a warm, frost-
free position. Beautiful mauve and white flowers are 
followed by round fruit, purple when ripe, juicy and 
aromatic.

1L

12CM

7.51

9419708472278 $8.61

0018524238274 $11.74

0018524172325 $19.91

0018524211000 $21.65
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NZ native

ACIPHYLLA AUREA (Golden Spaniard) Stiff pungent leaves with large 
golden flower heads up to 75 cm long appearing in 
summer. Open sunny position required. Very hardy.

2.5L 0018524151603 $14.70

ACIPHYLLA 
DIEFFENBACHI

Rare species from Chatham Islands with graceful soft 
green leaves. Bright yellow flowers on 1m stems 
followed by golden seeds. Easily grown in deep moist 
soil, sun or shade.

0018524164115 $16.09

AGATHIS AUSTRALIS (Kauri) During early years kauri trees have upright 
habit of growth and distinctive bronze foliage, which 
turns green as tree matures. Requires shelter and 
protection from frost and drought.

35L 0018524141086 $217.30

ALECTRYON EXCELSUS (Titoki / NZ Oak) Fine spreading tree with large shiny 
leaves. Sprays of rusty flowers in early summer are 
followed by scarlet fleshy berries. Good specimen tree 
in well drained soil.Protect from frost.

3.3 0018524214995 $23.39

APODASMIA SIMILIS (Oi Oi )   A NZ native reed with fine grey-green leaves 
with brownish bracts at joins. Forms a dense erect 
clump. Found in coastal marchlands and estuaries.

1.5L 0018524164122 $14.35

ARISTOTELIA JESSIE 
COCKBURN

Compact NZ native shrub with rounded habit and 
glossy light green leaves .Producs a profusion of pink 
to dark red flowers in spring followed by speckled 
berries.Plant in full sun or part shade.Very hardy.(PVR)

6.5 0018524155892 $20.78

ARISTOTELIA KINGSLEY 
BUTLER

Shapely, compact evergreen NZ native shrub. Full sun 
to part shade preferrs well drained soil. Frost hardy.

6.5 0018524155908 $20.78

ARISTOTELIA ROSIE 
BUCKINGHAM

Upright bush with attractive red stems. Rich pink 
flowers followed by pink berries. Plant in full sun to part 
shade. Frost hardy. PVR.

6.5 0018524190893 $20.78

ARISTOTELIA SERRATA Makomko, Wineberry) A handsome NZ native, deeply 
serrated green leaves with purple margins. Fast 
growing, shelter or background planting.

5 0018524232302 $4.78

0018524155939 $17.30

ARISTOTELIA THOMAS 
LISTER

Glossy green leaves with an abundance of showy 
cream to pink flowers in late spring.Plant in full sun or 
part shade.Very hardy.(PVR) .

6.5 0018524155915 $20.78

ARTHROPODIUM 
CIRRHATUM

(Reinga Reinga Lily) Starry white flowers on long 
panicles. Good cut bloom. Good coastal plant and will 
grow in semi-shade. Grows well under tress in semi 
shade. Needs protection from frost.

5 0018524232319 $4.78

0018524159319 $16.09

ARTHROPODIUM 
CIRRHATUM MATAPOURI 
BAY

(Reinga Reinga lily) Attractive form with larger flower 
heads and broader leaves that have a distinct bluish 
hue. Hardy plant which tolerates coastal conditions. 
Prefers some shade.

5 0018524166508 $16.96

ASPLENIUM PACIFIC 
BEAUTY

(NZ native fern) Hybrid of Hen & Chicken Fern and 
Spleenwort. Attractive finer fronds growing bushy to 
50cm. Like shelter and some shade. Hardy.

10CM 0018524157742 $14.70

ASTELIA CHATHAMICA 
SILVER SPEAR

Large Chatham Island species. Silver-green leaves 
with a metallic sheen. Spring flowers are white and 
fragrant and are followed by orange berries. Will grow 
to large plant with great architectural merit.

2.5L 0018524151719 $20.78

ASTELIA NERVOSA Flax-like plant with attractive foliage used in floral work. 
Sweet scented long stem of flowers occur in Oct - Jan 
and orange fruit takes one year to ripen. Hardy.

2L 0018524124768 $20.78
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ASTELIA NERVOSA 
ALPINE RUBY

A colourful foliage plant with long arching ruby red 
leaves and silvery reverse. Forms a low compact 
clump. Plant in sun or partial shade. Good drainage is 
essential. Hardy. PVR

0018524154994 $25.13

ASTELIA NERVOSA 
WESTLAND

(NZ Native Plant) Dense clump-forming perennial with 
attractive grey-purple flax-like foliage. Requires open, 
well-drained site. Good in containers. Hardy.

2L 0018524128032 $20.78

ASTELIA RED REBEL Attractive NZ native plant with reddish bronze leaves 
which turn rich claret red in winter. Suitable for 
rockeries, containers or mass plantings. Grows best in 
sunny well drained position.

2L 0018524120135 $20.78

AUSTRODERIA FULVIDA syn. Cortederia (North Island Toetoe) Large growing 
tussock with wider leaves than richardii. Pale green 
foliage in summer, topped by golden brown 
plumes.Very hardy.

5 0018524224611 $4.78

0018524120340 $15.22

AUSTRODERIA 
RICHARDII

(South Island Toe Toe) SYN Cortaderia richardii) 
Hardy grass with graceful cream coloured plumes from 
mid December to January. Suits most soil types, full 
sun.

5

5

0018524120357 $18.17

0018524205924 $18.17

BEILSCHMIEDIA TARAIRI (Tararire)   A beautiul specimen tree with bold 
handsome foliage and large purple fruit. Prefers good 
soil . Protect from heavy frost.

3.3 0018524158626 $19.04

BLECHNUM DISCOLOR ( Piupiu, Crown Fern ) Forms crowns of semi-upright 
fronds on short trunks. Likes a cool shaded spot. Plant 
several together for a bold effect. Hardy.

10CM 0018524157612 $15.57

BLECHNUM FLUVIATILE Distinguished by its dark green fronds which grow 
more or less horizontally from the crown.Easily grown 
in a moist and shady postion.

2.5L 0018524228046 $20.78

BLECHNUM 
PENNAMARINA

Attractive creeping fern, easy to grown in open or semi-
shaded positions with reasonable moisture.  Ladder-
like fronds. Hardy.

2L 0018524222389 $18.17

BRACHYGLOTTIS 
COMPACTA

Syn. Senecio compactus. Compact small shrub with 
grey-green leaves, densely felted beneath with pure 
white hair. Yellow flowers in summer.  Very hardy and 
suitable for coastal planting.

2.5L 0018524162111 $16.96

BRACHYGLOTTIS 
MONROI

NZ native of compact spreading growth with grey felted 
leaves. Yellow daisy flowers. Good for exposed coastal 
conditions.

5 0018524161411 $18.17

CAREX COMANS BRONZE Red brown tussock with fine shiny leaves. Effective 
planting in groups where a tough plant is needed. 
Tolerates damp and salty conditions.

1.5L 0018524204095 $13.83

CAREX COMANS 
FROSTED CURLS

Delightful landscaping plant. Very hardy. Trim 
occasionally to bring away new silver growth. A real 
gem for rock & pebble garden

5 0018524134026 $16.09

CAREX TESTACEA A densely tufted plant with arching, rather wide 
spreading foliage. Colour varies from light brownish 
green to golden brown. Very hardy.

ep

5

6l

0018524233774 $17.30

0018524120159 $17.30

0018524203777 $22.52

CAREX TRIFIDA (Chatham Island Sedge)Hardy plant with interesting 
blue-green foliage and conspicuous large flower spikes.

5 0018524145787 $15.57

CARMICHAELIA 
ODORATA

A spreading much branched shrub, will grow in very 
hard conditions. Small scented mauve flowers are 
formed along the branches during summer.

5 0018524156059 $17.30

CARPODETUS 
SERRATUS

(Putaputawheta or Marble Leaf)      Pale greyish white 
bark. Dark green leaves with light marbling on surface. 
Juvenile plant has small leaves. Masses of small white 
flowers cover tree. Very hardy and reasonably quick 
growing.

5

35L

0018524140973 $15.22

0018524236171 $173.83
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CHIONOCHLOA 
FLAVICANS

(Dwarf Toi Toi) Forms a dense clump with bright green 
slender, weeping leaves. Plumes of greenish-yellow 
flowers hang from the tips of metre long stems during 
summer. Very hardy.

1.5L 0018524145879 $14.35

CLIANTHUS MAXIMUS NZ native Red  kaka beak with wonderful pendulous 
large red flowers in spring and summer. Larger , more 
shiny leaves than puniceus.Plant in sunny, well-drained 
site.Prune after flowering.

3.3 0018524237970 $21.65

CLIANTHUS PUNICEUS 
ALBUS

(White Kaka Beak) A vigorous semi-evergreen 
medium sized shrub with curious white claw shaped 
flowers in spring. Prune after flowering.

5 0018524128681 $17.30

CLIANTHUS PUNICEUS 
FLAMINGO

(Pink Kaka Beak)Fast growing, mainly evergreen 
native shrub with pink pea-shaped flowers. Suits a well-
drained site in full sun protected from heavy frosts. 
Prune after flowering.

5 0018524128698 $19.04

COPROSMA ACEROSA (Sand Coprosma) Low growing shrub with flexible 
orange brown branches. An excellent plant for coastal 
areas and hot dry conditions

5 0018524188708 $17.30

COPROSMA ACEROSA 
RED ROCKS

Excellent rugged shrub which forms a tight tangled 
mound of dark reddish brown. Good for sunny 
situations. Will withstand salty winds and moderate 
frosts.

5 0018524154130 $16.09

COPROSMA BLACK 
CLOUD

Attractive shrub with stunning ebony black foliage all 
year round.Compact habit. Will grow in full sun or 
shade.Hardy.

5 0018524154147 $16.09

COPROSMA 
CAPPUCCINO

Rich chocolate brown Summer foliage becomes even 
darker in Winter Ideal in pots or for borders and 
hedges. Contrasts well with white or cream flowering 
plants.

6l 9420019108244 $30.35

COPROSMA 
CRASSIFOLIA

A stiffly branched tight shrub with small round dark 
green leaves. Versatile growing in coastal and inland 
positions. Prefers dry conditions and full sun.

5 0018524209748 $17.30

COPROSMA FLAT 
FREDDY

(brunnea x kirkii hybrid)   Ideal low growing 
groundcover plant, that prefers well drained sunny 
site.  Hardy to frost and wind.

5 0018524189033 $16.09

COPROSMA LEMON AND 
LIME

Lime green and bright yellow foliage with touches of 
orange. Prefers full sun and well drained soils. Protect 
from heavy frost. Suitable for coastal planting and in 
containers.

2.5L 0018524212694 $19.91

COPROSMA LUCIDA Large glossy green leaves. Orange drupes produced in 
autumn. Good shelter plant. Protect from heavy frost.

7cm

5

0018524224635 $4.78

0018524212779 $15.22

COPROSMA 
MANGATANGI

Delightful divariacating ground cover native with 
colourful foliage. Slow growing with best colour when 
planted in full sun. Hardy.

5 0018524154086 $16.96

COPROSMA MIDNIGHT 
MARTINI

Gorgeous bronze foliage with subtle orange centre. 
The foliage changes from bronze to rich black with red 
centre accents. Ideal for pots. Prefers full sun and well 
drained soil. Protect from heavy frost.

2.4 0018524157490 $19.04

COPROSMA PACIFIC 
SUNRISE

A striking Coprosma with glossy, wave-shaped leaves 
that are chocolate brown with pink highlights. Good for 
containers. Prefers full sun and well drained soil. 
Protect from heavy frosts. PVR

2L 0018524154123 $19.04

0018524177306 $20.78

COPROSMA PARADISE 
PUNCH

Bold orange foliage, changing seasonally. Excellent for 
pots. Slow-growing and dry-tolerant, this Coprosma 
requires little care and thrives in full sun. Protect from 
frost when young. PVR.

2.4 0018524164719 $19.91

COPROSMA PROSTRATA 
KIWI GOLD

A prostrate groundcover, ideal for walls and rock 
gardens. Small shiny green leaves with bright yellow 
gold edges. Forms a dense mat. Tolerates drought 
and heat once established.

5 0018524154079 $16.09
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COPROSMA PROSTRATA 
KIWI SILVER

Hardy groundcover which forms a dense mat in rock 
garden or over walls. Small shiny green leaves with 
creamy silver edges. Tolerant of drought and heat 
when established.

5 0018524154062 $16.09

COPROSMA REPENS Glossy dark green leaves. Bright orange drupes 
produced in late summer. Quick growing and trims 
well.Suitable for exposed coastal sites.Protect from 
heavy frost.

7cm 0018524224642 $4.78

COPROSMA REPENS 
PACIFIC SUNSET

Glossy leaves with red centres and chocolate brown 
margins make this evergreen shrub stand out. Great in 
containers or in the ground it prefers full sun and well 
drained soil. Protect from heavy frost.

2.5L 0018524177313 $20.78

COPROSMA REPENS 
PROSTRATA

Protrate form of Taupata. Shiny deep green leaves on 
low growing plant. Best suited to coastal conditions 
and well drained . Good for banks in windy position 
and light frost only.

5 0018524154093 $15.22

COPROSMA 
RHAMNOIDES

A small, spreading variety with interlacing rust coloured 
branches. Small flowers appear in September/October 
followed by red drupes which turn deep red or black. 
Very hardy

5 0018524209755 $16.96

COPROSMA RUGOSA A compact, upright shrub. Attractive orange/chocolate 
brown interlaced foliage. Blue berries in autumn. Great 
for dry areas. Evergreen. Very hardy, found in 
subalpine areas.

7cm

5

0018524224659 $4.78

0018524212786 $15.22

COPROSMA RUGOSA 
LOBSTER

Distinctive orange-red new growth which becomes 
brighter in winter.Low maintenance plant that suits 
most soil types, in full sun or part shade. A good 
choice for coastal planting.Very hardy.

5 0018524151726 $17.30

COPROSMA RUGOSA 
MIDNIGHT

Deep purplish-bronze foliage on a twiggy, upright, 
compact plant. Attractive architectural plant which acan 
be trimmed. Very Hardy.

5 0018524154031 $14.35

COPROSMA TAIKO Cushion mound of intertwining branchlets coloured 
dark green. Vigorous groundcover.Tolerant of poor dry 
sandy conditons.Very hardy.

5 0018524169912 $17.30

COPROSMA TAYLORII A very hardy New Zealand native shrub with small grey 
green leaves. Grows in very exposed places, creating 
a distinctive form. Requires good drainage, ideal tub 
plant.

2L 0018524209762 $16.96

COPROSMA TEQUILA 
SUNRISE

Features a range of vibrant foliage colours, changing 
from lime green and yellow in spring through to orange 
and burgundy in winter. Thrives in full sun.but okay in 
some shade.Protect from frost while young

2.4 0018524212700 $19.91

COPROSMA VIRESCENS Loosely divaricating tall shrub with slender weeping 
branchlets.Small leaves are light green and oval.Pale 
yellow drupes ripen in autumn.Very hardy.Can be 
trimmed and grown in garden or in container.

5 0018524154055 $16.96

COPROSMA X KIRKII A hardy prostrate NZ native, vigorous growing and 
ideal to cover dry banks and areas with some foot 
traffic.

5 0018524144001 $16.96

COPROSMA X KIRKII 
VARIEGATA

An excellent spreading variegated shrub suitable for 
banks and coastal conditions. Hardy.

5 0018524144018 $16.09

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS (Cabbage Tree)Impressive tree with palm-like 
appearance and creamy white scented flowers in 
summer. Ideal for structural planting and containers. 
Sunny, well-drained site preferred. Very hardy.

6.5

35L

0018524144025 $18.70

0018524141390 $217.30

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS 
ALBERTII

An attractive cultivar with cream and green foliage with 
a pink mid-rib. Despite the tropical appearance it is 
hardy and easy to grow in most soils.

0018524207942 $26.00
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CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS 
BURGUNDY SPIRE

Upright plant which has glossy deep burgundy, long 
narrow leaves. Provides strong architectural focus in 
garden. Suitable for container. Full sun or part shade. 
Very hardy.

1.5L 0018524198837 $25.13

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS 
KARO KIRI

A dwarf cabbage tree ideal for a tub of a container. 
Excellent indoors or outside. Easy to care for. Water 
regularly.

0018524211598 $22.52

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS 
RED STAR

Wonderful new selection bred from Cordyline australis. 
Deep velvet red foliage.Hardy .Prefers full sun but 
tolerates shady positions.Suitable for garden or in a 
container.

T 0018524120302 $23.39

0018524156271 $56.43

CORDYLINE BANKSII Small cabbage tree, recognised by slender stems, very 
long drooping leaves and large panicals of cream 
flowers. Forms clumps. Prefers moist soil.

0018524180795 $27.74

CORDYLINE BANKSII 
ELECTRIC FLASH

Clumping plant with choclate and cream variegated, 
slightly arching leaves.  Hardy, prefers full sun to part 
shade.

2.5L 0018524156172 $23.39

CORDYLINE BANKSII 
ELECTRIC PINK

A striking new cordyline with brightly coloured pink and 
burgundy striped leaves. A great architectural plant 
which looks great in a container. Prefers full sun or 
part shade in well drained soil.

0018524186995 $23.39

CORDYLINE CHA CHA A warm apricot and brown variegation changing to 
yellow and green with maturity. A nice weeping form. 
Prefers well drained soil,  full sun or part shade.

0018524153980 $21.65

COROKIA 
COTONEASTER 
GEENTYS GREEN

Compact, upright plant with large glaucous green, oval 
leaves. Very hardy to poor soils and wind. Suitable for 
hedging.

0018524173018 $78.17

COROKIA 
COTONEASTER LITTLE 
PRINCE

Compact twiggy dwarf shrub with bronzy purple 
foliage. Very hardy. Can be trimmed into hedge.

5 0018524155496 $15.57

COROKIA 
COTONEASTER 
PROSTRATA

A rigid densely prostrate form of corokia .Small yellow 
flowers followed by yellow orange or red berries in 
autumn. Hardy. Prefers some sun and well drained 
position.

5 0018524120319 $16.09

COROKIA MACROCARPA Hardy large shrub with long narrow leathery leaves. 
Yellow flowers in Nov - Dec followed by orange-red 
drupes, ripened by April. Suitable for growing in dry 
places under trees.

0018524155540 $16.96

COROKIA PIPSQUEAK Bushy shrub with small green leaves. Produces small 
starry yellow flowers in summer followed by  yellow 
berries.Full sun or part shade and tolerant of wind, 
coastal conditions and dry once established. Makes 
great small hedge.

0018524155526 $16.09

COROKIA X VIRGATA 
BRONZE KNIGHT

Upright growing native with dark bronze foliage and 
silvery underneath.  Great for hedging. Wind resistant.

5 0018524128704 $17.30

COROKIA X VIRGATA 
FROSTED CHOCOLATE

Very hardy shrub with bronze chocolate foliage and 
frosted reverse side of leaf. Orange-red berries in 
autumn.

5 0018524155533 $17.30

COROKIA X VIRGATA 
RED WONDER

Extremely hardy coastal shrubs with dense twiggy 
branches and starry yellow flowers. Red berries.

0018524144179 $16.96

COROKIA X VIRGATA 
YELLOW WONDER

Extremely hardy coastal shrub with dense twiggy 
branches Yellow starry flowers followed by yellow 
berries.

0018524144162 $16.96

0018524155502 $121.65

CORYNOCARPUS 
LAEVIGATUS

(Karaka) Excellent for coastal positions. Handsome 
upright tree with large polished leaves with orange 
fruits in autumn resembling a plum. Protect from heavy 
frosts.

12 0018524162296 $39.04
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CYATHEA DEALBATA (NZ SILVER FERN)  Beautiful fern with silvery 
undersides. Protect from wind and heavy frost. Well 
drained situation required. Tall and slow-growing - 
suitable for small gardens. NZ national emblem

0018524204507 $60.78

CYATHEA SMITHII (WHEKI, Tree Fern) Beautiful feathery tree fern for 
cool moist situation. Hardy to cold but needs good 
shelter from wind.

6l 0018524157599 $39.04

0018524204637 $60.78

DACRYCARPUS 
DACRYDIOIDES

(KAHIKATEA,WHITE PINE) Juvenile state persists for 
many years. When mature it is a fine specimen tree 
that has dark green leaves arranged around 
branchlets. Moist situation. Hardy.

0018524175821 $17.30

0018524141314 $234.70

DACRYDIUM 
CUPRESSINUM

(Rimu)A graceful native with conical shape and 
cascading branches of light green cordlike branchlets 
to ground level. Hardy to cold but needs some shelter 
from strong or salt winds.

5 0018524128711 $19.91

DIANELLA NIGRA Shiny, dark green upper leaf with slightly rough edges. 
Forms close growing clumps. Pretty star-shaped light 
blue flowers in spring followed by masses of shiny dark 
blue berries.

0018524154857 $13.83

DICKSONIA SQUARROSA WHEKI, PONGA) One of the most abundant NZ native 
tree ferns. Grows in any soil sun or shade. Protect 
from heavy frosts when young. Occasional grooming 
will maintain neatness.

40

35L

0018524180818 $199.91

0018524137584 $243.39

DODONAEA VISCOSA (Green Ake Ake) Quick growing NZ shrub for warm 
and coastal areas. Useful as hedge or shelter in 
coastal and windy situation. Requires good drainage. 
Ornamental seed capsules.

5

12

25L

0018524155953 $15.22

0018524171113 $40.78

0018524232692 $173.83

DODONAEA VISCOSA 
PURPUREA

(Purple Ake Ake)   A quick growing native shrub 
suitable for coastal areas. Leaves red in summer 
turning rich purple red in winter.Needs protection from 
heavy frost.

7cm

SP

40

25L

0018524224666 $4.78

0018524120364 $15.57

0018524161800 $143.39

0018524174909 $173.83

DODONEA VISCOSA 
VARIEGATA

(Variegated Ake Ake) Quick growing NZ shrub for 
warm and coastal areas, with elongated bright green 
leaves, with cream variegation. Useful as hedge or 
shelter in coastal and windy situation. Requires good 
drainage.

0018524171335 $40.43

DYSOXYLUM 
SPECTABILE

(Kohekohe) Distinctive round headed tree with glossy 
green leaves and cylindrical trunk. Most striking feature 
are the flowers which are drooping white and waxy on 
the bare branches in early winter.

3.5 0018524163255 $23.39

ELAEOCARPUS 
HOOKERIANUS

(POKAKA)  Slow growing tree which passes through 
several juvenile stages before assuming adult habit. 
Requires rich deep soil which does not dry out. Sun or 
semi-shade. Hardy.

0018524156035 $19.57

FESTUCA NOVAE-
ZELANDIAE

A dense native tussock with very fine foliage, upright in 
the centre, fanning outwards around the edge. New 
leaves are grey-green. A tough plant that will tolerate 
poor, dry conditions.

0018524192194 $13.83

FUCHSIA EXCORTICATA (NZ Tree Fuchsia) Hardy small tree with attractive 
papery bark hanging from trunk. Small blue and cream 
flowers. Good in damp shady positions.

5 0018524165990 $17.30

FUCHSIA PROCUMBENS Much branched prostrate or trailing shrub. Tubular 
flowers are coloured yellow and purplish-green with red 
stamens. Large bright red to magenta berries follow. 
Protect from heavy frost.

0018524206440 $16.96

FUSCOPORA  SOLANDRI ( NZ Black Beech)  Tall, slender, very attractive tree 
with ascending fanlike branches. Hardy.

5

28

0018524143660 $37.30

0018524203128 $130.35
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FUSCOPORA FUSCA (Formally Nothofagus fusca , Red Beech) Small 
bronzy-red leaves make this tree excellent for 
decorative work.Has erect habit and is suited to inland 
conditions. It dislikes salt winds.

7cm

12

0018524224710 $4.78

0018524226967 $40.78

0018524120456 $47.74

0018524141000 $199.91

GRISELINA LIT. GECKO 
GREEN

A new compact variety with smaller leaves. Excellent 
for hedges. Tolerant of dryness and coastal hardy. 
Prefers full sun or part shade. Hardy.

0018524147330 $18.17

GRISELINA LITTORALIS 
CANTERBURY

Selected variety of Nz broadleaf with smaller leaves 
and red stems on new growth. Ideal for hedging or 
coastal planting. Very hardy.

5 0018524128735 $16.96

GRISELINIA ARDMORE 
EMERALD

A popular, darker green broadleaf form with glossy 
emerald green leaves. Forms a very dense shrub 
which can be clipped into many forms. Ideal for 
hedging and screening. Tolerates coastal situations. 
Very hardy.

3.3l

18

0018524192316 $19.91

0018524233248 $43.39

GRISELINIA LITTORALIS (Kapuka, NZ Broadleaf)Handsome hardy shrub with 
shiny broad, mid-green leaves. Tolerant of coastal 
planting. Free draining soil preferred. Hardy.Good for 
hedging.

5

12

0018524151733 $16.43

0018524128728 $39.04

0018524155786 $112.96

GRISELINIA LITTORALIS 
25L

(Kapuka, NZ Broadleaf)Handsome hardy shrub with 
shiny broad, mid-green leaves. Tolerant of coastal 
planting. Free draining soil preferred. Hardy.Good for 
hedging.

0018524205931 $130.35

GRISELINIA LITTORALIS 
BROADWAY MINT

(NZ Broadleaf)  An attractive dense bushy tree with 
deep green foliage, thick and very shiny. Hardy and 
suitable for coastal planting.Suitable for hedging .

5

1.5L

18

0018524143554 $16.43

0018524234108 $17.30

0018524233231 $43.39

GRISELINIA LITTORALIS 
VARIEGATA

(Variegated Form of Broadleaf  )Excellent dense 
rounded shrub. Shiny green leaves irregularly blotched 
or margined gold. Suitable for sun or shade. Hardy 
coastal plant.

0018524156073 $16.96

HEBE ALBICANS A neat rounded shrub with delightful blue-grey foliage. 
In summer it is covered in white flowers for several 
weeks. Trim lightly after flowering. Very hardy. Prefers 
full sun.

0018524155243 $14.70

0018524220743 $17.30

HEBE ALLANII Low growing Hebe with white flowers in November to 
January. Hairy grey leaves with red margins. Hardy 
when planted in a sunny well-drained site.

6.5 0018524155236 $18.70

HEBE ANNULATA A dwarf compact whipcord Hebe which makes a  bright 
green mound. Hardy, suitable for coastal conditions.

0018524155410 $16.96

HEBE ANOMALA A compact slow growing shrub with dark green leaves 
with purplish tips on the branches. Prefers an open 
sunny position.

0018524207898 $15.57

HEBE BLACK PANTHER Dark glossy foliage which is green on upper side and 
deep maroon beneath.Masses of deep purple flowers 
smother plant in summer.Plant in full sun or part 
shade.Protect from heavy frost.Suitable for coastal 
planting.

6.5 0018524168120 $19.91

HEBE CATHERINE A hybrid with glossy deep green foliage and compact 
habit all year round. Masses of purple flowers in 
Summer with new leaf shoots a burgundy-red. Prefers 
full sun and free-draining soil, will tolerate some shade. 
Hardy. Trim after flowering. PVR

2.4 9420019107827 $19.57

HEBE CHAMPAGNE Compact Hebe smothered in long racemes of soft lilac 
pink flowers in summer. Hardy to most conditions. 
Prune after flowering.

0018524155304 $18.70

HEBE CHARLOTTE A hybrid with clean green foliage and compact habit all 
year round. Masses of pretty pink flowers in Summer. 
Prefers full sun and free-draining soil, will tolerate 
some shade. Trim after flowering. Hardy. PVR

2.4 9420191078038 $19.57
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HEBE CUPRESSOIDES A round dense shrub with pale pink flowers, similar to 
`Breath of Heaven' , during summer. Requires a well 
drained sunny position.

0018524155335 $18.17

HEBE CUPRESSOIDES 
NANA

Compact form of cupressoides.Bluish-green 
branchlets which resembles a cypress in appearance. 
Very hardy

0018524161428 $14.35

0018524146227 $60.78

HEBE DECUMBENS A low growing NZ native. Branches bright black. Leaf 
buds red. Flowers white. Ideal for rock gardens

5 0018524212809 $16.43

HEBE DECUMBENS EL 
CAMINO

A pretty plant with attractive bronze foliage turning 
deep burgundy in winter. Masses of bright pink 
blooms. Prefer full sun and well drained soil. PVR

0018524212748 $19.57

HEBE DIOSMIFOLIA Compact shrub with narrow ,glossy ,dark green 
leaves.In spring this plant smothers itself in tiny white 
to pale mauve flowers.Prefers well drained soil 
.Tolerates light frost

6.5 0018524155267 $18.17

HEBE EMERALD GREEN A rounded bush of bright green whipcord foliage, with 
small white flowers in summer. Nice round, compact 
habit. Hardy.

0018524164740 $14.35

0018524212649 $15.22

HEBE EVENOSA Compact neat rounded shrub with vivid green leaves. 
White flowers. Extremely hardy.

0018524164191 $18.17

HEBE FIRST LIGHT Spreading compact bush with healthy fleshy foliage 
flushed bronze especially in winter. Prominent pink 
flowers for a long period over summer. Good for mass 
planting or containers.

5 0018524144032 $18.17

HEBE GEORGE A hybrid with glossy green foliage and compact habit 
all year round. Masses of royal blue flowers. Prefers 
full sun and free-draining soil, will tolerate some shade. 
Trim after flowering. PVR.

0018524170444 $19.57

HEBE HEEBIE JEEBIES Hardy shrub, flowering bluish mauve profusely, late 
winter thru to mid spring. Trim lightly after flowering to 
encourage a more compact habit.

2.4 9420019107285 $19.57

HEBE ICING SUGAR A summer flowering Hebe with attractive pink and 
white flowers and compact rounded form. Prefers 
sunny site. Clip after flowering.

0018524143905 $18.70

HEBE INSPIRATION A hardy native with pale mauve flowers in late 
summer. Compact glossy foliage and habit. Evergreen.

5 0018524144049 $16.96

HEBE LAVENDER LACE Compact shrub with masses of lavender flower spikes 
in winter and summer. Ideal for rockeries, borders, 
tubs, or as a small hedge.

0018524155311 $16.96

HEBE LOUIS A prostrate form with blue green leaves. Masses of 
pure white flowers in Summer. Prefers full sun and well 
drained position. Cut back after flowering to maintain 
compact habit. PVR

0018524212755 $19.57

HEBE MACEWANII A dwarf shrub with glaucous foliage on purple stems. 
Pale mauve flowers in summer.Hardy.

0018524212847 $17.30

HEBE MARIE 
ANTOINETTE

Low growing evergreen shrub. Flowers open cerise 
and fade to white. Narrow leaves with a dark tip. 
Tolerates light frosts and is suitable for coastal 
planting. Full or part sun.

6.5 0018524206495 $18.70

HEBE OCHRACEA JAMES 
STIRLING

Whipcord Hebe. A spreading deep bronze gold 
mound. Small white flowers in summer. Prefers full 
sun and moist conditions.

0018524155427 $17.30

HEBE ODORA Syn. Hebe buxifolia. A hardy native Hebe with bright 
green leaves and white flowers from October to March. 
Compact growth habit. Prefers sunny, well-drained site.

7cm 0018524224727 $4.78

0018524120395 $17.83

HEBE ODORA BUXIFOLIA Small polished green leaves forming a rounded bush. 
White flowers.Very hardy.

0018524207935 $16.96
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HEBE ODORA NANA A hardy shrub which requires open space and good 
drainage. Small white flowers in spring/late summer. 
Light trim will keep a compact form. Very good for 
windy conditions.

0018524203500 $15.57

HEBE ODORA 
PROSTRATA

Low to flat growing hebe with bright green foliage. 
Hardy.

0018524166522 $17.83

HEBE ORATIA BEAUTY Compact shrub which is good for open positions. Pink 
and white flowers are produced throughout summer 
and autumn. Very hardy.

6.5 0018524169929 $16.96

HEBE ORPHAN ANNIE Exciting new variegated hebe with stunning wine-
coloured tips. Cerise flowers fade to pale pink during 
summer. Excellent tub or container plant. Evergreen

0018524155229 $20.78

HEBE PAUCIRAMOSA Small rounded shrub with erect branches with dark 
foliage and white flowers. Very hardy.

0018524212823 $14.70

0018524144063 $16.96

HEBE PEWTER DOME Small grey-green oval leaves on a dome shaped 
shrub.Prefers open position.Hardy.

2.5L 0018524207928 $16.96

HEBE PINGUIFOLIA A low growing shrub forming a compact dome of 
rounded mid green leaves. Starry deep purple flowers 
throughout Summer. Sunny well drained position. 
Great in containers, Hardy.

0018524209779 $17.83

HEBE RECURVA A small grey-green pointed leaves on an open, 
rounded habit. White flowers in racemes, with a blush 
of pink.

0018524197885 $16.96

HEBE RED EDGE A splendid dense mounding shrub. The green-blue 
leaves sport a striking red margin with densely packed 
pink flower buds that open white. Very hardy. Plant in 
open situation.

6.5 0018524224734 $4.78

0018524144070 $18.70

HEBE SALICIFOLIA (Korimoko) NZ Native shrub , found naturally 
throughout South Island and Stewart Island. Long 
sprays of white flowers in spring. Prefers damp 
exposed site. Very hardy.

6.5 0018524155359 $16.96

HEBE SNOWDRIFT Compact flowering shrub bearing numerous long 
spikes of snow white flowers over a long period. Hardy

0018524155328 $18.17

HEBE SPECIOSA Distinct large rather fleshy leaves. Beetroot purple 
flowers produced over many months. Grows well in 
sun or partial shade in dry or coastal conditions. 
Protect from heavy frost.

6.5 0018524209786 $18.17

HEBE SPECIOSA 
TRICOLOR

Leaves heavily variegated with grey green and 
irregularly margined with cream. Rosy pink tinges in 
winter. Grows in sun or partial shade in dry or coastal 
localities. Protect from frost

0018524164207 $18.70

HEBE SPECIOSA X PRIDE Excellent coastal plant with bright blue flowers in 
summer. Withstands wind and some drought when 
established. Protect from heavy frost.

0018524212830 $15.57

HEBE SUTHERLANDII A compact hebe with silvery green foliage and white 
flowers. Nice compact shape, Hardy.

6.5 0018524143912 $18.17

HEBE TOPIARIA Small blue green leaves on a rounded bush with white 
flowers borne in clusters in spring. Compact growth. 
Prefers full sun and well drained soil.

0018524121958 $18.70

HEBE VENUSTULA Very hardy. Forms a rounded bush which smothers 
itself in white to pale violet flowers from Dec to 
Feb.Will flower when grown in shade.

0018524164214 $18.17

HEBE WIRI CLOUD Ideal for small gardens or containers. Pretty pink 
blooms in summer against golden green foliage. 
Prefers open position. Prune after flowering to 
maintain shape.

2.5L 0018524164221 $16.96

0018524159371 $19.57

HEBE WIRI IMAGE Violet flowers on bright green foliage. Flowers Nov - 
Dec and again in the winter. Compact. Evergreen.

0018524189965 $19.04
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HEBE WIRI MIST An excellent ground covering Hebe with attractive grey-
green foliage covered with white flowers in late spring. 
Prefers open position. Prune after flowering to 
maintain shape.

0018524144094 $19.04

HEBE WIRI SPEARS A taller Hebe with large leaves and long deep mauve 
flowers in late summer. Prolific flowerer. Cut back after 
flowering. Suitable for coastal planting.

0018524120418 $18.70

HEBE WIRI SPLASH Attractive golden green foliage on a compact growing 
plant. Mauve flowers in early summer.

0018524209793 $17.30

HEBE X FRANCISCANA 
BLUE GEM

Open trusses of large violet blue flowers over a long 
period from summer to late autumn. Upright growth 
habit. Very hardy coastal plant.

5 0018524121927 $18.17

HEBE X SPECIOSA 
AUDREY HEPBURN

New selection with emerald green foliage tipped with 
bright creamy new foliage . Masses of bright pink 
flowers from late summer to winter. Trim after 
flowering.Prefers full sun.

2.4 0018524175357 $19.04

HEBE X WHITE LACE A prostrate, hardy shrub with masses of white flower 
shpikes in summer and winter.

0018524144100 $18.70

HELICHRYSUM 
ARGYROPHYLLUM

A hardy ground cover with silvery grey foliage and 
straw-like everlasting golden flowers.

5 0018524151764 $12.96

HELICHRYSUM GRAEME 
PATERSON

Easy-growing native groundcover. Has paper-like daisy 
flowers in summer, tolerates dry spells and coastal 
situation. Hardy and evergreen.

0018524151702 $12.96

HELICHRYSUM SELAGO NZ native groundcover shrub, which requires well 
drained conditions. Excellent for rock garden.

0018524155694 $13.83

HELIOHEBE HULKEANA (NZ Lilac)Small shrub, delicate lavender flowers Oct-
Dec. Prefers dry conditions. Very hardy. Suitable for 
container planting. Prune after flowering.

2.5L 0018524186476 $16.43

HELIOHEBE RAOULII A small straggly shrub with Lilac pink/white racemes of 
flowers in Spring. Prefers alpine type conditions.

0018524162135 $15.22

HELIOHEBE SPRING 
MONARCH

This hebe has sprays of lavender coloured flowers in 
spring. Suits a well-drained sunny position. Hardy.

0018524200776 $18.70

HOHERIA ANGUSTIFOLIA (LACEBARK) An elegant small slender tree with small 
white flowers in clusters. Young habit is twiggy. Hardy.

35L 0018524232715 $217.30

HOHERIA POPULNEA (Lacebark,Houhere) Beautiful small tree with small 
white scented flowers in summer. Fast growing tree, 
ideal for background or boundary planting.

25L 0018524175838 $19.04

0018524141147 $130.35

0018524141154 $173.83

HOHERIA POPULNEA 
ALBA VARIEGATA

(variegated Lacebark) Creamy white variegated native. 
Small white flowers in abundance in autumn.

0018524155878 $40.78

KNIGHTIA EXCELSA (Rewa Rewa, NZ Honeysuckle) Distinctive tree of tall 
fastigiate habit, resembling a Lombardy poplar. Red 
flowers in large racemes are produced on the 
branches below the leaves. Grows in almost any well 
drained soil.

0018524215060 $26.00

KUNZEA ERICOIDES Kanuka - Covered in masses of white flowers 
spring/summer. Very hardy small tree suitable for 
coastal conditions. Fairly resistant to manuka blight.

5 0018524121965 $18.17

KUNZEA ERICOIDES 
LITTLE FOX

NZ native plant with fresh green, weeping foliage on 
compact plant. Plant en masse for effect or ideal for 
pots.Trim to shape annually. Prefers full sun and well 
drained soil. Hardy

0018524180085 $21.65

LEPTINELLA CALCAREA A NZ native groundcover with grey-green feathered 
foliage. small button like flowers.Prefers full sun and 
well drained soils. Frost hardy.

0018524155458 $13.83

LEPTINELLA PLATTS 
BLACK

N Z  native groundcover suitable for shady position in 
garden or in container.Forms dense mat of fine fern 
like leaves with varying colours of green and 
black.Hardy.

1.5L 0018524168731 $13.83
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LEPTOSPERMUM 
NANUM HUIA

Single ,large deep pink flowers in masses during 
October and Novmember. Prefers sun or part shade 
with well drained soils.

0018524202374 $23.39

LEPTOSPERMUM 
NANUM KIWI

Dwarf nz native shrub with single light red flowers in 
summer. Prefers a sunny well drained  position.

0018524202398 $23.39

LEPTOSPERMUM 
PHOENIX

Compact habit with large deep mauve flowers 
produced in mid to late spring. Hardy to both dry and 
cold conditions. Prune after flowering to maintain good 
bush shape. PVR

9419354062595 $32.09

LEPTOSPERMUM PINK 
CASCADE

(NZ Native trailing Manuka) Produces single pink 
flowers in summer. Plant in a well drained sunny 
position. Great for banks or trailing over walls.

0018524168946 $17.30

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM

(NZ Manuaka) Hardy NZ native with clusters of white 
flowers during spring and summer. Ideal for banks or 
dryer conditions.

0018524152280 $17.30

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM BLOSSOM

An abundance of large coral pink flowers in spring. 
Green foliage bushy habit. Plant in well drained sunny 
position.

0018524152235 $23.39

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM BURGUNDY 
QUEEN

Bright red to rich burgundy flowers in spring. Red 
foliage bushy habit. Plant in well drained sunny position.

0018524152266 $17.30

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM ELECTRIC 
RED

Vibrant red flowers smother bush winter/spring. Hardy 
to cold wind and coastal conditions. Attractive winter 
foliage. Full sun with well-drained soil. Protect from 
heavy frost. PVR

6l 9419354060362 $42.52

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM JUBILEE

Pink flowers deepening to red in summer. Red foliage 
with open habit. Plant in well drained sunny position.

0018524152259 $16.43

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM MARTINII

Large single rose to red flowers in spring. Plant in well 
drained sunny position.

0018524152273 $16.43

LEPTOSPERMUM 
SCOPARIUM RED 
DAMASK

(Red flowering manuka) Double crimson/cherry red 
flowers from August through to December. A long 
flowering season. Lovely bronze foliage.Plant in well 
drained sunny position.

5 0018524152242 $17.30

LEPTOSPERMUM WIRI 
JOAN

Attractive green foliage and bright red double flowers 
which remain tightly in bud over winter and open in 
early summer.

0018524168953 $17.30

LEPTOSPERMUM WIRI 
SUSAN

Abundance of large, single perfectly formed, white 
flowers in spring. Prefers a sunny situation.

2.5L 0018524128742 $17.30

0018524137300 $18.17

LIBERTIA GRANDIFLORA A clump-forming plant with yellow-green, narrow, leaf 
fans and white flowers. A trouble-free native iris for a 
sunny well drained spot. Ideal for containers.

0018524198264 $17.30

LIBERTIA GRANDIFLORA 
FIELDS OF GOLD

This Libertia selection is named for its distinct golden 
strappy leaves. White flowers among the foliage in 
spring followed by golden seed pods. Prefers full sun 
for best colouring. Hardy.

0018524211031 $19.91

LIBERTIA IXIOIDES Gold spike-like leaves and white flowers. Good rock 
garden plant. Non-suckering.

0018524143622 $15.57

LIBERTIA IXIOIDES 
GOLDIE

Strappy golden leaves, giving striking all year round 
colour, on a hardy plant. Attractive iris like white 
flowers in summer. Plant in full sun with poor to good 
soil, well drained.

0018524155489 $13.83

LIBERTIA IXIOIDES 
HIGHLANDER

Upright, clump-forming plant. Sword-like, green leaves 
with gold mid-rib.  Panicles of small, white iris-like 
flowers in summer, followed by yellow seed pods. 
Colour intensifies in winter.

0018524155472 $15.57

LIBERTIA IXIOIDES 
TAUPO SUNSET

Upright clump forming plant with orange -bronze spike 
like leaves and white iris like flowers in spring. Rich 
orange foliage in autumn and winter. Very hardy.

0018524170802 $15.22
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LIBERTIA PEREGRINANS (NZ native Iris)Sword-like leaves of khaki turning to 
orange with small white-petalled flowers. Ideal for 
sunny, dry spot.

0018524222198 $18.17

LIBERTIA X 
GRASSHOPPER

Perennial with green sword-like leaves .Panicles of 
white flowers abound in early summer.Ideal for both 
shade and open conditions. Prefers fertile soil. Ideal 
for mass planting.Hardy. (PVR 3089)

0018524155465 $16.09

LIBOCEDRUS BIDWILLII (Pahautea) Cone shaped small tree with rich green 
fine fern-like foliage. Very hardy to cold. Prefers moist 
semi-shady position when young.

5 0018524196635 $19.91

0018524214858 $42.52

0018524210744 $121.65

LOBELIA ANGULATA (Syn Pratia Angulata)  Fast growing ground cover with 
small lush rounded leaves and masses of white 
flowers from spring onwards. In Autumn it produces 
reddish-purple berries. Hardy to most areas.

0018524187442

MAZUS RADICANS (Swamp Musk)Hardy perennial NZ native which forms 
mat when grown in moist soil. Beautiful flowers of 
white and purple with yellow throat when grown in full 
sun. A higly recommended plant.

0018524173599 $13.48

MELICYTUS ALPINUS (Porcupine Shrub) Low growing ,tough ,divaricating 
shrub with blunt,spiny tips to branches.Narrow oval 
leaves are thick and leathery .Small white flowers and 
white-blue berries on female plants.Suits rock or alpine 
garden.

2.5L 0018524210430 $19.04

MELICYTUS OBOVATUS  An upright, bushy shrub with small glossy green 
leaves with scented white flowers. Good on dry and 
coastal sites. Ideal for trimmed hedges, shapes and 
topiaries.

0018524198257 $16.09

MELICYTUS RAMIFLORUS (Mahoe,Whiteywood) Distinguished by whitish bark 
and bright green leaves. Prefers some shelter and well 
drained soil. Specimen or shade tree.Hardy but needs 
protection from heavy frost.

5 0018524178945 $16.96

MERYTA SINCLAIRII (PUKA)  Small native tree with large shiny green 
leaves. Sun or shade, tolerates wind and salt spray. 
Excellent tub plant indoors or out.Needs protection 
from frost.

3.5 0018524233866 $25.13

METROSIDEROS 
DIFFUSA CRYSTAL 
SHOWERS

A unique sport of the Southern Climbing Rata. Lime 
green foliagesurrounded by creamy yellow margins. 
Ideal for pots, hanging baskets etc. Prefers semi-
shade and well drained soil.

1.5L 0018524178952 $17.30

METROSIDEROS 
EXCELSA VIBRANCE

(Pohutukawa) Bushy shrub with attractive shiny green 
foliage and spectacular orange-red pohutakawa 
flowers during January. Protect from frost when young. 
Plant in sunny, well-drained position.

3.3

12

35L

60L

0018524232579 $26.00

0018524134415 $49.48

0018524161817 $260.78

0018524236553 $321.65

METROSIDEROS 
KERMADECENSIS 
VARIEGATA

(Variegated Kemadec Pohutukawa)  Has characteristic 
red pohutukawa flowers. Broad cream margin on 
green foliage. Ideal container plant. Extremely hardy 
on coast but shelter from frost.

0018524162005 $269.48

METROSIDEROS 
MAUNGAPIKO

(M.excelsa X m. umbellata ) A precocious flowering 
attractive hybrid of southern rata and pohutukawa, with 
glossy leaves and scarlet flowers. More frost hardy 
than excelsa. An excellent container plant.

3.3 0018524211604 $22.52

0018524236058 $26.00

0018524211611 $48.61

METROSIDEROS 
ROBUSTA

(Northern Rata)  Tall, but slow growing tree, with 
dense, dark green foliage. Produces dull red flowers, 
abundantly in summer once established. Protect from 
frost.

0018524161893 $23.39

METROSIDEROS 
UMBELLATA 

(Southern Rata)  Slow growing bushy shrub or small 
tree with dark green, shiny pointed leaves. Deep red-
crimson flowers in mid to late summer. Hardy and 
grows easily with good drainage.

2.5L

12

0018524206549 $19.04

0018524134392 $52.09
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NZ native (continued)

METROSIDEROS X 
MISTRAL

Hybrid between Pohutukawa and Northern Rata. 
Masses of crimson blooms in summer. Compact tidy 
habit. Very wind tolerant. Hardier than excelsa varieties 
but requires protection from heavy frost.

35L 0018524162029 $260.78

METROSIDEROUS 
UMBELLATA GOLD 
BLUSH

A dense shrub with firey red new growth aging to gold. 
A slow growing shrub ideal for pots. Clusters of red 
flowers in Summer. Prefers full sun and good drainage

2.5L

5L

0018524196192 $18.17

0018524180122 $23.39

METROSIDEROUS 
UMBELLATA MOONLIGHT

Clusters of red flowers in mid summer. A dense form 
with striking variegated foliage. Prefers well drained 
soils. Suitable for coastal conditions. Protect from 
heavy frost.

0018524180092 $19.91

MUEHLENBECKIA 
ASTONII

A coastal shrub with tangled wiry stems, and small 
round to heart-shaped dark green leaves that fall in 
winter. Very hardy, and can tolerate quite dry soil.

7cm

5

0018524224741 $4.78

0018524154963 $18.17

MYOPORUM LAETUM (NGAIO) Quick growing tree with shiny green leaves 
and smll starry flowers in summer, followed by pink 
berres. Tolerates salt laden wind. Useful shade tree. 
Frost tender when young.

5 0018524162401 $17.30

MYOSOTIDIUM 
HORTENSIA

Chatham Isalnd Forget-me-not) Distinguished by its 
large shining rhubarb-like leaves and bright blue 
flowers during Oct-Nov. Semi-shade, rich soil.

0018524140997 $15.22

MYRSINE AUSTRALIS (Matipo) Excellent shrub for coastal or windy 
conditions. Orange - red branchlets with mottled 
leaves, especially in winter.

5 0018524203784 $17.30

MYRSINE DIVARICATA NZ native shrub which forms dense column of small 
rounded leathery leaves on tangled looking 
branches.Well drained sunny position or light 
shade.Can be trimmed .Very hardy.

0018524156028 $17.30

MYRTUS BLACK BEAUTY Compact slow growing shrub. Young foliage turns dark 
when mature. Prefers full sun and moist soil conditions.

8

8

0018524144599

0018524120432 $14.70

0018524170819 $18.17

MYRTUS LILLIPUT Syn. Lophomyrtus x ralphii Lilliput. Good foliage native 
with reddish leaves, especially in winter. Prefers 
reasonable soil and full sun. Protect from heavy frost.

0018524122115 $17.30

MYRTUS LITTLE STAR N.Z. native plant with small round leaves edged cream 
and pink. Hardy. Protect from heavy frost.

1.5L 0018524120449 $14.35

MYRTUS X RALPHII 
GLORIOSA

Syn. Lophomyrtus x ralphii Gloriosa. NZ native with 
attractive cream and green markings with a hint of 
pink. Protect from heavy frost.

0018524178778 $16.96

0018524122177 $21.65

MYRTUS X RALPHII 
KATHRYN

Syn. Lophomyrtus x ralphii Kathryn. NZ native foliage 
shrub with oval leaves in deep red. Excellent for flower 
arranging. Protect from heavy frost.

12 0018524122191 $36.43

MYRTUS X RALPHII RED 
DRAGON

Syn. Lophomyrtus x ralphii Red Dragon. Outstanding 
variety with small pointed textured leaves. New growth 
brilliant red turning darker when mature and in colder 
climates. Great for picking.

2.5L 0018524221696 $22.52

0018524144629 $40.78

NOTHOFAGUS 
CLIFFORTIOIDES

(NEW ZEALAND MOUNTAIN BEECH) Elegant small 
to medium sized fast growing tree

5 0018524143653 $37.30

OLEARIA 
AVICENNIAEFOLIA

A spreading much branched small tree. Flowers late 
summer. Tolerates dry conditions.

0018524210461 $16.43

OLEARIA CHEESEMANII Large panicles of white daisy-like flowers in late spring. 
Nice bushy plant which can be trimmed. Requires well 
drained soil. Very hardy.

5 0018524163156 $17.30

OLEARIA HECTORI An erect, multi branching, Nz native shrub with reddish 
brown bark. Pale chartreuse green flowers appear on 
leafless branches in early spring. Pale green leaves 
appear as flowering progresses.Very hardy and useful 
for growing in dry and exposed areas.

5 0018524155403 $15.22
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OLEARIA LINEATA Narrow leaves, upright, with a weeping form. Quick 
growing and hardy.Tolerates damp as well as dry soil, 
frost, wind and sun.

5 0018524155397 $17.30

OLEARIA MACRODONTA Shrub or small tree, leaves fragrant and coarsely 
toothed. Clusters of white flowers in June. Grows well 
in a variety of soils and climatic conditions. Hardy.

5 0018524213394 $17.30

OLEARIA ODORATA Erect, branching and divaricating shrub found in alpine 
scrub in eastern areas of lower South Island. Sweet 
scented 6mm flowers from December to February. 
Very hardy.

5 0018524144575 $15.57

OLEARIA OLEIFOLIA Very hardy medium sized compact shrub. White daisy-
like flowers in summer. Suitable for dry partially 
shaded conditions.

5 0018524163163 $15.57

OLEARIA PANICULATA (Akiraho ) A bushy shrub suitable for dry soils and 
ideal for hedges.Suitable for hard coastal conditions. 
When allowed to develop naturally the tree forms an 
open spreading habit, an attractive ornamental.

5 0018524144124 $17.30

0018524203791 $30.35

OLEARIA PANICULATA 
KAIKOURA

Dark green leaves with wavy margins. Excellent for 
screening or as a hedge. Tolerates hard coastal 
conditions and cold winters. Must have excellent 
drainage

0018524187473 $41.65

0018524213509 $147.74

OLEARIA TRAVERSII A hardy, fast-growing native shrub with white daisy-like 
flowers. Excellent for exposed coastal areas.

5 0018524155373 $16.43

OZOTHAMUS 
VAUVILLIERSII

(Mountain Cottonwood) Covered in white flowers in 
summer. Hardy. Useful for growing in dry, exposed 
places.

5 0018524164269 $17.30

PACHYSTEGIA INSIGNIS (Marlborough Rock Daisy) A rare small shrub for an 
open garden position. Attractive thick leaves with an 
underfelt of white. White flowers. Suitable for extreme 
coastal conditions. Very hardy.

7cm

1.9

2.5L

2.5L

0018524224758 $4.78

0018524227070 $18.17

0018524143677 $18.17

0018524233897 $19.91

PACHYSTEGIA INSIGNIS 
MINOR

A smaller plant than the species, with shinier darker 
green leaves. Large white daisy-like flowers with yellow 
centre flowering late rthan the parent plant. Hardy. 
Suitable for rock gardens.

2L 0018524155700 $18.17

PACHYSTEGIA RUFA A rare, small Marlborough rock Daisy shrub with ruddy-
bronze felt underneath leaves, white daisy-like flowers 
with yellow centres. Suitable for open site with good 
drainage. Hardy.

5

2.5L

0018524169974 $16.96

0018524221702 $17.30

PARAHEBE 
CATARRACTAE

Dwarf plant forming low spreading mounds, covered in 
white flowers summer and autumn. Very hardy, prefers 
full sun and well drained soil.

0018524170109 $13.83

PARAHEBE 
CATARRACTAE BABY 
BLUE

Compact dwarf NZ native with attractive bronzed 
leaves and masses of small blue flowers in spring and 
summer. Ideal for border or rockeries. Trim after 
flowering.

0018524120470 $14.35

PARAHEBE OLSENII Moderately tight habit with tiny glossy light green 
leaves. White flowers in summer. Moist rock garden 
species.

1.5L 0018524151696 $14.35

PENNANTIA CORYMBOSA (Kaikomako) N.Z. native shrub or small tree. Tangeled 
juvenile foliage. Main trunk appears late, adult leaves 
larger and dark green. Flowers small, fragrant and 
profuse, fruits black. Attractive to birds.

12

25L

0018524156042 $39.04

0018524199933 $165.13

PHORMIUM ALISON 
BLACKMAN

Leaves have olive-green centres with yellow stripes 
and a thin orange margin. Best grown in full sun or 
semi-shaded position with free draining soil.Protected 
by NZ PVR FLX004

0018524134033 $20.78

PHORMIUM BLACK RAGE A bold striking flax. The blue-black foliage makes a 
stunning contrast against green or silver foliage. Hardy

0018524151849 $18.17
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PHORMIUM BLONDIE A cascading form with green and lemon striped 
strappy foliage. Performs best in a sunny, open 
position in well drained soil. Ideal for containers.Protect 
from heavy frost PVR

2L 9420019106462 $19.04

PHORMIUM CHOCOLATE 
FINGERS

A dwarf growing flax with attractive bronze foliage. 
Ideal for group plantings for effect. Good rockery plant. 
Hardy.

0018524187374 $17.30

PHORMIUM COOKIANUM (mountain Flax) Foliage varies from erect to lax and 
drooping. Very hardy. Suitable for mass planting

5 0018524138031 $17.30

PHORMIUM COOKIANUM 
TRICOLOR

Outstanding flax with broad graceful arching leaves in 
rich green with cream band and red margins. Hardy.

5 0018524151863 $18.17

PHORMIUM CREAM 
DELIGHT

Beautiful variegated flax with cream and green leaves 
and weeping habit of growth. Most attractive in raised 
bed or on bank where graceful form is shown off. Very 
hardy.

5 0018524151870 $18.70

PHORMIUM DARK 
DELIGHT

Dark chocolate brown form of mountain flax. Leaves 
turn blackish bronze with age. Makes an excellent tub 
plant. Very hardy.

5 0018524143806 $18.17

PHORMIUM DUET Dwarf growing upright habit with lime green and yellow 
stripes. Prefers sunny  Hardy.

0018524152327 $18.70

PHORMIUM DUSKY CHIEF Vigorous ascending broad leaves ,drooping at 
tips.Dark chocolate brown turning blackish bronze.Very 
hardy.

0018524151887 $18.17

PHORMIUM JACK 
SPRATT

Erect reddish brown leaves. Very compact growth 
habit. Excellent for rockeries and containers. Hardy.

5 0018524134040 $18.17

PHORMIUM LICORICE 
AND LIME

 Good selection with upright habit. Leaves have a 
brown centre stripe with lime green edges.Prefers well 
drained sunny position. NZ PVR FLX040

5 0018524141017 $20.43

PHORMIUM RAINBOW 
MAIDEN

Syn. P. Maori Maiden. Upright leaves drooping at tips. 
Rich, rosy salmon pink to coral red, banded with 
bronze margins.

0018524151894 $18.17

PHORMIUM SURFER A delightful clumpy flax with narrow waved and twisted 
green leaves with dark stripe on edge. Excellent for 
rock gardens and containers. Very hardy.

0018524152372 $18.70

PHORMIUM TAYA Low growing NZ flax with slightly arching , dark purple 
leaves and silvery grey underside.Flowers in late 
spring/summer. Prefer well drained sunny position but 
tolerates most soil types.Very hardy.PVR FLX039

0018524152334 $20.43

PHORMIUM TENAX A versatile plant of extreme vigour, with rich green 
foliage. Flowers attract birds. Very hardy in all 
conditions. Useful coastal shelter.

5 0018524120548 $17.30

PHORMIUM TENAX 
MAJESTIC RAGE

Beautiful large flax with purple red coloured 
foliage.Holds its colour throughout the year.Good in 
damp or windy areas.

0018524141024 $28.61

PHORMIUM THUMBELINA A dwarf flax with very narrow purple-bronze leaves. 
Suitable for smaller gardens.

0018524134057 $17.83

PHORMIUM VENEER A new release with dusky brown and cream tonings 
along each strappy leaf. Prefers full sun to part shade 
in well drained soil.

0018524152341 $17.30

PHORMIUM YELLOW 
WAVE

Light green leaves with a broad central stripe of yellow. 
Strong growing plant of drooping habit. Most attractive 
alongside other shrubs. Hardy. Best colour in open.

0018524120555 $18.17

PHYLLOCLADUS 
TRICHOMANOIDES

("Tanekaha" or Celery Pine) . A handsome tree with 
light grey smooth bark, The branches grow in a series 
of whorls. A slow growing symmetrical tree.

0018524155960 $17.30

PIMELEA PROSTRATA  (NZ Daphne) A small NZ native ,sun loving ,ground 
cover plant .Also suitable for walls and rockeries. 
White flowers October to March. Very hardy

2.5L 0018524164283 $13.83

0018524228237 $19.91
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PIMELEA PROSTRATA 
ANITOKE BLUE

Hardy groundcover plant suitable for rock gardens or 
over walls. A selection with better blue colour than 
parent plant. Small clusters of white flowers in spring.

0018524170499 $14.35

PITTOSPORUM 
ANOMALUM

Divaricating small shrub with intertwining branches and 
small green leaves. Small yellow flowers, with delicious 
fragrance, are produced in spring. Very hardy.

5 0018524206570 $17.30

PITTOSPORUM 
COLENSOI

Medium to large shrub excellent for coastal areas. 
Glossy, dark green, leathery leaves. Dark red flowers 
appear in October. Responds well to trimming.

5 0018524156295 $17.30

0018524123549 $130.35

PITTOSPORUM 
CRASSIFOLIUM

(Karo) An erect compact small tree for coastal 
planting. Shiny green leaves with pale grey undersides. 
Responds well to trimming.

5 0018524213400 $17.30

PITTOSPORUM DALLII A rare pittosporum with deep green leathery, serrated 
leaves .It is the only pittosporum which has scented 
white flowers, but takes a few years to flower. Very 
hardy and tolerates dry conditions.

0018524213417 $18.17

PITTOSPORUM 
EUGENIOIDES 
VARIEGATUM

This NZ native tree has oblong glossy green leaves 
edged white and strongly scented lemon flowers in 
spring. Makes attractive garden shrub and can be 
trimmed.

40 0018524174138 $17.30

0018524232739 $173.83

PITTOSPORUM 
EUGENOIDES

(Lemonwood, Tarata)  A fast growing small NZ native 
tree popular for shelter and hedging. Attractive light 
green foliage. Cluster of scented yellow flowers in 
spring.

7cm 0018524080804

0018524224765 $4.78

0018524166546 $17.30

0018524123525 $130.35

PITTOSPORUM 
EUGENOIDES 
TIDDLYWINKS

Dwarf form of NZ native Lemonwood. Has yellow-
green curly-edged leaves and fragrant cream flowers 
in spring. Can be trimmed .

12 0018524212731 $39.04

PITTOSPORUM 
GOLDSTAR

A compact shrub with beautiful gold- green wavy 
foliage. Prefers well drained soil and a sunny spot. 
Ideal for clipping

0018524212663 $16.43

0018524164818 $18.17

PITTOSPORUM 
MILLFIELD MINT

Pale green leaves with silver overtones on dark stems. 
This Pittosporum is ideal for hedges and screening. 
Fast growing and hardy.

25L 0018524134002 $95.57

PITTOSPORUM 
STEPHENS ISLAND

Dark green foliage, extremely hardy in coastal 
conditions. Pyramidal in shape with small scented 
flowers in late summer.

12

25L

0018524143684 $17.30

0018524207966 $39.04

0018524156851 $39.04

0018524123532 $130.35

0018524226974 $173.83

PITTOSPORUM TEN. 
MARJORIE CHANNON

Compact shrub with dark stems, grey-green foliage & 
cream coloured margins. Scented, dark burgundy 
flowers begin to appear in summer. A hardy evergreen 
that is suitable for hedging and screen

0018524208338 $16.96

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM

(Kohuhu) Lovely smaller native tree ideal for trimming 
into a hedge or as a specimen. Small light green 
leaves and scented flowers in summer. Slender 
pyramidal shape.

5 0018524156868 $17.30

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM ELIZABETH

Pink, cream and green variegated foliage. Very hardy 
NZ native for background or shrub border.

0018524186964 $17.30

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM FRANKIES 
FOLLIE

Originating  in Nelson this selection has a compact, 
dwarf habit and fresh green leaves.Stays compact with 
little trimmimg.Prefers full sun. Hardy

2L 0018524127684 $16.96

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM GOLDEN 
BALL

Eye catching golden colour compact, formal shrub. 
Prefers Well drained soils, but versatile. Trim regular 
to maintain compact habit.

0018524164764 $21.65

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM GOLF BALL

Attractive shrub with small green leaves .Grows into 
shape of "golf ball ".Suitable for pots or in garden 
where shape is important.Grows well in average 
garden soil and will withstand dry conditions when 
established.

0018524164771 $21.65
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PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM IVORY 
PILLAR

A compact, upright shrub with a narrow growth habit. 
Ideal as a small hedge or to give structure to the 
garden. Prefers fertile soil in sun or part shade. Trim to 
shape. Hardy.

3.3 0018524159395 $21.65

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM LITTLE 
SQUIRT

Compact variety with tiny leaves which are light green 
turning lush bronze during autumn and winter. Ideal for 
containers or for borders.

2L 0018524151689 $17.30

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM MILLFIELD 
MAGIC

Stunning cherry red leaf with lime green new 
growth.Matures to khaki green with red tinging.Fast 
growing and responds well to trimming.Upright strong 
habit.Hardy.

0018524150644 $19.04

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
MOUNTAIN GREEN

Evergreen Native with small outward curving oval 
leaves, smooth and bright green, make this a very 
attractive shrub. Rapid grower suitable for hedging.

5 0018524198271 $39.04

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM SILVER 
MAGIC

Rapid grower with erect habit and conspicuous 
blackish branchletsSmall pale green leaves with silvery 
white margins give the plantoverall silvery appearance, 
flushed pink during winter.

60L 0018524206365 $43.39

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
SILVERBALL

Eye catching silver colour compact, formal shrub. 
Prefers Well drained soils, but versatile. Trim regular 
to maintain compact habit. Pvr

2.5L 0018524164795 $21.65

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
TANDARRA GOLD

Attractive large shrub. Small golden-yellow leaves 
edged dark green. Hardy.

5 0018524081481

0018524124935 $16.96

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM TASMAN 
RUFFLES

This pitto has jade-green leaves, with ruffled edges 
against black-red stems. Compact growth and low 
maintenance habit makes this pitto great for screening, 
hedging or as a specimen plant.

20l 0018524227254 $69.48

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
VARIEGATUM

Excellent foliage plant with creamy margins on green 
leaves. Can be trimmed and also makes an excellent 
tub plant. Hardy.

SP 0018524198615 $43.39

PITTOSPORUM 
TENUIFOLIUM 
WRINKLED BLUE

Wrinkled leaves and attractive blue-grey foliage. Ideal 
for hedging or screening. Hardy.

0018524143714 $15.57

PITTOSPORUM TOBIRA Attractive upright Pittosporum with clusters of orange-
blossom scented flowers in Spring. Good for screening 
or hedging as well as specimen planting. Prefers full 
sun and well drained soil.

2.4 0018524179355 $19.04

PLAGIANTHUS 
DIVARICATUS

(Coastal Ribbonwood) N.Z. native shrub with rich 
copper leaves especially in winter. Neat tidy shrub 
which is great for low screens or colour contrast. Hardy.

0018524149129 $16.09

PLAGIANTHUS REGIUS (NZ Ribbonwood) (Syn. Plagianthus Betulinus) A rapid 
growing tree with leaves similar to a birch. Upright 
growth.Very hardy.

6.5

80L

80L

0018524149136 $19.91

0018524181433 $130.35

0018524141185 $173.83

PNEUMATOPTERIS 
PENNIGERA

(Gully Fern) Grows with trunk about 60cm. Likes 
sheltered damp situation with plenty of leaf mould.

0018524213271 $17.30

POA CITA (SILVER TUSSOCK) Densely tufted tussock grass 
forming clumps up to 70cm when in flower. Pale yellow-
buff in colour. Prefers poor, dry soil in open sunny site. 
Suits sea level to high country.

0018524224789 $4.78

0018524134064 $10.00

PODOCARPUS 
ACUTIFOLIUS

An erect to spreading shrub or small tree. Weeping 
branches with leaves green to yellowish on top. Small 
red fruit. Best in moist well drained soil and withstands 
quite severe pruning.Hardy.

25L 0018524127769 $139.04

PODOCARPUS HALLII (Hall's Totara) Very hardy, brownish green leaves with 
a more compact growing habit. Needs some moisture 
over summer.

25L 0018524156004 $18.17

0018524156011 $43.39

0018524232746 $173.83

PODOCARPUS NIVALIS MOUNTAIN TOTARA This N.Z. native is a spreading 
shrub with rust coloured foliage.Extremely hardy and 
attractive as a hedge.

2.5L 0018524163170 $19.04
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NZ native (continued)

PODOCARPUS TOTARA (Totara) Handsome NZ native tree with attractive 
brown peeling bark when tree matures. Responds well 
to clipping and forms a dense hedge. Hardy to wind 
and cold. Extremely long-lived.

25L

25L

0018524155984 $19.91

0018524204132 $43.39

0018524143882 $147.74

0018524145725 $217.30

0018524141291 $226.00

PODOCARPUS TOTARA 
AUREA

A beautiful golden foliaged native makes a striking 
specimen tree or in a grouping. Can be kept compact 
by trimming for hedging. Hardy to wind and cold.

40 0018524232753 $173.83

PODOCARPUS TOTARA 
MATAPOURI BLUE

Splendid totara ,bearing beautiful blue foliage.Needs 
light position and good fertile soil.Suitable as specimen 
tree .Can be trimmed .Very hardy.

0018524187497 $18.17

0018524187480 $43.39

0018524151900 $169.48

0018524153744 $191.22

PODOCARPUS TOTARA 
PENDULA

Green-gold needle-like foliage on pendulous branches. 
This tree usually has no central leader and can be 
wide spreading. Can be trimmed. Hardy but not 
drought tolerant.

35L

25L

0018524198288 $17.30

0018524127721 $139.04

0018524178983 $156.43

PRUMNOPITYS 
FERRUGINEUS

MIRO A New Zealand native with yew-like leaves on 
drooping branchlets. Prefers a rich soil and slightly 
shady site. Large red ornamental berries. Prune to 
desired height.

0018524143721 $17.30

PRUMNOPITYS 
TAXIFOLIA

(Matai,Black Pine) A valuable timber tree. Tolerates 
dry, poor soil. Hardy. Straggly in juvenile state, but 
attractive in adult stage. Grows to large tree.

5 0018524198295 $17.30

PSEUDOPANAX 
ARBOREUS

 (Five finger )Large glossy green leaves divided into 5 
or 7 leaflets. Handsome native shrub for most 
conditions. Prefers moist soils and woodland type 
conditions

8 0018524121996 $16.09

PSEUDOPANAX 
CRASSIFOLIUM

(LANCEWOOD) Juvenile stage at present could last 
up to 15 years, then develops round bushy head. 
Suitable for growing in pot. Very hardy. Grows in sun 
or shade.

12

25L

0018524213318 $21.65

0018524124874 $22.52

0018524155830 $43.39

0018524228626 $173.83

PSEUDOPANAX 
CRUSADER

Crassifolium x lessonii hybrid. Virturally black leaves 
with red centre stripe.Upright and slender tree. 
Tolerates most conditions, but prefers well drained soil 
in full sun or part shade.

0018524141260 $60.78

PSEUDOPANAX FEROX (Toothed Lancewood) NZ native plant with long narrow 
and very coarsely toothed leaves in its juvenile stage 
which can last 15 - 20 years. The adult small tree has 
round head and straight trunk. Very hardy.

2.5L

6.5

0018524203692 $19.91

0018524128773 $22.52

0018524155823 $43.39

PSEUDOPANAX GECKO 
GOLD

Variegated leaves like geckos' feet in fresh green 
splashed and marbled golden yellow. Vigorous bushy 
upright growth habit. Tolerant of wind and salt 
conditions. Unique and colourful. Protect from heavy 
frosts.

0018524161961 $43.39

PSEUDOPANAX LAETUS Attractive small tree with large, distinctive shiny broad 
leaves on reddish brown stems. Very wind resistant, 
fast growing, tolerant of shady or open positions. Also 
makes an excellent tub plant.

5 0018524180887 $17.30

0018524141253 $234.70

PSEUDOPANAX 
LESSONII CYRIL WATSON

Attractive form of pseudopanax with glossy green, 
thick leaves, in distinctive lobed shapes.Suitable for 
tubs or in garden in sun or shade .Young growth frost 
tender.Otherwise hardy.

6.5 0018524186490 $19.91

PSEUDOPANAX 
LESSONII PURPUREUS

Shining palmate purplish bronze foliage all year round. 
Very colourful. An attractive shrub for every garden.

5L

8

0018524229180 $30.35

0018524190909 $112.96

PSEUDOWINTERA 
COLORATA

(Pepper Tree) Aromatic light olive-green to mottled 
green with dotted red and has red margins. Tolerates 
full sun to deep shade. Frost Hardy

5 0018524136280 $21.65
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PSEUDOWINTERA 
COLORATA LIME LIGHT

(Pepper Tree)  Lovely form of NZ Pepper Tree with 
lime green leaves, with some speckling. Tolerates full 
sun to shade.. Very hardy and tolerant of frost. Can be 
trimmed and suitable for pots.

9l 0018524142489 $28.61

0018524236607 $46.00

PSEUDOWINTERA 
COLORATA RED 
LEOPARD

(Red Pepper Tree) Medium sized native shrub with 
red, aromatic leaves.  Grows best in woodland 
conditions.

2.5L 0018524125581 $26.00

RAOULIA HOOKERI Mat forming plant up to 60cm across, with small 
loosely packed grey leaves and tiny plae yellow 
flowers.Found from coast to sub alpine areas.Cold 
hardy.

1.5L 0018524151658 $14.35

RHOPALOSTYLIS SAPIDA (Nikau Palm)A striking native palm with arching fronds 
above a tall slender trunk. Slow growing, taking many 
years to flower. Tolerates light frosts only, and prefers 
rich, moist soil.

0018524176446 $104.26

SCHEFFLERA DIGITATA (Pate)A small usually spreading tree, suitable for 
shady areas. Requires good drainage and protection 
from heavy frosts.

0018524208369 $16.96

SCLERANTHUS 
BIFLORUS

Bright green moss-like cushion plant. Best in well 
drained sunny site with some moisture. Hardy. Ideal for 
rock gardens.

0018524144148 $14.35

SELLIERA RADICANS 
FAREWELL SPIT

Strap-like, bright green foliage develops into lush, 
carpet-like ground cover.White scented flowers in 
Summer. Drench with salt water to control weeds. 
Prefers seasonally wet & damp areas, lakes, ponds & 
salt pans.

0018524163347 $16.09

SOPHORA DRAGONS 
GOLD

(Shrub Kowhai) Fine lacy foliage and bearing masses 
of golden flowers in late winter and early spring at an 
early age. Hardy.

6.5

8l

0018524122030 $20.78

0018524223645 $139.04

SOPHORA GOLDIES' 
MANTLE

Graceful weeping kowhai with golden flowers in spring. 
Fine lacy foliage. Good for attracting native birds. 
Hardy.

0018524192927 $21.65

SOPHORA MICROPHYLLA (South Island Kowhai) Dense large shrub or small tree 
which goes through straggly juvenile stage for several 
years.Produces masses of yellow flowers in 
spring.Very hardy.

6.5

12

35L

0018524151917 $21.65

0018524187503 $43.39

0018524172981 $226.00

SOPHORA 
MICROPHYLLA 
LONGICARINATA

Kowhai -Distinct plant characterised by slender habit 
and smaller size. Very small leaflets and pale yellow 
flowers. Very graceful.

0018524190022 $20.78

0018524141215 $217.30

SOPHORA PROSTRATA 
LITTLE BABY

Bushy low growing dwarf shrub. Twiggy zigzag 
interlacing branches. Tiny olive green leaves contract 
against orange brown branches. Lemon flowers.

5 0018524155731 $23.39

SOPHORA TETRAPTERA (North Island Kowhai) A large shrub or small tree with 
spreading or drooping branches. Yellow pea shaped 
flowers 4-5cm long.

35L 0018524138055 $20.78

0018524141079 $226.00

TECOMANTHE SPECIOSA NZ.native climber from 3 Kings Island,rarely found in 
nature. Produces creamy yellow flowers,which are 
loved by tuis. Vigorous plant which prefers average soil 
in sun or part shade. Protect from heavy frost.

4L 0018524178228 $39.04

UNCINIA RUBRA A red swamp grass. Prefers open sunny position 
where colour of foliage develops best. Tolerant of most 
soil conditions but grows in quite damp conditions.

1.5L 0018524172721 $13.83

VITEX LUCENS PURIRI Stately NZ native tree.Red flowers followed by large 
red berries,which birds especially wood pigeons love. 
Needs moderate shelter and ample moisture while 
young. Light frosts only.Good coastal tree.

0018524209892 $19.91
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RHODODENDRON  
DOPEY

MID TO LATE SEASON. Bright red trusses in mid-
season. Low compact bushy habit. Prefers part shade 
and acidic soils.

3.3 0018524122429 $43.39

RHODODENDRON  
LINDLEYI X NUTTALLII

Mid season flowering. Large funnel-shaped cream 
flowers with a yellow blotch. Fragrant. Needs 
protection form heavy frost.

8.5 0018524121316 $65.13

RHODODENDRON ALEX 
HOLMES

(Yak Hybrid) Lavender/pink flowers on dark green 
foliage. Nice compact plant. NOVEMBER 
FLOWERING.

6l 0018524200707 $47.74

RHODODENDRON ALICE Tall trusses open two toned pink with darker edges 
then turn to a clear one toned pink. Upright habit. Oct 
flowering

4L

6l

0018524187626 $28.61

0018524218801 $52.09

RHODODENDRON ANNA 
ROSE WHITNEY

(griersonianum x Countess of Derby) OCTOBER / 
NOVEMBER FLOWERING Large deep rose-pink 
trusses. Grows quickly to very large well-shaped bush. 
Vigorous. Tolerates full sun.

2.3

7.51

0018524223348 $25.13

0018524223355 $52.09

RHODODENDRON 
BASHFUL

(Yakushimanum x Doncaster) SEPTEMBER / 
OCTOBER FLOWERING Compact, slightly flat bush. 
Leaf slightly silvery underneath. Light pink flowers with 
a bronze eye.

ST 0018524139267 $73.83

RHODODENDRON BELLE 
HELLER

OCTOBER FLOWERING Large white flowers with 
gold blotches in large globular trusses. Prefers moist 
acid rich soils.

2.5L 0018524218818 $23.39

RHODODENDRON BLUE 
BELL

Mid season flowering - An upright plant with large 
trusses of  deep purple flowers with a white centre that 
has a copper blotch. Elegant long deep green foliage.

6l 0018524130493 $56.43

RHODODENDRON BLUE 
DIAMOND

(augustinii x Intrafast) SEPT-OCT FLOWERING Violet-
blue small flowers all along the stems. Slow growing, 
compact,and rounded. Small grey-green aromatic 
leaves.

2.5L 0018524218832 $23.39

RHODODENDRON 
BONNIE DOONE

A new hybrid with golden yellow flowers and a wavy 
edge. Prefers peaty acid, well drained soil.

ST 0018524139779 $73.83

RHODODENDRON 
BRESLAU

LATE SEASON. Large creamy white ball trusses with 
dark red markings in upper lobes. Nice compact habit.

3l 0018524122481 $32.09

RHODODENDRON 
BRUCE BRECHTBILL

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER FLOWERING Identical to 
Unique except for flower colour which is pale pink with 
some yellow in throat. Mulch well, acid soil conditions.

0018524218849 $23.39

RHODODENDRON BUNA Rich biscuity-yellow flowers open from peachy cream 
buds. Well formed trusses of very open, star like 
flowers. Dense mounding habit and deep green 
foliage. MID TO LATE SEASON

2.5L 0018524218658 $23.39

RHODODENDRON C.O.S. (unknown) MID SEASON. Creamy-yellow, scented 
flowers mass over the bush. Beautiful compact NZ 
hybrid.

5L

7.51

0018524183413 $46.00

0018524160131 $52.09

RHODODENDRON 
CANARY SONG

(Yak hybrid) OCTOBER FLOWERING Beautiful plant 
that covers itself in peachy- apricot trusses. NEW 
RELEASE.

6l 0018524228428 $54.70

RHODODENDRON 
CHARISMA

Rose buds open to rose pink flowers with yellow-
orange blotches. Scented. Early -mid season. Upright 
bushy habit.

6l

ST

0018524224147 $49.48

0018524139809 $78.17
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RHODODENDRON 
CHRISTMAS CHEER

(caucasicum hybrid) JULY / AUGUST FLOWERING 
Delicate blush-pink flowers paling to white, in well 
shaped trusses with frilled edges. Long flowering 
season. Sun tolerant.

2.5L

3.5L

0018524143394 $23.39

0018524139823 $28.61

RHODODENDRON 
COLLEGE PINK

(zeylanicum hybrid) LATE SEASON. Clear glistening 
pink frilled florets form a tight rounded truss. A heavy 
bloomer which can be stunning.

6l 0018524144513 $43.39

RHODODENDRON 
CORNUBIA

(arboreum x Shilsonii) Early August flowering. Large 
waxy blood red flower in a compact truss. Long 
flowering season. Vigorous growth habit.

7.51

8.5

30

0018524223393 $51.22

0018524143769 $59.91

0018524230667 $112.96

RHODODENDRON 
COTTON CANDY

(Marinus Koster x Loderi Venus) MID SEASON. Very 
large pastel pink trusses. Robust plant with dark green 
foliage and thick leaves. Evergreen

7.5l 0018524218672 $23.39

0018524144278 $47.74

RHODODENDRON 
COUNTESS OF 
HADDINGTON

(ciliatum x dalhousiae) MID TO LATE SEASON.  
White flushed rose trumpet-shaped flowers. An 
excellent compact shrub with attractive foliage. Easy to 
grow. Scented.

6l

8.5

0018524224154 $49.48

0018524192781 $69.48

RHODODENDRON 
CREAM CREST

(chryseum x Cilpinense) MID SEASON. Bright creamy-
white flowers in a tight truss. Compact habit with 
attractive leaves. Hardy and vigorous. Likes full sun.

0018524139342 $73.83

RHODODENDRON 
CUBITTII

(species) MID SEASON. Large showy flowers, white 
with pink blush, yellow blotch. Purplish peeling bark. 
Strongly fragrant.

7.51 0018524160124 $60.78

RHODODENDRON 
DAPHNOIDES

LATE SEASON.  Tight, prolific trusses of purple 
flowers on small compact bush with unique daphne 
shaped leaves.Heat and sun tolerant.

8.5 0018524121187 $69.48

RHODODENDRON DEAR 
ONE

(yakushimanum X Bowbells )   Blush pink buds 
opening to white flowers in LATE SEASON. Compact 
dwarf bush. Very hardy.

7.51 0018524223416 $60.78

RHODODENDRON DOC (Yak bybrid) MID SEASON. Pink flowers overlaid 
cream in mid-season. Unique foliage. Compact habit.

7.5l 0018524200714 $56.43

RHODODENDRON DORA 
AMATEIS

(carolinianum x ciliatum)Mid to late season flowering. 
Spicy scented white flowers smother the bush. Deep 
green, bronzed foliage on a compact form prefers full 
sun.

3.5

6l

0018524187664 $28.61

0018524228442 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
FRAGRANTISSIMUM

(edgeworthii x formosum) MID TO LATE SEASON. 
Large white flowers in loose trusses. Willowy open 
habit. Improved by shaping when young. Some shade 
preferred. SCENTED.

4L 0018524160179 $34.70

RHODODENDRON 
GLENFALLOCH BLUE

(Intricatim hybrid) Small vibrant lavender blue flowers 
on a tidy shrub. Mid October flowering.

6l 0018524228459 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
GRACE SEABROOK

(The Hon Jean Marie de Montagu x strigillosum) SEP / 
OCT FLOWER.Early bright blood red flowers in well 
formed trusses. Attractive foliage with light 
indumentum.

2.5L 0018524218870 $23.39

RHODODENDRON 
GRUMPY

(Yakushimanum x Unknown) NOVEMBER 
FLOWERING Pale pink and white flowers. Dark green 
foliage with good indumentum. Good low habit.

2.5L

5L

6l

6l

0018524144315 $26.00

0018524183444 $47.74

0018524200721 $47.74

0018524228664 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
HACHMANN'S MARLIS

LATE SEASON. Deep pink puds open to white bell-
shaped flowers edged with pink and red markings. 
Silvery foliage on a compact plant.

2.5L 0018524187688 $26.00

RHODODENDRON 
HALLELUJAH

(Jean Marie de Montague x Kimberly) NOVEMBER 
FLOWERING Deep glowing pink flowers with crimson 
eye in large tight trusses Dark green leaves. Compact. 
Sun tolerant.

3.3 0018524144339 $34.70

RHODODENDRON 
HAWAIIAN SUNSET

MID SEASON. Large frilly orangey/ pink flowers. 
Prefers sun or part shade with acidic soils.

ST 0018524122511 $73.83
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RHODODENDRON 
HELENE SCHIFFNER

(aberconwagi hybrid) October Flowering. Highly 
recommended pure white flowers with yellow 
markings. Perfect dome shape habit, with narrow, 
deep green leaves on reddish stems.

6l 0018524183581 $23.39

0018524121255 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
HORIZON MONARCH

Very large trusses of red buds open to warm yellow 
flowers with a small red flare in the throat. Large deep 
green leaves.

6l 0018524224178 $49.48

RHODODENDRON 
HUNTINGTON

Trusses of extremely frilly red flowers on a compact 
plant with tidy habit and excellent foliage. Flowers mid 
season.

5L 0018524218641 $49.48

RHODODENDRON IMPI (didymum x Moser's Maroon) OCTOBER / 
NOVEMBER FLOWERING Unusual black-red flowers 
in a loose truss. Deep green foliage with red petioles 
and stems.

6l

15l

0018524228466 $56.43

0018524140034 $73.83

RHODODENDRON JEAN 
MARIE DE MONTAGUE

MID SEASON. Large scarlet crimson flowers in 
rounded truss. Excellent thick deep-green foliage on a 
compact slower growing plant.

2.5L 0018524187718 $23.39

RHODODENDRON 
JINGLE BELLS

(Lems Goal x Fabia) October Flowering. A blend of 
rose orange and yellow tubular flowers with a large 
pinky calyx. An excellent compact plant. Grows well in 
full sun

6l 0018524228473 $56.43

RHODODENDRON JOCK (williamsianum x griersonianum)MID SEASON. Coral-
pink with slight orange in throat, in loose bells. 
Compact spreading habit. Neat rounded leaves.

0018524192811 $56.43

RHODODENDRON JOHN 
BULL

MID TO LATE SEASON. Blooms of pale pink, tinged 
creamy white. Bushy habit. Small-medium, bushy 
habit. Fragrant.

6l

6l

0018524200738 $52.09

0018524228671 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
JOHNNY BENDER

(Jean Marie de Montague x Indiana) OCTOBER 
FLOWERING Very bright deep blood red flowers in 
rounded tight trusses.

6l 0018524192828 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
JOHN'S MEMORY

MID SEASON. A hybrid bred in Mosgiel by Nancy 
Evans. Reddish buds opening to frilled flowers of pink-
apricot with red spot in throat.

5L

6l

0018524144407 $43.39

0018524227384 $49.48

0018524121279 $54.70

RHODODENDRON 
JOHNSTONIANUM

(species) SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER FLOWERING 
Lovely large creamy-white flowers, flushed yellow. 
Sweetly scented. Rounded habit with aromatic leaves. 
Heat resistant.

2.5L 0018524187725 $23.39

RHODODENDRON 
JUMPING JEFF

MID SEASON. Soft lavender flowers on a compact 
bush. Prefers some shade and well drained acidic soil.

2.5L

5L

0018524218689 $23.39

0018524183475 $49.48

RHODODENDRON 
KAPONGA

(arboreum kermisianum x Iverys Scarlet ) MID 
SEASON. Beautifully-shaped rounded trusses of clear 
shining red flowers. N.Z. hybrid. Tall vigorous tidy plant.

8.5 0018524188685 $60.78

RHODODENDRON KINGS 
CREAM

Large open trusses of rich cream funnel shaped 
flowers on a compact plant .MID /LATE season 
flowering.

2.5L

30

0018524187749 $26.00

0018524139526 $130.35

RHODODENDRON KIWI 
DAD

A new hybrid with Dark Red Trusses, with strong 
foliage. Bred by Jeff Elliot to complement Kiwi Mum. 
LATE SEASON.

8l 0018524160148 $95.57

RHODODENDRON KIWI 
FLASH

 (The Maste rx Whitneys Orange) MID TO LATE 
Flowering. Large apricot/ pink flowers fading to 
creamy/ apricot in centre .Large trusses which last 
well. NEW.

15ST 0018524140140 $104.26

RHODODENDRON KIWI 
MAGIC

((Yak x Dido) x Lems Cameo) MID SEASON. Warm 
glowing creamy yellow apricot and salmon blended 
together on well defined trusses that smother the plant. 
P.V.R.

ST 0018524140157 $86.87

RHODODENDRON KIWI 
MUM

(Kiwi Magic x Nancy Evans)  A tight bushy plant that 
smothers itself with superb trusses of apricot flowers 
with hints of salmon and yellow. MID TO LATE 
SEASON.

2.5L

5L

0018524183604 $26.00

0018524218733 $60.78
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RHODODENDRON 
KOTUKU

LATE SEASON Flowering. A superbly perfumed 
variety, with soft pink buds opening  to clear white 
tubular flowers with a golden eye. Attractive shiny 
foliage. Protect from heavy frost.

2.5L

3.5

0018524187756 $23.39

0018524219839 $28.61

RHODODENDRON 
LAVENDER SENSATION

A strong growing shrub with large lavender trusses and 
a speckled throat. Prefers part shade and acidic soils. 
MID TO LATE season.

8.5 0018524144834 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
LEMON LODGE

(Prelude hybrid) MID TO LATE Season. Delicate 
lemon in large trusses. Very showy and free-flowering. 
Lovely light green rounded leaves.

6l

6l

0018524224185 $49.48

0018524140195 $49.48

RHODODENDRON 
LITTLE JACK HORNER

YAK HYBRID November flowering. A great hybrid with 
a dark rosey pink bud opening to dusky pink flowers. 
Neat and compact habit.

8

6l

0018524187770 $23.39

0018524218511 $30.35

0018524121323 $43.39

RHODODENDRON LORD 
ROBERTS

LATE SEASON Deep red flowers with a black blotch in 
tight ball shaped trusses. Hardy, vigorous, upright plant 
with glossy green foliage.

3.5 0018524145039 $28.61

RHODODENDRON LUCY 
LOU

EARLY SEASON. Pure snow white. Charming 
rounded fuzzy leaves of soft green. Heavy 
flowering.Protect from heavy frost.

6l 0018524228510 $56.43

RHODODENDRON LYN'S 
MEMORY

Strong pink buds openin to a pink edged flowers with 
rich cream centres and a dark eye. Fantastic large 
flower. MID SEASON.

6l 0018524145046 $52.09

0018524228527 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
MADDENII

(species) LATE SEASON. White flowers, rose pink on 
the outside. The large, sweetly scented flowers 
perfume the garden. Needs some shelter to do well

6l

ST

0018524224192 $49.48

0018524228923 $73.83

RHODODENDRON MI 
AMOR

(lindleyi x nuttallii)  MID SEASON flowering. Huge, 
magnificently perfumed, lily-like flowers, white with a 
yellow throat, set in trusses of about five flowers each. 
Large textured leaves are dark green. Protect from 
heavy frost.

2.5L

8l

6l

0018524218696 $23.39

0018524144865 $52.09

0018524228534 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
MIDNIGHT

(Cup Day x Purple Splendour) LATE SEASON 
FLOWERING Flowers of soft red purple with heavy 
dark spotting on upper lobe and centre.

2.5L 0018524218702 $23.39

RHODODENDRON 
MOUNT EVEREST

(campanulatum x griffithianum) MID TO LATE. White 
buds open to pure white flowers with reddish-brown 
speckling. Conical trusses. Good compact plant. 
Flowers freely.

7.51 0018524223454 $51.22

RHODODENDRON MRS 
CHARLES E. PEARSON

(George Hardy x catawbiense) OCTOBER / 
NOVEMBER FLOWERING Huge dome-shaped 
trusses of soft lilac-pink with darker spots. Lovely 
vigorous plant. Sun and heat tolerant.

3l 0018524206792 $32.09

RHODODENDRON MRS 
G.W. LEAK

(Coombe Royal x Chevalier Felix de Sauvage) MID 
SEASON. Light pink flowers with brown-purple blotch 
in large conical trusses. Hardy - vigorous. Sun or 
shade.

6l

8l

0018524215114 $49.48

0018524144896 $56.43

RHODODENDRON OLD 
COPPER

(Vulcan x Fabia) LATE SEASON.  Loose trusses of 
large bell-shaped copper-coloured flowers. Good 
upright plant. Does well in warm climates.

6l 0018524144919 $47.74

RHODODENDRON 
OSTBO'S LOW YELLOW

MID SEASON. Opens apricot-pink, slowly turns 
creamy-yellow. Attractive leaves

6l 0018524200745 $46.00

RHODODENDRON 
PARISIENNE

(valentinianum x burmanicum) MID SEASON. Sulphur 
yellow buds open to soft yellow flowers. Very showy 
and free-flowering compact bush.

6l 0018524228558 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
PAWHUSKA

MID SEASON. Pawhuska means mountain of snow in 
Indian.  A tall growing plant, large glossy green foliage 
with strong trusses of showy white blooms.

2.5L

5L

0018524144902 $23.39

0018524121347 $49.48

RHODODENDRON 
PHYLLIS KORN

OCTOBER FLOWERING Soft creamy yellow flowers 
with a touch of red in the throat. Vigorous tall grower.

8.5 0018524192835 $65.13
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RHODODENDRON 
POLAR BEAR

LATE SEASON. Large white trumpet blooms that are 
fragrant with light green throat in large loose trusses. 
Large foliage. Hardy.

0018524187817 $26.00

RHODODENDRON 
POLYANDRUM

MID TO LATE SEASON Very large, rich cream, 
tubular flowers, strongly scented. Often flowers mid-
winter to November..Heat resistant.

6l 0018524228565 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
PRINCESS ALICE

(edgeworthii x ciliatum) MID TO LATE. Open trumpets 
of pink-white flowers. Very sweetly scented. Open 
growth with small, dark green leaves.

2.5L 0018524144964 $23.39

0018524183499 $46.00

RHODODENDRON 
PURPLE GEM

(carolinianum x fastigiatum) MID SEASON.  Small 
violet flowers in ball-shaped trusses cover the plant. 
Beautiful bluish green new foliage.

6l 0018524200752 $47.74

RHODODENDRON 
RAGING BULL

MID SEASON Glowing red flowers in a good truss. 
Vigorous tidy habit with excellent foliage.

8.5l 0018524195188 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
RUBICON

(Noyo Chief x Kilimanjaro) MID SEASON Outstanding 
dense trusses of deep red flowers spotted black. 
Glossy dark green foliage.

8l

6l

0018524236010 $47.74

0018524200769 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
SAPPHO

MID SEASON White flowers with large rich purple 
blotch, in dome-shaped trusses. Vigorous and free 
flowering.

2.5L 0018524187831 $23.39

RHODODENDRON 
SENATOR HENRY 
JACKSON

(Yak Hybrid )Pink buds open to perfect trusses of pure 
white flowers which smother this plant. Deep green 
indumented foliage. Hardy to -15C. MID SEASON

30l 0018524096720 $347.74

RHODODENDRON 
SHIRLEY

(unknown) MID SEASON. Bright pink with lighter 
centre. Very free-flowering. Open growth habit. Easy to 
grow.

3.5 0018524187855 $28.61

RHODODENDRON 
SNEEZY

(Yak hybrid) MID SEASON Trusses of soft pink 
flowers with deeper throat markings. Low compact 
growth habit.

2.5L 0018524187862 $26.00

RHODODENDRON 
SPRING DANCE

(triflorum hybrid) MID SEASON. Saucer-shaped 
flowers of pale lilac frilled florets completely smother 
the dainty plant. Upright habit. Small glossy leaves.

6l 0018524228701 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
TAURUS

(jean Marie de Montague x strigillosum) MID SEASON. 
Glowing red flowers with black speckle. Well formed 
and furnished plant.

6l 0018524228718 $56.43

RHODODENDRON TIANA Lovely white butterfly shaped flowers with burgundy 
blotches. Mid season flowering.

5L 0018524160162 $49.48

RHODODENDRON 
UNIQUE

(campylocarpum hybrid) MID SEASON Deep pink 
buds open to creamy-white rounded trusses. Compact 
plant with dense foliage. Free-flowering.

2.5L

5L

6l

0018524183635 $23.39

0018524189927 $49.48

0018524140539 $49.48

RHODODENDRON VAN 
NES SENSATION

(fortunei Mrs Butler x Halopeanum) MID TO LATE 
SEASON. Soft pinky lilac flowers with cream throat in 
large round frilled trusses. Scented. A vigorous tough 
plant.

8.5l 0018524195201 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
VIRGINIA RICHARDS

(wardii x F.C. Puddle) x Mrs Betty Robertson) MID TO 
LATE SEASON. Flowers open pink and then turn 
Chinese yellow with red blotch. Compact habit with 
good glossy floiage. Very striking.

2.5L 0018524187916 $23.39

RHODODENDRON 
VULCAN'S FLAME

(griersonianum x Mars) MID TO LATE SEASON. 
Bright red flowers in heavy trusses. Foliage deep 
green with red stems. Heat tolerant.

6l 0018524224208 $49.48

RHODODENDRON 
WHITE GOLD

 (Mrs JG Millais x Cheyenne) MID SEASON. Pure 
white florets have a striking gold blotch on upper lobe.

6l 0018524228725 $56.43

RHODODENDRON 
WINSOME

(Humming Bird x griersonianum) MID SEASON.  
Bright glowing deep pink flowers. Very free-flowering. 
Coppery young growth. Very hardy.

6l

ST

0018524228732 $56.43

0018524139687 $78.17

RHODODENDRON YAK 
PREYII

Pink buds open to white flowers with a pale pink blush 
to the outer petal. Wonderful foliage and  growth habit 
.EARLY TO MID SEASON

2.5L 0018524218726 $37.30
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RHODODENDRON 
YAKUSHIMANUM FCC

Superior selection of yakushimanum with pink buds 
opening to masses of white flowers. Very hardy, 
compact variety. MID SEASON.

2.5L

5L

0018524218719 $37.30

0018524140669 $86.87

0018524183543 $86.87
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